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The preservation of digital resources is about fi nding ways to maintain 
our digital heritage, whether it exists in the form of e-journals, database 
records, Web sites, emails, digital images, audio-visual materials, interactive 
programs, or any other kind of binary data. Libraries frequently engage with 
a wide variety of these resources and understand how quickly and easily we 
lose use of them when computers change or links break.
I have been privileged to work in national libraries for nine years, de-
voting my time solely to the task of digital preservation. In that time many 
different solutions have been proposed, and as many opinions have been 
voiced about whether these solutions will work. While it is often perceived 
that these opinions contradict or argue with each other, the real answer is 
in fi nding the balance of what works in a particular situation. I hope that 
through this issue of Library Trends we may start to see how each solution 
has its own benefi t in a particular context.
All the articles in this issue agree on the challenges of digital preser-
vation: the burgeoning volumes of digital resources to be dealt with; the 
temporary nature of digital materials, particularly the rapid changes in their 
formats; and the massive organizational revolution required to work with 
and preserve digital materials, including the associated costs. However, the 
context in which digital preservation challenges apply is a highly important 
factor in making the right choice of a solution. For example, the context 
of the data can change its meaning and use. The context of the resource 
can change its relevance and integrity. The context of a collection in an 
organization can impact its value, and the context of a collecting organiza-
tion can affect legal rights and obligations for digital preservation.
The articles in this issue illustrate a variety of solutions in a range of 
contexts, from the implementation of large systems to issue-specifi c solu-
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tions that are still in development. The fi rst three articles feature large-scale 
digital preservation storage systems being built in three different environ-
ments: an academic library, a national library, and a media organization. 
We can see similar issues arise in each story but with different details that 
impact the solutions chosen. The interesting contrast here is largely affected 
by legal rights and responsibilities.
The heterogeneity of digital materials being collected increases com-
plexity in systems and solutions, as shown in the fi rst article by MacKenzie 
Smith, who describes the development of DSpace at MIT. A signifi cant 
lesson illustrated by DSpace is that complex systems benefi t from an incre-
mental building approach such as spiral development.
Cathy Smith describes the imperatives of the British Broadcasting Cor-
poration (BBC) as a British media body and explores the responsibilities 
of organizations other than libraries to provide preservation and access to 
digital information. Developing trust and cooperation with organizations 
such as the BBC may ease the burden on libraries and archives to be the 
sole keepers of digital information.
The article by Johan Steenbakkers exemplifi es the commitment of 
national libraries around the world to solving the diffi culties of digital 
preservation. The Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB), or National Library of 
the Netherlands, has provided strong leadership and innovation in digital 
preservation issues. Johan explores the impermanence of digital library 
collections and the new roles and responsibilities of digital publishing, in 
particular scientifi c journal publishers. The KB has been at the forefront 
of archiving system development and looking for practical preservation 
strategies by engaging with commercial research partners to try to encour-
age widely available and supported solutions. Part of this is a strong com-
mitment to sharing and cooperation.
The focus of the issue then moves on to selection and acquisition of 
digital resources for preservation. Publishing models have changed radi-
cally, and the Internet provides an easy conduit for the proliferation of 
digital information; therefore libraries are faced with divining new and 
manageable methods of fi nding, selecting, and acquiring resources for 
their collections. Libraries often license or link to material online rather 
than store it locally, so it is no longer acceptable, legal, or even possible to 
passively keep digital publications in a collection. 
Two articles in this issue present examples of a variety of approaches 
to selecting and capturing resources from the Internet for the purposes 
of long-term preservation. Margaret Phillips summarizes the differences 
between selective and comprehensive collection of resources, particularly 
as these approaches are employed by national libraries, and presents the 
history of the National Library of Australia’s PANDORA Project. This fo-
cused Web archiving project has recently reviewed its selection processes, 
3and some interesting conclusions are discussed. The ability for expansion 
of the program was considered limited and the way forward is seen as 
cooperating with international research and developments in automated 
methods to complement the work already accomplished.
A method developed at the Bibliotheque Nationale de France for com-
paring the results of different Web archiving approaches is described by 
Julien Masanès. The discussion focuses on trying to fi nd a balance between 
the cost of Web archiving practices and the quality of the resulting collec-
tions. Besides emphasizing the complexity of Web archiving, this article 
demonstrates that the choice of method depends on the requirements of 
the archive. The most promising aspect in Web archiving development is 
the enhanced ability of automated processes to both improve the quality 
of materials and reduce the cost of obtaining them, which are currently 
strong opposing forces.
From the moment digital resources become part of a collection, they 
require thoughtful management for their longevity. A major part of the 
management task is recording vital information needed to use and under-
stand the data stored in an archive. The subset of information that supports 
processes for long-term maintenance is called preservation metadata. The 
point of balance required for preservation metadata is between creating 
hand-crafted, resource-intensive, comprehensive, high-quality metadata 
and affordable, automatically extracted and created, absolute minimum 
core metadata of unknown accuracy. It has not yet been agreed how much 
preservation metadata will be enough. How to create even the basic ele-
ments is still a matter of research. It is agreed, however, that preservation 
metadata will be necessary, and three articles in this issue discuss some of 
the main developments in this fi eld. 
Steve Knight at the National Library of New Zealand (NLNZ) explains 
for us the origins of preservation metadata and the perceived need for its 
creation. The NLNZ was an early player to propose an implementation for 
preservation metadata and has moved on to start developing automated 
tools to assist the population of required fi elds. This work demonstrates 
the viability of creating preservation metadata.
Another important aspect of preservation metadata work internationally is 
the need for consensus among digital archiving communities on what metadata 
is required in a system for long-term preservation. An extension of this is the 
creation and use of standards for such metadata. Priscilla Caplan and Rebecca 
Guenther have headed up an international body of cooperation to develop 
practical solutions. Their article describes the work of the PREMIS (Pres-
ervation Metadata Implementation Strategies) working group and their at-
tempts to defi ne what is required preservation metadata, and it examines the 
methods of metadata implementation. This valuable work will require further 
testing and cooperation before realistic consensus will be achieved.
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Technical metadata is proving particularly challenging to create and 
manage, and even the PREMIS group defers this detail to proposed projects 
such as the Global Digital Format Registry (GDFR), modelled in the follow-
ing article by Stephen Abrams. A distributed network of cooperating regis-
tries is envisaged for the global benefi t of long-term digital preservation. 
The penultimate article explores the use of networked environments to sup-
port the use and preservation of digital resources. Reagan Moore and Richard 
Marciano tie together all the elements required for digital preservation in a 
manageable model for a distributed environment. Their article provides a 
technical and methodical approach for maintaining large amounts of data 
and explores the benefi ts of data grids for long-term preservation.
Toward the end of this issue we fi nd the articles becoming more techni-
cal in nature. This forces us to consider the complexity of the problems of 
digital preservation and the need for us, as library business experts, to be 
able to precisely describe our requirements for our digital repositories to 
people who have the technical expertise to build them. 
The fi nal article pulls us back out of the detail to look at the big picture 
of how the United States is managing and funding digital preservation 
initiatives. It explains this through a description of the National Digital 
Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP), an im-
pressive and ambitious program being watched closely worldwide. The 
eight funded projects and four affi nity groups discussed are all bound 
to make signifi cant progress in addressing the complex issues related to 
digital preservation.
Familiar themes are evident throughout the articles. Many of the projects 
refer to each other, and all discuss similar concepts. Standards such as the 
Open Archival Information System (OAIS) reference model1 are also rec-
ognized universally. This is a result of the cooperation and information 
sharing that will be essential for the future of digital preservation. It will 
bring us closer to recognizing the scale of digital preservation solutions 
available and enable each of us to fi nd our own balance.
Notes
1. The OAIS reference model is a broad and logical model that can guide the logical devel-
opment of an archival system. See http://ssdoo.gsfc.nasa.gov/nost/isoas/ref_model.html 
for more information.
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Abstract
The amount of digital content produced at academic research in-
stitutions is large, and libraries and archives at these institutions 
have a responsibility to bring this digital material under curatorial 
control in order to manage and preserve it over time. But this is a 
daunting task with few proven models, requiring new technology, 
policies, procedures, core staff competencies, and cost models. The 
MIT Libraries are working with the DSpace™ open-source digital 
repository platform to explore the problem of capturing research 
and teaching material in any digital format and preserving it over 
time. By collaborating on this problem with other research institu-
tions using the DSpace platform in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Europe, and other parts of the world, as well as with other 
important efforts in the digital preservation arena, we are beginning 
to see ways of managing arbitrary digital content that might make 
digital preservation an achievable goal.
Introduction
The modes of scholarship—research, teaching, and communication—
continue to evolve toward online digital content that supports critical inno-
vations. Creating digital content and making it available on the Web as a part 
of the research process is not only getting easier, it is becoming routine. As 
an example, the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) research proposals 
now require a description of how data produced with their funds will be 
made available to share with other researchers. And electronic journals with 
the ability to provide full-text searching and hyperlinks continue to become 
the accepted, and expected, norm. The amount of digital information 
7produced annually is, by some estimates, more than thirty-fi ve thousand 
times the complete contents of the Library of Congress and growing fast 
(Varian & Lyman, 2003).
But who will ensure that this digital scholarly record continues to exist 
in an era when the lifespan of digital content is normally measured by a 
few years? Libraries and archives are just beginning to grapple with the 
problem of capturing, managing, distributing, and preserving the digital 
material that their constituents are producing, and to effectively deal with 
this content requires not only new technological infrastructure but new 
policies and procedures, new core competencies of staff, and new business 
lines and cost models—in other words, signifi cant transformation of the 
current models of institutional scholarly content management. 
Preserving this digital material is one of the most challenging compo-
nents. The digital formats of the content are various and are dictated by the 
short-term needs of faculty and researchers who have innovation as their 
driving force; thus, their motivation to use only “good,” standard digital 
formats is very low. Libraries and archives will have to deal with this material 
whether or not there are well-understood ways to keep it usable over time. 
Thinking about how to establish the infrastructure and business practices 
to accomplish this, and keep the costs manageable, is a formidable task. 
The MIT Libraries are working with the open-source digital repository 
platform called DSpace™ to explore the problem of capturing digital re-
search, education material, and publications in any format and preserve 
them over time; to conduct research and experimentation to learn more 
about the issues; and to identify what larger, community-based infrastruc-
ture is needed by research institutions in order to make digital preserva-
tion a practical reality. Working together with researchers from Hewlett 
Packard and from other research institutions that use the DSpace platform 
in the United States, the United Kingdom, Europe, and elsewhere, we are 
beginning to see new ways of managing arbitrary digital content that might 
make digital preservation an achievable goal. And the emergence of a digi-
tal preservation community is helping to educate digital content software 
producers and authors and the governments that fund research to be more 
aware of the consequences of current policies and decisions.
The Content Environment
MIT is experiencing what many academic research institutions have 
noted in the past decade: a rapidly escalating rate of digital data production 
in every aspect of every activity—research, teaching, and publication on 
the academic side, and fi nancial and business records on the administrative 
side. In many cases this digital content is effectively unmanaged, or is man-
aged as current data by the institution’s computer center—in other words, 
it is not under archival control or easily found for reuse by those other 
than the original creator. And increasingly it is disappearing altogether, 
smith/variety in digital collections
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for example, when a graduate student leaves, or a computer is stolen, or a 
backup regime fails, or a computer platform or piece of software becomes 
obsolete. It is all too easy for this material to vanish or to lack even the ba-
sic metadata needed to manage it over time. Some examples of the digital 
content in question from the MIT environment include the following: 
• Electronic publications in PDF format (articles and preprints, e-theses, tech-
nical and working papers, conference proceedings, lab notebooks, etc.)
• Course material, including simulations and visualizations provided as 
Java applets (that is, program code)
• Images from a range of domains, including digitized fi ne art photo-
graphs and digital images from scientifi c instruments (for example, 
MRI scans or confocal microscope images)
• Multimedia archives and publications used for teaching or research in 
the humanities and social sciences
• Scientifi c datasets and databases from subjects such as bioinformatics 
or plasma physics
• Social science statistical and geospatial datasets
• Digitized print collections such as manuscripts and special collections
As you see, this digital content is extremely varied in subject and pur-
pose; exists in a wide range of technical formats, with and without software 
dependencies; arrives at different distances from the time of creation; and 
requires very different metadata to describe it both functionally and techni-
cally. And these examples do not begin to refl ect some of the complexity 
that can be seen in real life, for example, fi les with other fi les (in other 
formats) embedded in them, groups of fi les that have been glued together 
(for example, with the UNIX “tar” program), XML fi les without documenta-
tion for what the markup signifi es, and similar conundrums with datasets 
and databases.
Adding to the complexity of this technical variation in digital content is 
the current legal and regulatory landscape we live in. All of these works are 
copyrighted, patented, or otherwise “owned” by some legal entity. In some 
cases it is the institution that employs the creator, in others it is the creator 
himself, and in many cases it is some third party (for example, a publisher) 
to whom the creator has turned over ownership or licensed the patent 
rights, whether or not that was allowed by local policy. And in many cases 
the creator does not actually know who controls the material in question. 
Institutions wishing to archive digital material have the interesting choice 
of either accepting it with associated risk of copyright or patent violation 
or requiring material to be cleared of restrictions fi rst with a warrant from 
the depositor—a surefi re way of limiting what is deposited. 
It is our observation at MIT that in some cases the institution can suggest 
what fi le formats are desirable for archiving purposes (for example, use 
9PDF rather than Microsoft Word), and in some cases the archive could con-
vert the fi le on ingest from a less to a more desirable format (for example, 
from Microsoft Word or Adobe PDF into PDF/A, the archival profi le of the 
PDF standard). In many other cases, however, neither option is possible. 
Many faculty authors make format choices based on the practical realities 
of their own domain—accepted formats in their fi eld or the current state 
of Web browsers for rendering—and do not have the time, patience, or 
expertise to convert or re-create their materials in formats more conducive 
to preservation. At that point it becomes a matter of institutional policy 
whether the material will be accepted in the archive or not and at what 
level of preservation support. If a university’s president turns up with a 
laptop fi lled with her professional and administrative records, do you say 
no? If a Nobel Laureate scientist appears with a key scientifi c dataset (the 
Human Genome database, say) do you refuse it because it is not in ASCII 
or XML? There are numerous anecdotes from every archival organization 
along these lines, and clearly we cannot refuse everything that does not 
meet high standards of creation, especially when there are no absolute 
guarantees that we can preserve even the best-quality digital material (it 
could prove to be too expensive, for example). Therefore, at MIT we have 
decided that it is important to tackle the problem from the perspective of 
an archive that has to deal with everything and still drive costs down to the 
point where digital preservation is a practical possibility.
DSpace
This section describes how the MIT Libraries and Archives are using the 
DSpace platform to begin to tackle the problem of institutional archiving 
and preservation of digital material produced by the local community of 
scholars. DSpace1 is free, open-source software that has the functionality 
to capture, store, manage, and support preservation of digital objects in 
any format. 
There are two important caveats to everything said here about DSpace. 
First, what is described here represents MIT’s current thinking, policies, and 
procedures, and not those of other institutions using the DSpace platform. 
It is our hope that the community of DSpace implementers (known as the 
DSpace Federation) will collaborate on the problem of digital preserva-
tion to develop collective best practices and possibly even policy, but it is 
early days in the use of DSpace. For now there is wide variety in the ways 
that different institutions are beginning to think about the technological 
approaches, costs, risks, and benefi ts associated with digital preservation 
and what they are willing to do.
Second, DSpace is software, and as such, it does not do digital preserva-
tion per se. Preservation is a collection management, or digital life cycle 
management, activity with a technology component but also associated poli-
smith/variety in digital collections
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cies and procedures. Especially now, when so little is known with certainty 
about how we will accomplish digital preservation and at what cost, human 
involvement is critical, and DSpace can merely support our ambitions in the 
aspects that lend themselves to automation. But I will attempt to describe 
how the software can help and where it cannot. 
Best practice in software development today, especially in areas that 
are poorly understood like digital archiving and preservation, defi nes a 
process by which the system evolves rapidly as our understanding of the 
problem increases. This is known as “spiral development” (Boehm, 2000), 
and in practice it means that systems should be designed with modularity 
in mind and the assumption that the code will all be thrown away and re-
created often as understanding evolves. Prototypes are created to try new 
things, and experimentation is encouraged. The assumption is that any 
attempt to defi ne a “perfect architecture” for the system that solves the 
entire problem once and for all is naïve and creates too much risk for the 
organization that depends on it.
To this end, DSpace was originally created as a breadth-fi rst system (that 
is, having all the necessary functionality to start using it out of the box, so 
to speak) with very little depth in any particular aspect of its functionality 
so that the community of implementers, including MIT, could decide what 
they need most from it and how it should evolve. The original support for 
digital archiving and preservation in DSpace was limited. It consisted of 
the following elements:
1. An internal fi le format registry with entries for each format known to the 
institution and what level of support is offered by policy for that format 
at that institution. The three levels of support defi ned now are 
• “supported”—the organization will make every attempt to preserve 
the current functionality of the fi le into the future (what we call 
“functional preservation”);
• “known”—the organization knows about the format but cannot, or will 
not, insure preservation over time. Typically this would be the case 
if the organization might be able to provide preservation support 
but for some reason cannot promise it. For example, if the format is 
defi ned by Microsoft so that it is both proprietary and unpublished, 
then the organization might be able to migrate it to another format 
in the future using third-party tools but cannot guarantee that such 
tools will be available;
• “unsupported”—the organization will preserve the deposited bits but 
not attempt anything further. Typically, this would be the case for 
formats that are completely unknown or too expensive to preserve, 
for example, a compiled, binary program in a programing language 
that was invented by the author and never documented.
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2. Minimal technical metadata for each deposited fi le (or “bitstream” as they 
are known in DSpace) consisting of about fi ve pieces of information:
• A unique identifi er for the fi le in a local namespace
• The fi le format, as defi ned in the internal format registry
• The fi le size in bytes
• A date of deposit to DSpace (or the closest approximation to creation 
date that is programmatically available)
• A checksum and checksum type (currently MD5) for the fi le
3. A “History” fi le, consisting of metadata stored in Resource Description 
Framework (RDF) format, that is updated with each signifi cant event 
in the system (for example, when an item is updated or a bitstream 
changed). This serves as a sort of digital provenance tracking system to 
record what happens to a particular deposited item over time.
Clearly these parts of the DSpace infrastructure are necessary but not 
suffi cient to perform digital preservation in any meaningful way. What is 
missing includes, at a minimum, the following:
1. Batch ingest tools to do basic fi le quality assurance and technical meta-
data extraction during the deposit process. This would include things 
like virus checking, verifying that the fi les are indeed of the format speci-
fi ed and are viable instances of that format, and extracting all available 
technical metadata directly from the fi le using tools like JHOVE.2
2. Better support of technical metadata that varies with each fi le format and 
changes quickly over time. Currently this metadata can be stored as another 
fi le (for example, in XML) along with the deposited fi les, but that makes 
it diffi cult to interact with in the performance of collection management 
activities. Having tools to interact with this technical metadata will be nec-
essary to support preservation, but these tools cannot be too proscriptive 
or diffi cult to change since as a community we still have very little idea of 
exactly what technical metadata will be necessary to support digital pres-
ervation or whether it will prove to be affordable to generate.
3. A more modular system architecture that implements the Open Archi-
val Information System (OAIS) framework3 more closely, separating 
the digital asset store from the database that manages it more cleanly. 
Currently DSpace uses a relational database to manage the asset store, 
which is implemented on the computer’s fi le system. Ideally the meta-
data would be packaged together with the content in an OAIS Archival 
Information Package (AIP), which is also stored in the asset store, with 
the database serving more as a way of optimizing certain system opera-
tions such as lookup and reporting. While OAIS does not require this 
approach, having self-contained AIPs will make preservation services 
like replication and distribution of content much safer and easier.
smith/variety in digital collections
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4. A framework to support such useful technical advances as highly dis-
tributed storage (to help deal with the petabyte-sized digital objects 
that are part of the archive) and replication of the content to support 
redundancy as an alternative backup strategy.4
5. Better support for content versioning and proper content life cycle 
management, with appropriate metadata and access controls to manage 
which version is for what purpose and who has access to each. Having 
multiple versions of an item or a bitstream in DSpace is possible now, 
but it is complex, in part because there are multiple types of “versioning” 
that are appropriate for digital repositories: different versions in time 
(for example, new editions), different versions in format (for example, 
a Microsoft Word fi le and a PDF), and different versions in quality (for 
example, an archival master TIFF image and its associated thumbnail). 
Today, versions in DSpace are managed either by creating separate items 
and relating them with identifi ers stored in the Dublin Core metadata 
or by adding new fi les to existing items, which are identifi ed by labels 
and/or suppressed from public view. And while assigning varying access 
control for different fi les attached to an item is possible, no friendly user 
interface is provided to make it simple to do. Lastly there are issues that 
arise in records management like destruction of digital content when 
retention policies call for it and how to certify that as part of the content 
management process. Certainly for the cases involving preservation 
masters or other versions of fi les that are not for public display, better 
support to make this easy is needed.
6. Better support for emulation in cases where a simple format migration 
is not practical (for example, for binary formats of things like simula-
tions or video games). In general DSpace assumes that items are either 
directly viewable in modern Web browsers or should be downloaded to 
the local computer for manipulation. A third, currently unsupported 
option would be for DSpace to render the item itself in a manner that 
allows it to be viewed in a browser. If a software emulator exists for a 
particular item of content, then it would be desirable for DSpace to 
run that emulator to show the content rather than forcing the user to 
download the content and its emulator to the desktop.5
7. Automated integrity checking for the digital material on deposit. DSpace 
stores a checksum for each digital fi le it manages, and the system should 
constantly monitor its asset store for fi le corruption or other problems. 
Using RAID storage arrays is some help, but problems can go undetected 
if a fi le is not read for a long period of time. If a good backup regime has 
been implemented, then restoring a corrupted fi le is always possible, so 
each fi le in the system should be read and checked against its checksum 
on a regular schedule. This would also work in conjunction with recom-
mendation 4 above (fi le replication) if that were implemented.
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The plan for how to do all this (and more) in DSpace brings us back to 
the open-source software development model and the spiral development 
model. Some of these things could be added quite easily to the current 
version of the system (for example, the batch tools and the versioning sup-
port, both of which are in development now), but some require a major 
change to the system’s architecture. This has led to the idea of a DSpace 
version 2.0, which will be quite different internally from the version out 
there today. Hopefully it will not affect the public user interface too dras-
tically, nor the way collection managers interact with the system, but the 
internal plumbing will be quite different. But creating a new version of 
DSpace today is quite a different matter than creating the original was, as 
there are hundreds of institutions relying on the system now and many of 
them have good ideas to contribute to the 2.0 design and implementation. 
The open-source software promise is that, by being publicly scrutinized 
and criticized, the fi nished product is much, much better than it would be 
if it were just done by a small number of developers in one place. But the 
cost is in the complexity and time it takes to do distributed development 
by many people. 
Having said that, there is a move afoot to start work on DSpace 2.0 led 
by one of the original Hewlett Packard developers and with extensive in-
volvement from other developers at MIT, the University of Cambridge, the 
Australian National University, and others. They are in the midst of defi ning 
a project to work collaboratively to build the 2.0 system, and we hope to see 
DSpace continue to evolve at this pace over the coming decades.
Other Relevant Initiatives
While the DSpace 2.0 development gets sorted out, we are collaborating 
actively with two other initiatives that could be of great benefi t to DSpace 
in support of digital preservation (both are described in detail elsewhere 
in this issue). These include the Storage Resource Broker (SRB)6 work at 
the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) (in collaboration with the 
University of California, San Diego Libraries), and the Global Digital For-
mat Registry (GDFR)7 initiative of the Digital Library Federation. 
The SDSC SRB is client-server middleware that provides a uniform 
interface for connecting to heterogeneous data resources over a network 
and accessing replicated datasets. SRB, in conjunction with the Metadata 
Catalog (MCAT), provides a way to access datasets and resources based on 
their attributes and/or logical names rather than their names or physical 
locations. The project underway will evaluate how DSpace and SRB might 
be integrated to provide DSpace managers access to managed, distributed, 
replicated, grid-based storage when desired.
The GDFR initiative is being developed under the auspices of the Digi-
tal Library Federation. The initiative has so far developed a data model 
smith/variety in digital collections
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for technical format metadata and a set of services and has submitted a 
grant proposal for further development of the system. A prototype is in 
development at the University of Pennsylvania Library under the name 
of FRED (Format REgistry Demonstration) as part of the TOM (Typed 
Object Model) project.8 
These are just two of many initiatives, too many to mention individu-
ally, that we are paying close attention to as models for where the DSpace 
community needs to go, what works, what does not work, what the costs 
are, how to assess risk, how to collaborate, and so on. 
Conclusion
The success of DSpace as a digital archiving and preservation platform 
depends on several things: our ability as a community to rapidly evolve the 
system as we learn more about how to do digital preservation; our ability 
to educate the library and archive professionals responsible for collection 
management and preservation today to be able to cope with digital mate-
rial alongside the print material; and our ability to learn from each other 
and coordinate the many useful initiatives that are underway in this area. 
If there is one thing we do know with certainty it is that this problem is 
far too big and complex to be solved by any one organization, system, or 
preservation strategy. We need to collaborate and share, to build common 
infrastructure where it makes sense, and to support alternative models of 
archiving. Biodiversity is good, monocultures are bad, and none of us really 
knows what is going to happen in the future. But stay tuned.
Notes
1. DSpace is described in detail at the DSpace Federation Web site, http://dspace.org. Tansley, 
Bass, and Smith (2003) describe it in the digital archive context. 
2. JHOVE was created by staff at the Harvard University Library to ingest various fi le formats 
that they are archiving (see http://hul.harvard.edu/jhove/jhove.html), and the New 
Zealand National Library is working on similar tools for a digital archiving program. 
3. The OAIS reference model was developed by the Consultative Committee for Space Data 
Systems (http://ssdoo.gsfc.nasa.gov/nost/wwwclassic/documents/pdf/CCSDS-650.0-B-1.pdf); 
it defi nes the components of a digital archive and the functions each component supports, as 
well as an abstract data and metadata model for digital content.
4. Currently, the most famous example of this comes from the LOCKSS project at Stanford 
University (http://lockss.stanford.edu/), which uses a combination of Web harvesting of 
published e-journals and content replication among LOCKSS sites to help insure preserva-
tion of the bits over time, no matter what happens to an individual archive. This is widely 
considered to be a good approach to bit-preservation since it allows for the possibility of 
a single archive being abandoned or destroyed.
5. This is the approach taken by the Universal Virtual Computer (UVC) project, originally de-
veloped by researchers at IBM. A good article describing the approach is Lorie (2001).
6. The Storage Resource Broker is a system developed by the San Diego Supercomputer Center 
as part of their research engagement with the National Science Foundation National Partner-
ship for Advanced Computational Infrastructure (http://www.npaci.edu/DICE/SRB/). 
7. For more information on GDFR, see the project Web site at http://hul.harvard.edu/gdfr/.
8. The TOM project is described at http://tom.library.upenn.edu/, and http://tom.library
.upenn.edu/fred/ hosts the format registry prototype.
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smith/variety in digital collections
Building an Internet Archive System for the British 
Broadcasting Corporation
Cathy Smith
Abstract
Since its beginnings as the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) 
Networking Club in April 1994, the BBC’s Web site has grown to over 
two million pages. While bbc.co.uk inarguably offers a valuable source 
of information, entertainment, and education for its users and pro-
vides an online arena for peer-to-peer communication, it also brings 
into focus the challenge of digital preservation. Apart from the sheer 
volume of material the site represents, the nature of that material is 
forever changing both to refl ect editorial strategy and to benefi t from 
new technologies and improved production techniques. To support 
its own internal business requirements and to satisfy external legisla-
tive requirements, the BBC’s Information and Archives Department 
is building a Legal and Historical Internet Archive System to capture 
a selection of content as it is published to the “live” site. This article 
looks at how the design and development of that system supports the 
preservation of heterogeneous digital material in the wider context 
of archiving the BBC’s new media output.
The British Broadcasting Corporation’s (BBC)1 Information and Ar-
chives Department—a relatively recent amalgamation of research libraries, 
archives, and preservation services across the BBC’s national and regional 
operational centers—manages much of the corporation’s physical and 
electronic records and audio visual assets. One of its current projects is 
the introduction of a system for the automatic capture of the BBC’s online 
services published to bbc.co.uk. This article describes the development 
of that system and its design and implementation in the context of the 
corporation’s main business driver: the creation of distinctive programs 
and services. 
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Information and Archives (I&A) has always been responsible for a wide 
variety of material: documents, television and radio programs, and in recent 
years the digital and electronic equivalents. Preservation is an ongoing part 
of the remit; converting archived content into new formats has been an 
issue within the Television Archive since 1948, when nitrate was used for 
fi lm production and archivists were already aware that alternative stock 
would need to be developed to save material in the long term. And in the 
BBC archives there is a vast amount of it.
Stored in multiple sites around the United Kingdom are over 600,000 
hours of complete television programs, stockshots, and unedited or untrans-
mitted material held on fi lm, 2-inch and 1-inch videotape, and U-Matic and 
Beta formats. More than 300,000 hours of radio are available on wax cylin-
ders, vinyl records, audio cassettes, CDs, and DAT or one-quarter-inch tape, 
with in excess of 25,000 sound effects captured on CD and vinyl. And then 
there are the 100 million documents held at the Written Archives Centre, 
3 million photographs—hardcopy and electronic, 22 million newspaper 
cuttings, 1.2 million commercial music recordings, and 4 million items 
of sheet music. And all of that needs to be managed through processes 
for intake, cataloguing and indexing, research and access, and long-term 
preservation. So, although we are in an increasingly digital environment, 
the issues are not new—it is only the challenges that are different.
What Are the Drivers for Archiving and Preservation 
for the BBC?
The BBC is beholden to several pieces of often contradictory UK legisla-
tion. One of these is the Broadcasting Act of 1996, which dictates that “it 
shall be the duty of each broadcasting body to retain a recording of every 
television or sound programme which is broadcast by that body—
(a) where it is of a television programme, during the period of 90 days 
beginning with the broadcast, and
(b) where it is of a sound programme, during the period of 42 days 
beginning with the broadcast” (Queen’s Printer of Acts of Parliament, 
1996a, Section 117, Part V).
In other words, the BBC is legally required to record its TV and radio 
output off-air to enable the corporation to answer complaints from the 
listening and viewing public.
This is reiterated by the 2003 Communications Act, which pays legal 
lip-service to the existence of platforms other than radio and television 
by applying the retention periods of 90 and 42 days to “every programme 
service” (Queen’s Printer of Acts of Parliament, 2003a, Section 334). The 
act also includes a requirement “to comply with any request by OFCOM2 
to produce to them for examination or reproduction a recording retained 
in pursuance of the conditions in the licence” (Queen’s Printer of Acts of 
Parliament, 2003a, Section 334).
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Despite being relatively new legislation, disappointingly the act does not 
take into consideration the technical challenges of capturing new media 
services direct from broadcast, preserving them in their original form, and 
being able to re-create them as required in answer to legal claims. While 
neither act specifi cally mentions the Internet—or in fact any other new 
media platform—the BBC does not want to set any legal precedents but 
would rather demonstrate best endeavors to meet the letter of the law. To 
that end, an internal agreement was made in 2000 between the Head of 
Online and the BBC’s Programme Complaints Unit that bbc.co.uk would 
be defi ned as another broadcast channel and its content captured off-air 
as with TV and radio.
But there are other legislative reasons for retaining the BBC’s broadcast 
output that shape archive policy. The period of liability under the Defama-
tion Act of 1996 is currently one year, which suggests that the BBC should 
be retaining content for longer than the Broadcasting Act’s ninety-day 
requirement. Under section 2 of the act, any “offer to make amends” is 
an offer to “make a suitable correction of the statement complained of” 
and to “ publish the correction and apology” (Queen’s Printer of Acts of 
Parliament, 1996b). Consequently, at least one function of the archive is 
to provide a record of both the original defamatory material and any con-
sequent offi cial response broadcast on air. 
Another raft of legislation centers on information and data manage-
ment. Schedule 1 of the 1998 Data Protection Act outlines the data protec-
tion principles, which include that “Personal data shall be obtained only for 
one or more specifi ed and lawful purposes” and that “appropriate technical 
and organisational measures shall be taken against unauthorised or unlaw-
ful processing of personal data” (Queen’s Printer of Acts of Parliament, 
1998, Schedule 1, Part 1). 
BBC online publishes an increasing amount of user-generated content. 
“Talk” (http://www.bbc.co.uk/communicate/) calls for feedback on the 
BBC’s output and provides a gateway to the message boards, while sites like 
“iCan” (http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/ican/) and “Collective” (http://www
.bbc.co.uk/dna/collective/) provide platforms for peer-to-peer debate on 
local and cultural issues. The personal data shared over the BBC’s network 
needs to be managed in accordance with the requirements of the Data 
Protection Act; although this is more of a concern for content producers 
who directly receive and manipulate the data, there could be implications 
for data that is ingested into a long-term archiving system. 
More specifi cally relevant to bbc.co.uk, the United Kingdom’s Legal 
Deposit Libraries Act of 2003 is enabling legislation intended to extend 
the concept of “legal deposit” to cover electronic publications, including 
Web pages. The act is clear about who dictates the delivery of content to 
the deposit libraries: “where a work is published or made available to the 
public in different formats, (to) provide for the format in which any copy 
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is to be delivered to be determined in accordance with requirements speci-
fi ed (generally or in a particular case) by the deposit libraries or any of 
them” (Queen’s Printer of Acts of Parliament, 2003b, Section 6). Though 
daunting, the act highlights the general desire to preserve the national 
heritage locked in electronic publications even if the technical problems 
have yet to be resolved. It also raises the question of who has responsibility 
for preservation. 
Will the British Library—and any other institutions granted “legal de-
posit” status under the Legal Deposit Libraries Act—become the nation’s 
“digital preserver”? And would that mean the BBC should hand over its 
content and relinquish such a role? Considering the business demands of 
the corporation, probably not, but there will be a need for developing a 
close strategic relationship with the deposit libraries not least because they 
will have the authority to dictate the means of delivery, which in turn could 
have a major fi nancial impact on the corporation aside from the implica-
tions for content creation processes.
Part of the thinking behind the Legal and Historical Internet Archive 
System is that, if we can demonstrate that the BBC is responsibly managing 
its own collection of published Internet output, then perhaps we could 
work with the deposit libraries to agree upon the nature and regularity of 
deposits instead of having to meet the blanket requirements of the Legal 
Deposit Libraries Act. Deciding which URLs suit the needs of which national 
institutions based on their own selection criteria (for example, the National 
Library of Wales has already expressed an interest in content from BBC 
Cymru’r Byd [http://www.bbc.co.uk/cymru/]) would relieve pressure on 
the BBC’s delivery mechanisms and provide focused collections specifi c 
to local needs. 
I&A already enjoys long-established relationships with external agencies, 
including the British Film Institute and the British Library Sound Archive, 
the fi rst of which receives previously agreed-upon examples of our televi-
sion output, and the second provides public access to our collection. So 
why not establish something similar for bbc.co.uk?
The Legal Deposit Libraries Act also requires the delivery “with the 
copy of the work, a copy of any computer program and any information 
necessary in order to access the work, and a copy of any manual and other 
material that accompanies the work and is made available to the public” 
(Queen’s Printer of Acts of Parliament, 2003b, Section 6). This in itself 
raises issues of copyright and licensing. What special dispensation needs 
to be agreed to allow legal deposit libraries not only the right to archive 
commercial software but also to use it to provide public access to stored 
content? Within the BBC the situation is no simpler. Software licensing 
models are different for each manufacturer and none encompasses the 
need to retain examples in the long-term for purposes not covered when 
the original licenses were signed. 
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But licensing aside, discussions with the BBC’s technology support de-
partments have focused on the possibility of creating a central store of 
decommissioned software that might be recommissioned for the purposes 
of supporting archived content at least in the short term. Clearly, however, 
that sounds simpler than commercial relationships currently allow.
Apart from external legal requirements, the BBC has the tenets of its 
own Royal Charter and Agreement to adhere to, including the corporation’s 
responsibility for preserving the national heritage as refl ected in its own 
broadcasting history. The agreement states that the BBC is to “establish and 
maintain . . . an archive or archives of fi lms, sound recordings and other 
recorded and printed matter which is representative of the sound and televi-
sion programmes and fi lms broadcast or transmitted by the Corporation” 
(Department of National Heritage: Broadcasting, 1996a, Section 11). This 
is an expansion of one of the “Objects of the Corporation” in Section 3 
of the charter to “establish and maintain libraries and archives containing 
material relevant to the objects of the Corporation, and to make available 
to the public such libraries and archives with or without charge” (Depart-
ment of National Heritage: Broadcasting, 1996b).
So not only should I&A be responsible for establishing a process for 
capturing, storing, and preserving the BBC’s online output, but it should 
be considering how to make that collection accessible to the public. Both 
are something of a challenge and both are crucial in this period of charter 
renewal and external review. The BBC’s services are in the spotlight, and 
should there be any major changes to bbc.co.uk, it is imperative that I&A be 
ready to record them within an archive of “what was” or, at the very least, to 
retain descriptive metadata of the content of decommissioned pages along-
side information detailing context of their removal from the live site.
In fact, the site has already begun this process of change following 
the publication in July 2004 of the report of the Independent Review of 
BBC Online (Graf, 2004) conducted on behalf of the UK’s Department 
of Culture, Media and Sport. The report’s recommendations led to the 
closure of a handful of sites deemed either to duplicate content available 
elsewhere on the Web or—though serving the public interest—to attract 
too little traffi c to make them economically viable. But irrespective of the 
external drivers, archived bbc.co.uk content has potential for reuse, pro-
vides a good source of research, and enables producers to refl ect on past 
output in the same way as any of the BBC’s broadcast material held in the 
Radio and Television Archives.
So What Is It That Needs Capturing?
bbc.co.uk began in 1989 when it was registered as bbc.uucp (“Unix-
to-Unix copy”) with dialup access to the site via Brunel University; it was 
only available to BBC Development. It was then reregistered with the UK’s 
academic “naming” body, the Name Registration Service (NRS), as bbc.co.uk 
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in 1991, but it was still only available inside the BBC to the renamed BBC 
Research and Development Department. Three years later, on April 13, 
1994, the BBC Networking Club “opened for business” at bbcnc.org.uk. 
Commissioned by BBC Education to support the BBC2 series The Net—the 
fi rst program with an online forum via the “Auntie” bulletin board—it was 
aimed at introducing viewers to the Internet: what it was, how it worked, 
and what it had to offer. Membership cost £5 a month, which gave sub-
scribers access to “early-adopter sites” including “Top Gear,” “Tomorrow’s 
World,” and Radio 4’s “Woman’s Hour.” It also provided nine-day TV and 
radio schedules and a “Guide to the Internet” introduced by a character 
called “Babbage.” The BBC Networking Club was an Internet service pro-
vider, communication facilitator, information supplier, and Web publisher. 
In November 1997 News Online “went live” via their in-house-developed 
content production system, and by March 1998 the BBC Online home page 
was providing a portal to the BBC’s Internet services.
Since then bbc.co.uk—as is now the accepted branding for the site—has 
grown to at least 750GB of content with daily incremental updates of 3–4GB. 
Content includes as wide a range of fi le types imaginable, providing audio, 
video, animation, and text, and meeting any number of editorial criteria 
within the BBC’s overall remit to provide “information, education and 
entertainment” (Department of National Heritage: Broadcasting, 1996b, 
Section 3). The potential of the Internet as a broadcasting platform is ex-
ploited to the full with constant experimentation of potential services that 
technologically dictate the means of archiving sites and pages. 
Currently content is produced within genre-based departments—for 
example, Learning and Interactive, Drama and Entertainment—and over-
seen by a central editorial and technical team that also has responsibility 
for other new media platforms, including interactive television and mobile 
devices. Methods of content creation range from the use of commercial 
tools and software—Microsoft’s FrontPage, Macromedia’s Dreamweaver, 
Adobe’s GoLive—to handcrafted HTML and in-house content production 
and management systems.
The biggest challenge for archiving content is the degree to which it 
might be described as “dynamic.” In other words, it should be relatively 
easy to collect fl at HTML pages—complete pages held on Web servers—but 
less easy to harvest those that are created within client Web browsers when 
a particular URL is requested at a particular date and time and content is 
provided from backend databases. 
Only a relatively small percentage of bbc.co.uk pages have been or are 
currently dynamically driven. The now decommissioned and only semi-
dynamic “myBBC” site gathered content from specifi ed sources based on 
user profi les. This content was held on the Web server in readiness for 
publication and distributed via the publication system in response to user 
requests. In comparison, the bbc.co.uk home page is updated at least twice 
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daily with headlines and supporting images provided directly from the News 
Online content production system. And then there is content that appears 
dynamic: the constantly updated travel information is actually provided 
via data feed from a third-party supplier. It is then FTPed to the BBC to be 
transformed into HTML on a production server and published to what is 
called the Master Content Server (MCS) for Web distribution every thirty 
minutes. The MCS is key to content publication. Online producers publish 
new fi les to the “BORG2 queue”—a mechanism that chronologically makes 
updates to the site and that provides the means of content delivery to the 
Legal and Historical Internet Archive. 
The Legal and Historical Internet Archive System
On August 26, 1999, Sir John Birt, the BBC’s director general at the 
time, emailed a request to the then Head of Heritage to “work out what 
we need to do to preserve the BBC’s early work on the Internet.” This led 
to I&A being commissioned by the head of BBC Online to devise an “On-
line Archive Policy,” which in turn led to a series of interviews questioning 
producers about the type of content they were creating; what they had 
retained of previously published pages and sites; and what they thought 
was logistically and technologically possible in terms of capturing output 
that could be accessed and re-created in the long term. 
Engaging with content producers was sometimes diffi cult. At the time 
the Internet was seen as ephemeral: content was published today and de-
leted or overwritten tomorrow. Why should it be archived at all? Even the 
legal teams argued that, if it proved too diffi cult a challenge, we had had 
few complaints about BBC Online; not having the content with which to 
answer claims was a defence in itself. But that was not good enough in light 
of the charter requirements and ignored the potential for research and 
reuse afforded by an Internet archive.
So what were the options? As an alternative to the existing model for 
television and radio with I&As managing central collections, a decentralized 
BBC Online collection would mean individual production departments 
capturing material at point-of-creation as a process integral to their content 
production or media asset management systems. Local collections would 
then be linked to a central metadata repository managed by I&A, which 
in turn would be linked to databases holding relevant rights information 
necessary for the reuse of content. It quickly became apparent that produc-
tion departments did not want archiving to encroach upon content crea-
tion. Archiving was I&A’s responsibility on behalf of the BBC and, while 
they would advise on its development, any archiving system would have to 
remain centralized and independent. 
An initial trawl of the Internet and conversations with other broadcast-
ers pointed to there being no similar projects or initiatives underway and 
certainly no off-the-shelf software solutions. It did seem, though, that the 
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functionality required for an online archiving system was closest to that pro-
vided by systems designed for newspaper publishing and electronic records 
management. They could handle multifaceted compound objects—indi-
vidual components such as text, images, graphics, and complete docu-
ments—and offered version control and metadata management. But it was 
the need to implement as cost-effective a solution as possible that led to the 
decision to design and develop an in-house system that would
• be dependent on the online production process for the delivery of con-
tent, but neither be integral to nor have any detrimental effect upon it;
• be as “future-proof” as possible in order to support the capture of new 
formats;
• support digital objects irrespective of the source or fi le type;
• have the ability to display each Web page as originally published to bbc
.co.uk;
• provide archival storage for retaining Web pages in perpetuity.
The budget also partially determined the scope of the system. Instead 
of aiming to provide a source of reusable content—which would have de-
manded access to adequate rights information—the system would meet 
only the BBC’s legal, charter, and historical requirements. On that basis, 
BBC Technology was commissioned to develop, implement, and support 
the Legal and Historical Internet Archive System.
To keep the fi rst iteration of the system as simple as possible and to 
focus on ensuring basic delivery of content to the archive, it was decided 
that the system would not capture
• audio/video content—most of which would be stored in its original 
format in the Television or Sound Archives; 
• material published via News Online’s content production system includ-
ing Sport, Weather, and the World Service, all of which—excluding 
home pages and indexes—remains on the live site;
• dynamic database-driven content, which only exists in response to user 
requests and cannot be captured at the point of publication.
To ensure that the BBC retained some kind of record of published 
output, it was also decided that the system would store in perpetuity all 
metadata associated with content whether in- or out-of-scope.
The aim, however, is for future iterations of the system to include cur-
rently excluded output, examples of which have obvious historical and 
legal value:
• Most audio/video material available on bbc.co.uk is created for televi-
sion or radio transmission and reformatted for the Web, but there is a 
growing trend for publishing full online versions of interviews, concerts, 
and festivals originally edited for broadcast. Without an inclusive archive 
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strategy, there is a risk that these will be lost along with any examples of 
audio/video content being commissioned specifi cally for the Web—an-
other current trend.
• News Online’s home pages and indexes most clearly demonstrate any 
design or style changes and, because of the frequency and number of 
changes made to those pages as they keep pace with developing news 
stories, they could be the most litigious of all the BBC’s output.
• Being dynamically created, message boards also fall out of scope but 
are historically valuable as a demonstration of the Web providing a 
platform for peer-to-peer communication on topics important in today’s 
society. 
That said, there is the possibility of investment in other methods of 
content capture to complement the system: using stand-alone personal 
computers to store snapshots of databases feeding dynamic sites, for exam-
ple. In effect this is no different from I&A retaining and maintaining the 
machines capable of playing archived fi lm or vinyl records, but it would still 
represent something of a “fi rst” for digital archiving and preservation. 
The working title for the system—the Legal and Historical Internet 
Archive—deliberately emphasizes that it is not intended as a source of 
reusable material. One of the main reasons for this is the lack of necessary 
rights information. The system will collect URLs at the point where they 
are published and made publicly available, which means that no copyright 
details will be harvested by the system since such sensitive information is 
deliberately not included in HTML metatags. Unfortunately, this also means 
that system users are technically able both to download and reuse stored 
fi les. There is currently no way of preventing this from happening, though 
users will be reminded at login that they have no authorization for down-
loads and warned that, in the event of a legal challenge over republished 
material, the system will have retained a record of all transactions.
The system will also be able to quarantine potentially libelous or de-
famatory content with access restricted to I&A system administrators and 
New Media’s legal team via the use of a password. This eliminates the risk 
of content reuse during any period of investigation. 
Content quarantined to a separate area of the system would then be 
reviewed and reinstated in the main system, marked for permanent exclu-
sion, or simply deleted dependent on the outcome of the legal proceed-
ings. Certain content—typically that provided by a third-party supplier or 
independent production company—may very well not be archived because 
of copyright issues. Though technically in-scope, the URLs will be fl agged 
to prevent their being captured by the system.
Because the archive needs to serve different business needs, user permis-
sions will be dictated by relevant business processes. At the top of the access 
hierarchy sits the “Approver” with control over all aspects of system manage-
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ment, including, most signifi cantly, the ability to delete and permanently 
quarantine archived content. The “Administrator” will deal with routine 
administrative tasks and run business and management reports, while the 
“Legal User” can view quarantined content and the “Restricted” or “General 
User” is allowed basic access to content. In order to satisfy the requirements 
of the “Legal Users”—New Media’s team of lawyers who would have to answer 
any public complaints about content on bbc.co.uk—system logins will be 
granted to a maximum of fi fty users. Compare that to the pan-BBC access to 
all other archive collections with the workforce now in the region of 27,000 
employees. There are benefi ts of such a “soft launch” beyond minimizing the 
risk of misuse of the system with illegal reuse of downloaded content. Any 
problems at implementation will affect relatively few people, and manage-
ment reports will provide clearly focused information on usage patterns to 
support decisions on the system’s further development. 
Continuing the theme of “simplicity,” the search mechanism will be 
restricted to queries based on URL and/or date and/or time conducted 
via a Web front end integrated with the standard internal BBC desktop. 
To that end, captured fi les will be stored as “Filename.FileExtension.Time-
DateStamp” and in directories mirroring those of the original Web sites. It 
is important that the system’s fi le structures are also designed to support 
future integration with federated search engines providing simultaneous 
access to I&A’s multiple online resources. Query responses will return the 
nearest version to the requested URL based on date and time and encour-
age chronological navigation through to the “next” and “previous” versions 
of that URL. Where users specify only a date and time but no URL, the bbc
.co.uk home page will be returned, and where only a URL is cited, all ver-
sions of that URL will be retrieved. All of this will be achieved within three 
seconds in at least 80 percent of cases and no longer than fi ve seconds for 
the remaining 20 percent. Users will also be alerted to the status of quaran-
tined or excluded content in response to search queries and reminded of 
the scope of the collection where requested URLs have not been captured. 
It is important to remember that Web pages will be returned “as published,” 
and users will have the option of navigating away from the requested URL 
to any linked content within the archive.
At conception there were two possible options for the build of the 
system. The fi rst was based on UNIX architecture, and the plan was to add 
disk arrays directly to the BBC’s MCS, which contains all uploaded content 
ready for publication to the live Web servers. The proposal was for content 
to be copied directly to disk, stored in perpetuity and retrievable via a Web 
page hosted on the MCS. The second—and agreed—option used an Intel 
processor and Linux operating system not directly integrated with the MCS. 
The content would be received into a dedicated archive server delivered 
from the MCS as it would be to any Web server and retrievable via a Web 
page hosted on that archive server. 
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The attraction of the second option was that it would allow both the 
archive system and New Media’s content production and publishing system 
to develop in isolation despite the dependency of the fi rst on the second 
for the delivery of content. It would also allay New Media’s fears of archiv-
ing encroaching on the creative environment and in any way dictating the 
means by which content is produced.
The only other issue for the system build was the need for the underly-
ing data model to be compliant with the BBC-developed Standard Media 
Exchange Framework (SMEF).3 The framework defi nes terms used in the 
content production, distribution, and broadcast chain across all media plat-
forms including television, radio, and the Web and was initially designed to 
support the sharing of data across BBC networks and via BBC systems.
Project Management 
The implementation of the system was directly managed by a project 
team comprising one project manager from BBC Technology (the system 
designers, builders, and supporters), another from I&A (representing the 
needs of the business), and the New Media Archivist (the customer). The 
project team was then accountable to a project board, which convened 
monthly for updates on progress and whose role it was to make decisions 
and resolve confl icts or issues. The board included the project team and was 
augmented by representatives from New Media (both editorial and legal) 
and the BBC’s Business Technology Analyst responsible for the pan-BBC 
storage strategy.
At the outset the project team identifi ed the major risks as follows:
• If the rate of content creation—and consequently data volumes—dra-
matically increases, then the solution will run out of storage capacity, 
originally estimated at 4TB over the initial three years of the system’s 
implementation. 
• The BBC could be in breach of legal restrictions if quarantined content 
was inadvertently made generally available. 
• Stored content could be corrupted or lost in the event of catastrophic 
technical failure.
Only the last of the three was considered unavoidable, whereas on going 
monitoring of data-ingestion rates would allow for timely increase of avail-
able storage and, with rigorous data and system management, access to 
quarantined content should be preventable. 
It had already been accepted that the agreed storage strategy—dictated 
by budgetary constraints—meant that, should two disks become corrupted, 
then data on all disks, and consequently the whole archive, would be lost. 
Whereas RAID 1 Mirroring was the preferred—and more secure—option, 
it would have doubled storage costs compared with the alternative: three 
disk-arrays set up using RAID 5 Strip Set with Parity, which could cope with 
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the loss of one disk (but not more) with no effect on system performance 
or stored data. 
Unfortunately, there were a number of initially unidentifi able risks that 
had an impact on the projected eight-month time scale:
• The sale of BBC Technology—a BBC subsidiary—led to industrial action 
and resulted in the project manager’s resigning prior to implementa-
tion.
• The unique system-build made unusual demands of a standard applica-
tion: the modifi ed version of Apache Web server unexpectedly required 
the development of a secondary layer of code in order to provide the 
necessary functionality. This meant eight weeks of redevelopment work 
and the drafting in of a second developer.
• The hardware failed to perform as required, and it took a second storage 
box and several weeks of investigation before the problem was identi-
fi ed: the mechanism for managing the ingestion of content could not 
process the 17,000 hourly transactions and so caused an unacceptable 
backlog in the queue for updates to be published to bbc.co.uk. 
The positive consequence of the unforeseen delays was the decision to 
move from Network Addressed Storage (NAS) to the BBC’s newly estab-
lished Storage Area Network (SAN), designed to rationalize storage man-
agement across the corporation and thereby reduce costs. The benefi ts for 
the Legal and Historical Internet Archive System were twofold:
1. Content would be ingested directly into the archive via a fi ber card, there-
by reducing the number of transactions for processing, speeding up data 
delivery, and avoiding congestion in the bbc.co.uk publishing queue.
2. Backup would be to the more resilient tape rather than disk, and the 
risk of data corruption would be reduced. 
But there was one caveat. While the corporate advantages of central stor-
age were inarguable, it was important to establish the difference between 
the administration of “active storage” to meet day-to-day business demands 
and that required for the archive management of content intended for 
retention in perpetuity. At the very least this meant ensuring data integrity 
throughout its lifespan and enabling possible future emulation or migra-
tion for the purposes of digital preservation.
The Service Level Agreement with BBC Technology—which became 
Siemens following the sell-off in October 2004—was designed to cover the 
level of system support provided and thereby went some way toward safe-
guarding the collection through the promise of monitoring and managing 
fi rewalls, general system security, anti-virus and other protective measures, 
and general hardware maintenance. It was also agreed that any requirement 
for increasing the system’s functionality over the three-year agreement 
would be treated as an offi cial “Change Request.”
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Post-Implementation and Future Development 
Implementation marked the start of an ongoing review process: Did 
the system fully meet the requirements for a legal and historical archive? 
Should the collection be subject to a “Selection and Retention Policy” or 
remain as comprehensive as is technologically possible? How useful is the 
system to content producers and how can it be made more useful? Should 
it be integrated with content production systems? Can it support the reuse 
of content and how? How far does it fi t with I&A’s digital archiving and 
preservation strategy and with the BBC’s broader technology roadmap? 
The data from regular technical and management reports were designed 
to help answer some of those questions.
The system’s basic performance—its degree of success at capturing 
specifi ed content and its search response times—would be monitored by 
Siemens’ support team as part of the Service Level Agreement and judged 
against agreed benchmarks. More useful for the ongoing development of 
the system were the patterns of usage. On a weekly basis reports include 
the following:
• For individual logins: number and length of search sessions; total 
number of searches both successful and unsuccessful; and number of 
and details of downloaded fi les
• For legally quarantined or excluded content: number of URLs placed 
into quarantine; length of time URLs held in quarantine; number of 
URLs to be quarantined in perpetuity; number of URLs reinstated into 
the main collection; and number of URLs excluded from the capture 
process and/or deleted 
• For general system usage: number of concurrent users
Aside from the development plans made based on the use and per-
formance of the system, there are several things that need to happen if 
it is to fully support the archiving and preservation of bbc.co.uk. Digital 
collections need preservation strategies, but there are as yet no answers 
to the emulation versus migration question. Arguably, neither option pre-
serves the original integrity of archived data, but each at least assures the 
recording of a digital memory. Emulation retains content to be replayed, 
rebroadcast, or retransmitted in its original format but via an imitation of 
its original technical context, while migration transfers that content from 
one format to another or from one storage device to another, essentially 
altering its original characteristics. And for that reason it was made clear 
throughout the project that the ingestion of individual fi les, the design of 
fi le structures, and the adopted storage strategy must support any future 
digital preservation process by allowing either blanket access to large vol-
umes of data or focused access to specifi c fi le types.
Whether as a “Change Request” during the fi rst three years of its im-
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plementation or beyond that initial period, the following requirements 
have already been highlighted for the next phase of the development of 
the Legal and Historical Internet Archive System:
• Extending search capabilities to include multilingual free-text searching 
across all stored content
• Integration with I&A’s intranet—research.gateway—to support feder-
ated searching across all online archives and information sources
• Retrospective ingestion of existing bbc.co.uk content from a range of 
sources and on a range of formats: screenshots and complete pages 
held on servers and/or solid media and tape archives kept as backups 
to bbc.co.uk
• Extended archive coverage to include content published to mobile or 
other Internet-based platforms, including Wireless Application Protocol 
(WAP) services; home pages and indexes from any sites published via 
the News Online content production system and including the World 
Service, Sport, and Weather; dynamic- and user-generated content in-
cluding message boards; rich media where content is unique to and/or 
commissioned by bbc.co.uk
The other main area for development would be the standardization, 
inputting, and management of metadata. The system is dependent on the 
delivery of content via the external publishing mechanism. This means 
that pages carry no metadata beyond that required by search engines for 
indexing purposes: it has little value for internal business use beyond the 
legal and historical remit of the fi rst version of the system. 
Post-production cataloguing of over two million constantly updated Web 
pages is clearly not feasible, but perhaps neither is mandating producers to 
complete metadata records at the point of content creation. An alternative 
might be to network the archive with content production and/or media 
asset management systems, which already contain metadata gathered dur-
ing the creation and publication process. Is it not better to link to sources 
of information than to input that information a second time?
Though it does not solve the problem of standardizing metadata—I&A 
is far from imposing even the blandest set of required fi elds across quite 
disparate content production areas—it at least begins the process. But I&A 
will have control over the retrospective addition of metadata to archived 
content and is considering the use of Dublin Core (http://dublincore
.org) as the basis for developing a standard not only for bbc.co.uk but 
for implementation across all media. In particular, the recently approved 
“Provenance” fi eld, providing a “statement of any changes in ownership and 
custody of the resource since its creation,” will help ensure data integrity 
throughout its life cycle and, it is hoped, in perpetuity.
Adopting an internationally recognized standard would not only support 
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the internal and external sharing of content but the provision of future 
public access to the system where technologically possible without compro-
mising the BBC’s own network infrastructure.
New Media Archiving
Archiving and preserving bbc.co.uk is no different from archiving other 
New Media services: each is interactive and each comprises content from 
different sources in different formats with different drivers for short- and/
or long-term retention. And they each require appropriate storage and 
preservation strategies. Archiving interactive TV—essentially the result of 
a collision between broadcast and computing technologies—means captur-
ing audio and video streams, text, graphics, presentational templates, and 
software applications. Mobile services—including phones and personal 
digital assistants (PDAs)—could mean the retention of physical devices or, 
if not, the acquisition of appropriate content emulators.
With such rapid change in the development of platforms for content 
distribution, it is essential to work as closely as possible with the creators of 
that content. Digital archiving and preservation are not just about what to 
do with material when you have it but also about facing the challenge of 
how to acquire it and, as far as possible, attempting to infl uence its crea-
tion and delivery. That said, it is unlikely that archive requirements could 
ever directly infl uence production methods, though the Internet Archive’s 
Brewster Kahle (Rein, 2004) believes that is exactly what should happen. 
That does not mean, however, that content producers should not have an 
understanding of those requirements and an agreement that they need to 
be addressed as early in the production process as possible. 
The situation is not as bleak as it might sound. The BBC’s New Media De-
partment has recently initiated two archive-related projects. The “Creative 
Archive” will allow users to download clips from archive programs, provide 
tools for editing those clips, and encourage peer-to-peer sharing of content. 
According to a recent press release (British Broadcasting Corporation, 
2004), one of the main objectives is to “pioneer a new approach to public 
access rights in the digital age,” adopting the Creative Commons (http://
creativecommons.org) model already prevalent in the United States. And 
there are internal benefi ts for the BBC: the greater the demand for access 
to archive material, the faster the growth of its digital collections. This 
certainly proved true for News Online’s “On This Day” (http://news.bbc
.co.uk/onthisday/), which not only provides public access to otherwise 
inaccessible news footage but, in its demand for content, supports digital 
preservation through the migration of analogue material to digital formats 
for inclusion on the site. Both projects—as well as the planned Interac-
tive Media Player designed as a portal to the previous seven days of BBC 
television and radio programing via the Web—will feed directly into the 
Legal and Historical Internet Archive System. Or perhaps not directly. It 
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might be that audio/visual content of this kind could be archived prior to 
distribution rather than via the external Web publishing mechanism. This 
would relieve pressure on the ingestion process and ensure the simultane-
ous delivery of all associated metadata.
The Creative Archive is a good example of what Cory Doctorow (2004) 
described as the “remix culture” and, to support that culture, archiving and 
preservation needs to provide access to decontextualized content to feed 
the growing demand for reuse of material in any number of ways on any 
number of platforms. While that is not the objective of the fi rst iteration 
of the Legal and Historical Internet Archive, it is certainly on the agenda 
for further phases of development.
There is much that could be said in conclusion and not least about the 
lessons learned so far. For instance, it was crucial to continually remind 
the project managers of the business drivers for the system’s implementa-
tion. While a lack of detailed technical knowledge meant occasional “scope 
creep” and infeasible demands being made on the developers, it was im-
portant to maintain a focus on the unique requirements of a server-based 
archive—not least the need for long-term data integrity and opportunities 
for as yet undefi ned digital preservation strategies. That said, it is appar-
ent that traditional archive models developed for a linear, analogue, and 
physical world are not always appropriate in a technologically advancing 
one and that there are benefi ts to be had from embracing that technology. 
Resources can be directed away from more mundane collection manage-
ment tasks to tackle the issues of digital curation and preservation. 
But decisions need to be made and policies formulated without hav-
ing all the answers: Which are the best archive formats? Should content 
be selected for retention, or is that too labor intensive in a server-based 
environment where Moore’s Law dictates that storage costs will keep fall-
ing? How will issues be resolved in relation to the archiving of software and 
hardware? Anyone engaged in digital preservation must accept that data 
cannot always be saved or accessed in its original format; must be prepared 
to develop emulated environments or processes for frequent data migra-
tion; must work as closely as possible with information technologists and 
content creators; must openly share experiences and knowledge through 
national and international bodies and organizations; and must appreciate 
their own business context—for the Legal and Historical Internet Archive 
System this includes the challenges of a fast-changing broadcast environ-
ment—while remaining focused on what does not change: the need to 
capture digital material and archive, preserve, and make it accessible.
Notes
1. The British Broadcasting Corporation is a public service broadcaster operating on the 
basis of a Royal Charter and Agreement and funded by a licence fee. It is consequently 
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accountable to the British people to whom it delivers local and national television and 
radio output, including digital and interactive services. It also produces more than two 
million Web pages and via the BBC World Service provides radio programming in forty-
three languages (http://www.bbc.co.uk/info/).
2. OFCOM is the regulator for the UK communications industries, with responsibilities across 
television, radio, telecommunications, and wireless communications services (http://www
.ofcom.org.uk/).
3. The SMEF data model is being marketed by the BBC as an industry standard available 
without charge but governed by a no-signature license (http://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/
smef/). 
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Digital Archiving in the Twenty-First Century: 
Practice at the National Library of the Netherlands
Johan F. Steenbakkers
Abstract
Research journals are increasingly being published digitally. The 
advantage of digital publishing is obvious: immediate accessibility 
anywhere. Gradually a disadvantage is also becoming clear: digital 
publishing endangers the continuity of research information. As a 
consequence of the obsolescence of formats, hardware, software, and 
carriers, digital information will be lost unless we act. Digital publishing 
is also causing a shift in the roles and responsibilities of publishers 
and libraries concerned with archiving digital publications for future 
use. Archiving digital publications requires a major turnaround in 
the policy and practice of national libraries. Although some actions 
have been taken, digital preservation research and implementation 
are still in their infancy. National libraries will need substantial 
funding for venture research activities and development of archival 
infrastructures. They will also have to work together more closely to 
successfully organize digital archiving in the twenty-fi rst century.
In 1994 the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB), the national library of the 
Netherlands, responded to the risk of losing digital information and started 
to include digital publications in its depository library. For this purpose 
the KB designed the “Safe Place Strategy,” a strategy ensuring the transfer 
of digital publications from their publishing environment to a dedicated 
archiving environment. Through a series of experiments and projects 
the KB developed skills, procedures, organization, and infrastructure for 
digital archiving. The digital archive of the KB, the e-Depot, has been 
fully operational since early 2003. The technical core of the e-Depot is the 
Digital Information Archiving System (DIAS), a system jointly developed 
by the KB and IBM. DIAS is the fi rst archiving system available on the 
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market that is compliant with the Open Archival Information System 
(OAIS) reference model standard. Elsevier and several other international 
scientifi c publishers have entered into a formal archiving relationship with 
the KB to guarantee future availability of their digital publications. The KB 
is researching and testing digital preservation methods and solutions that 
will guarantee permanent access to the archived material. 
Archiving in the Digital Era
The Impact of Digital Publishing
In the past decade journal publishing has increasingly turned digital, a 
change led by publishers in the fi eld of Science, Technology, and Medicine 
(STM). Generally, all STM publishers now publish their journals digitally 
with printed derivatives only produced as a secondary format. Without 
doubt the pioneer of digital publishing is Elsevier (Elsevier, n.d.). Early 
work on digital publishing began in 1979 with project ADONIS on CD-
ROM and, in 1991, with project TULIP for desktop delivery of e-journals. 
In 1995 the TULIP project was followed by ScienceDirect OnSite and in 
1997 by the Web-based service ScienceDirect. New publishing models are 
under development, such as SPARC and BioMed Central.1 Even though 
the fi nal outcome of these experiments is still uncertain (Elsevier, 2004), 
it is obvious that digital publishing is a success and here to stay. This is 
evidenced by the increasing number of scientists who use the electronic 
services offering digital publications.
For publishers, digital publishing has shifted the emphasis from the 
production and selling of publications toward creating and providing 
enhanced services for searching, linking, and retrieving digital informa-
tion. Despite the advantages, however, digital publishing poses a serious 
threat to the continuity of the “Record of Science.” In the past, libraries 
had assumed the responsibility for archiving the printed journals they 
bought and collected. Now, with digital resources, libraries do not own the 
publications but license them from the publishers. Therefore, libraries no 
longer compile a collection, and the digital publications remain with the 
publisher. As a consequence the archiving of printed publications implicitly 
offered by library collections no longer exists for e-journals. 
Changing Roles Subsequently, archiving needs to be organized explicitly 
for e-journals. To accomplish this, some institutions have taken the initiative 
to investigate and develop the archiving of digital publications. There 
are several signifi cant examples of such initiatives,2 and recently several 
national programs3 have been set up to encourage the development of 
digital archiving. 
Digital publishing not only affects the archiving role of libraries but also 
the role of publishers. To cover their share of responsibility to maintain the 
Record of Science, it is no longer suffi cient for publishers to only produce, 
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market, and sell the publications. An active role is required to plan and 
organize the archiving of the published information. Scientifi c publish-
ers have become aware of this change and are rising to the challenge by 
implementing archiving policies.4 
Archiving Digital Information Libraries need to encourage the publishers 
to deposit their digital publications for archiving. However, this is only the 
fi rst part of the digital archiving story. To understand why archiving of dig-
ital information is more complicated than archiving printed information, 
it is helpful to compare printed publications with digital publications. 
A printed publication is a physical object. A digital publication, on the 
contrary, is not a physical but a logical object stored on a physical medium. 
Another difference is that a printed publication presents the information so 
that it is immediately accessible to the human eye and can be read directly. 
To read or view the information in a digital publication, specifi c functionality 
enabled by software and hardware is required. Journalist Richard Poynder 
described this difference as follows:
unlike paper or microfi lm where the meaning is transparently inscribed 
on the surface of the medium—digital documents are opaque bit 
streams only understandable to humans when interpreted by a ma-
chine. The hardware and software to do this interpretation, however, 
is constantly superseded. There have, for instance, been more than 
200 digital storage formats alone deployed since the 1960s, with none 
lasting more than 10 years. (Poynder, 2003)
Another difference is that publications on paper or vellum can survive 
“by accident” and remain readable for a very long time without any specifi c 
actions. Visualize, for instance, a manuscript such as the Book of Hours from 
the fi fteenth century, once owned by the princes of Trivulzio living in Milan. 
The KB received this beautiful illuminated manuscript5 as a valuable gift, 
worth at least six million Euro, from an anonymous donor. It was assumed 
to be lost until the family of the donor acquired the manuscript through an 
auction some time ago. Would a digital publication survive left sitting on a 
shelf for hundreds of years? Considering the threats to digital publications, 
the answer is defi nitely negative.
Threats to Digital Information One threat to digital information is that 
the physical carrier of a digital publication will deteriorate much faster 
than paper or vellum. The format of the digital object can be damaged 
or lost and may no longer be intact or retrievable. But even before that 
happens, the technology used to store the publication is likely to become 
obsolete. Another threat is the loss of the functionality needed to interpret, 
display, and use the information contained in the digital object. Without 
this functionality, provided by specifi c hardware and software, the infor-
mation will not be available even if the bitstream of the digital object has 
been preserved. When we are able to address all the threats to a digital 
publication, we can successfully keep it for future use. If we cannot, sooner 
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or later we will lose the digital publication itself or the access to the infor-
mation it contains.
Permanent Access Solutions To guarantee permanent access, a variety of 
solutions will be required (migration, normalization, emulation, or oth-
ers). The choice of which techniques to use will depend on the nature 
of the digital publication (for example, what is the format, is it static or 
executable, etc.) and also on the requirements of the user (will they want 
to simply view or also process the information). 
Migration (sometimes referred to as conversion) is a commonly ap-
plied technique in computer science. However, migration in essence makes 
changes to the original and implies a risk of damaging the information, 
a risk that increases if a sequence of migrations is applied. This could 
potentially mean the loss of the information. Normalization is migration 
of the information to a specifi cally chosen format before it is accepted 
into the archive. This approach explicitly accepts the possibility of loss of 
specifi c characteristics and of part of the digital information. However, in 
some cases it might be useful to hold only a limited number of formats in 
an archive. Emulation is a totally different approach aimed at rendering 
the digital information as authentically as possible. The risk of technology 
obsolescence is addressed by replacing the hardware with a computer writ-
ten in software (an emulator). The use of emulation as a permanent access 
solution was suggested a decade ago (Rothenberg, 1995). 
Sometimes a combination of emulation and controlled migration can be 
used, an attempt to combine the best of two worlds. An example of such an 
approach recently developed in practice is the Universal Virtual Computer 
(UVC) approach from Raymond Lorie, a researcher at IBM (Lorie, 2002, 
2004). The UVC is a program for a virtual computer that performs all the 
essential functions of a regular computer. The UVC program is available 
for testing and evaluation at Alphaworks.6 
Application of the UVC The KB and IBM have applied the UVC to offer 
permanent access for selected formats. The approach requires that an 
easily readable technical description of the UVC is preserved. Using this 
description, an UVC emulator can be created at any time for any given 
platform. The UVC emulator will run the programs that have been written 
for the UVC and that have also been preserved. In fi gure 1 the components 
of such a permanent access solution are shown. In the archiving phase, 
the original image, the UVC Specifi cation, the Decoder, and the Logical 
Data Schema are stored. In the future, in the delivery phase the stored 
elements will be used to build an UVC emulator to run the Decoder that 
generates the Logical Data View. Finally, a Viewer is built that will restore 
the original image. The KB and IBM have recently developed and tested 
the fi rst operational permanent access UVC tool for JPEG (Wijngaarden 
& Oltmans, 2004). 
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Long-Term Preservation Research
Achieving Permanent Access As was explained before, digital preserva-
tion requires both the permanent maintenance of the bitstream of the 
digital publication as well as the maintenance of functionality to render 
the information from the bitstream now and in the future. Working on 
permanent access solutions is complicated and costly. Hence, as informa-
tion technology (IT) continues to develop, ongoing research is needed to 
address the obsolescence of formats, software, and hardware. It is essential 
that institutions researching permanent access solutions cooperate closely 
and exchange experience and results. To support this, a joint terminology 
and joint requirements for interoperability would be very useful, as well as 
a joint framework for the research.
A Framework for Permanent Access Research The idea to create a joint 
framework for permanent access research was introduced by a consortium7 in 
a project proposal to the European Commission, under the title Permanent 
Access Toolbox for Digital Cultural Heritage, or PATCH. The Permanent 
Access Toolbox, or PATbox, is a concept representing the functional 
and technical requirements to which permanent access solutions should 
comply (see fi gure 2). The aim of the PATbox is to promote interoperability 
and increase the usefulness of the results of permanent access research, 
regardless of where or by whom it was performed. In addition to manifest-
ing a framework of requirements, the PATbox also represents the collection 
Figure 1. The UVC Approach
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of generally available permanent access tools. Access tools may be based 
on different techniques or approaches, such as conversion, emulation, or 
other technical solutions. 
Organizing Archiving in the Twenty-First Century
Digital preservation of and permanent access to digital information 
are complex problems that can only be addressed successfully by the co-
operation of several parties. National libraries have come forth as a major 
stakeholder. Their core business is to keep published information available 
in the long term. Another integral party is comprised of the governments 
and international political bodies who are needed to support national li-
braries with appropriate policies and legislation and who should also assign 
the resources needed to implement digital archiving in practice. Some 
important examples are discussed later. The third party involved is the 
publishers. In contrast to the world of printed publications, archiving digital 
publications requires the active involvement of publishers (Steenbakkers, 
2004). Permanent archiving will also require close cooperation with key 
players in the IT industry to develop new technological solutions and new 
standards. Their support will be essential to organize the registration of fi le 
formats8 and software versions and to realize global software repositories. 
Hopefully, academic research institutions will also contribute to the devel-
opment of durable digital information as this problem is not restricted to 
publications but also concerns digital research data in general. Not only 
will the parties directly involved benefi t from these efforts, but also society 
Figure 2. Preliminary Schema Model of the PATbox Model
End-User
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as a whole. Digital information, either for business or for private use, needs 
to become durable. 
Academic and national libraries have always collected and preserved 
publications, but archiving of digital publications requires a new, proac-
tive approach. Considering the apparent progress in archiving technology, 
it is feasible that more and more academic libraries will be able to keep 
digital information in institutional repositories for the (relatively) short 
term. Commitment to long-term digital preservation, however, can only 
be expected from institutions like national libraries, which are dedicated 
to permanent safeguarding of information. 
The national libraries at least will have to take responsibility for archiv-
ing the digital publications from their own country, often written in the 
national language. Just a few years ago the preservation of digital infor-
mation was still considered to be so complicated and costly that making 
prints of digital texts and images on acid-free paper was suggested to be 
an appropriate solution (Gorman, 2001). As off-the-shelf archiving systems 
are becoming available today (Hodge & Frangakis, 2004, pp. 41–44), it is 
feasible that national libraries can start implementing an archive of their 
national digital publications and contribute to the universal control of 
digital content in the twenty-fi rst century. Under the umbrella of the IFLA-
CDNL Alliance for Bibliographic Standards (ICABS), a group of national 
libraries is looking into the matter of bibliographic and resource control 
in the digital era (ICABS, 2004).
For international digital publications, such as those that are part of the 
international Record of Science, preservation will have to be organized 
beyond national boundaries at a global level. One solution being developed 
is for publishers to establish a formal archiving relationship to work with 
a limited number of institutions distributed across the world that qualify 
as international archiving centers (Hunter, 2002). A substantial number 
of major international science publishers are already following this model 
and archiving their e-journals at the KB.
To achieve permanent archiving of electronic publications, the involve-
ment of political bodies is essential. Support is needed not only from the 
local or national government but also from international bodies. Several 
of them are already involved. From the European perspective, two initia-
tives from 2002 are particularly relevant. One of them was initiated by the 
European Commission, which produced the experts report “Preserving 
Tomorrow’s Memory” (Smith, 2003), and the other was initiated by the 
European Council, resulting in an EU resolution (Council of the European 
Union, 2002). The European Commission has made digital preservation 
one of the fi ve themes of the last call for proposals of its Sixth Framework 
Programme (2002–06).9 An example of political activity at a global level is 
the UNESCO initiative, which resulted in a charter on digital preservation 
containing recommendations to governments. In addition, UNESCO has 
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published the Guidelines for the Preservation of the Digital Heritage (UNESCO, 
2003). 
Digital Preservation in Practice
Digital Archiving in the Netherlands
The national library of the Netherlands, the Koninklijke Bibliotheek, 
was founded in 1798. The organization comprises the equivalent of 290 
full-time staff, and the annual budget is 38 million Euro. The KB is located 
in The Hague, the residence of the government of the Netherlands. One 
of the key tasks of the KB is to act as the depository library for publications. 
The aim is to collect the publications, preserve them, and provide access to 
them, now as well as in the future. Depositing of publications at national 
libraries can either be regulated by legislation or be arranged by voluntary 
agreements. In the Netherlands deposit is based on voluntary arrangements 
between the KB and publishers.
Traditionally the depository task of the KB concerned only printed 
material, like journals, books, and newspapers. In 1994, as more and 
more publications became digital, the KB decided to start including 
digital publications in its depository collection. To implement this the KB 
offi cially extended the depository task to include digital publications; began 
cooperation with publishers and IT-partners; and established research and 
organization of digital archiving in practice.
Breaking New Ground
In the early 1990s when the fi rst digital publications were deposited, 
the KB treated them as printed books and shelved them in the book stacks. 
They were “offl ine” or “handheld” digital publications and were catalogued 
on the basis of information on the wrapper or box of the publication. In 
order to learn to handle digital publications appropriately, the KB had to 
break new ground in a variety of areas. The library staff had to develop 
completely new procedures and acquire new skills. The KB also had to 
develop close cooperation with IT partners and had to obtain a dedicated 
IT infrastructure. Last but not least, the KB had to build the trust of pub-
lishers to cooperate in experiments to archive their digital publications 
(Adams, 2004). A similar tripartite cooperation of libraries, IT companies, 
and publishers provided the basis for the success of the European project 
NEDLIB, which is discussed later. To acquire more experience in han-
dling digital publications in practice, the KB started to experiment with 
“online” digital publications, using samples of e-journals kindly provided 
by Elsevier and Kluwer Academic. The KB experimented with a number 
of offl ine publications, trying to install them in order to check the content 
(Noordermeer, 1997).
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Archiving Dutch e-Journals
The publishing company Elsevier has been involved in the archiving 
experiments of the KB since 1993. In 1995 the KB and Elsevier discussed 
the possibility of depositing the e-journals with a Dutch imprint (that 
is, those originally printed in the Netherlands) with the library. In 1996 
a preliminary agreement was signed, and Elsevier started to deposit its 
e-journals. In 1999, when a similar arrangement was reached with the Dutch 
Publishers Association, the deposit of digital publications was extended to 
Dutch publishers in general. Both offl ine and online digital publications 
are deposited. Another archiving relationship developed by the KB dates 
from 2003 when the Dutch universities jointly started the Digital Academic 
Repositories (DARE) project10 to create institutional repositories. The KB 
will archive and ensure the persistency of the digital information published 
through these institutional repositories. 
Archiving International e-Journals 
While developing the new digital archiving practices, the KB recognized 
that imprint (that is, place of publication) was no longer a feasible selection 
criterion for depositing digital publications by international publishers like 
Elsevier. Therefore, the KB investigated the adoption of a wider responsibility 
for archiving all the e-journals published by Elsevier irrespective of their 
imprint. The issue was discussed with the Ministry of Education, Science 
and Culture, to which the KB is accountable, and the ministry approved 
the KB’s ambition to archive international digital publications. In 2002, 
after careful exploration of the mutual interests and capabilities of the 
partners, Elsevier and the KB signed a unique international agreement 
(Elsevier, 2002) for the archiving of all of Elsevier’s e-journals. The main 
aims of the archiving agreement are the following:
• A formal archiving relationship to ensure permanent archiving of the 
publisher’s publications
• To guarantee integrity of the digital information and to ensure 
permanent availability of the publications
• To act as host to provide access for (former) customers of the publisher 
and also to provide access as an emergency backup for the publisher
Following the archiving agreement with Elsevier, the KB signed 
agreements with other international publishers such as Kluwer Academic 
Publishers, BioMed Central, Blackwell Publishing, the Taylor and Francis 
Group, Oxford University Press, Springer, and Brill Academic Publishers. 
In these archiving agreements the digital publications archived by the KB 
may be used as follows:
• Bibliographic metadata about the publications may be included in the 
KB’s online public catalogue and in the National Bibliography.
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• Publications may only be used onsite at the KB and only by persons 
authorized by the KB.
• In the case of Open Access publishers and nonprofi t publishers, the 
onsite restriction does not apply. 
• For authorized KB staff, both onsite and remote use is allowed.
• The archived digital publications may be used as a source for print or 
fax copies for interlibrary loan within the Netherlands.
• Sending or transferring the electronic fi les outside the library by any 
means is not allowed.
Safe Place Strategy
KB’s Archiving Strategy Over the years the KB has developed an archiv-
ing strategy (Steenbakkers, 2002) that is referred to as the “Safe Place 
Strategy.” This strategy consists of three steps. The fi rst step is to create an 
archiving environment to which any publication that has to be archived 
will be transferred. The technical core of the archiving environment is a 
deposit system that has a similar function to the physical stacks of a library. 
The archiving environment offers specifi c and controlled conditions for 
storage, maintenance, and management of the publications.
The second step is to organize and execute “perfect” copying of the 
digital object in order to refresh the storage medium. This has to be done 
before the old storage medium deteriorates or becomes technically obso-
lete. Because a deposit collection will continually grow, in the end copying 
will not be a trivial task due to the large size of the collection (Diessen & 
Rijnsoever, 2002).
The third and most complicated step is to ensure that the publications 
can continue to be used in the future. To achieve this, we will have to reg-
ister, preserve, or replace the functionality for rendering the digital infor-
mation. These activities will require ongoing research and development as 
information technology is rapidly and continuously developing.
IT Solutions To manage the online digital publications, the KB recog-
nized that a specifi c computer system was needed and therefore looked 
for an IT partner who was willing to provide a pilot system. In 1995 the 
KB succeeded in teaming up with AT&T Solutions and its Bell Labora-
tories. AT&T provided the KB with a system called Right Pages, which is 
designed to handle a modest amount of e-journal articles. Besides creating 
the workfl ow for the online digital publications, the KB and AT&T jointly 
investigated the potential to scale-up the Right Pages system in order to 
manage larger amounts of digital publication.
The KB and AT&T project made good progress, but in 1997 AT&T 
closed down the European division that was developing and marketing 
Right Pages and the KB was forced to look for another IT partner. After 
a search for alternative products, IBM’s Digital Library was selected as a 
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replacement. The implementation of Digital Library at the KB required 
major effort from both IBM and the KB. This second pilot system became 
operational in January 1998, and it was substantially larger and contained 
basic functionality for handling and managing digital publications (Steen-
bakkers, 1999). The system, referred to as the Depot voor Nederlandse 
Electronische Publicaties, or DNEP-system, contained about 1.9 Tb of stor-
age capacity. The DNEP-system was not only used to load and maintain 
digital publications but also to provide access to the digital content for 
library visitors and staff.
As described before, in 1994 the KB adapted its deposit policy to in-
clude digital publications and experimented with pilot deposit systems to 
store and handle them. In 1998 a comprehensive pilot deposit system was 
installed. In January of the same year the international project NEDLIB11 
started; it aimed to defi ne the functional, technical, and organizational 
requirements for an operational electronic deposit system.
NEDLIB NEDLIB stands for the Networked European Depository Li-
brary project and was launched in January 1998 with the aim to defi ne and 
test the architecture and procedures for capturing, preserving, and access-
ing digital publications. The NEDLIB project was initiated by CoBRA+, a 
cooperation of a number of national libraries operating under the umbrella 
of the Conference of European National Librarians (CENL). The project 
was cofunded by the Commission of the European Communities within the 
Telematics for Libraries Programme. The project operated over three years, 
1998–2000, and had a total budget of 1,760,195 Euro. The participants con-
sisted of eight national libraries, one national archive, two IT organizations, 
and three science publishers (Steenbakkers, 2000). The KB was in charge 
of the project coordination and provided the project management.
The objectives of NEDLIB were to develop a functional specifi cation 
and an overall design for a depository for electronic publications and to 
address the issue of long-term preservation and permanent access. Also 
within this process a technical description and a prototype of a depository 
of digital publications had to be delivered (Werf-Davelaar, 1999). By the 
time NEDLIB had created the fi rst draft of a generic model for a depository 
for electronic publications, the OAIS Reference Model White Book 1998 
was published. After matching the NEDLIB model with the OAIS model, 
the NEDLIB partners decided to adopt the OAIS model and to contribute 
to its further development, as well as to apply it for use in national libraries 
and national archives. 
The results of NEDLIB have been published in a series of six reports 
(NEDLIB, n.d.). These reports in turn provided valuable input for the 
development and implementation of the KB’s operational electronic depository. 
Through the NEDLIB project the European national libraries were also able 
to contribute to the development of the OAIS archiving standard. 
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Acquiring the Deposit System Based on experience with the pilot system, 
the NEDLIB Guidelines (Steenbakkers, 2000), and the model for a Deposit 
System for Electronic Publications (Werf, 2000), the KB defi ned the re-
quirements for its deposit system. In 1999 a scan of the IT market was done 
through a “Request for Information.” The results from the request indicated 
that a deposit system could not be bought off the shelf. It also showed 
that the IT market seemed to be interested in designing and developing a 
deposit system. Encouraged by this, at the end of 1999 the KB decided to 
move ahead and publish the “Call for Tender Depot van Nederlandse Publica-
ties” (National Library of the Netherlands, 1999). 
Requirements for the Deposit System The overall requirement for the deposit 
system was that it should offer a controlled archiving environment. It should 
support the maintenance of the digital publications in such a way that no 
data would be lost or mutilated and that access to the information was 
guaranteed, now as well as in the future. The detailed requirements were 
published in the tender document (National Library of the Netherlands, 
1999). In summary, the requirements were as follows:
• The deposit system should be designed to handle a constantly increasing 
variety and amount of digital publication
• The system should be durable, in the sense that it can be technically 
updated continuously, without affecting the reliability of the archiving 
process and without endangering the archived content
• The functional design of the deposit system should be in accordance 
with OAIS (2002) Reference Model ISO14721:2002 
• The deposit system should be a separate system interfacing with the 
digital library infrastructure that will offer traditional functions like 
Cataloguing, Search & Retrieval, etc.
• The interfaces to its environment should be well defi ned and easy to 
maintain
• As much as possible, the system should be constructed with proven 
technology and off-the-shelf building blocks with a large installed 
base 
Tender Result The result of the European call for tender was a short list 
of fi ve bidders, from which IBM was selected as the best technology partner 
and was contracted in October 2000. It took several months of intense but 
constructive negotiations before the contract could be signed.
The major problem to be solved during the contract negotiation was 
that the KB wanted an operational, comprehensive, OAIS-compliant de-
posit system, including full functionality for digital preservation (planning, 
management, and permanent access). At that time, however, the KB could 
not defi ne the requirements for the preservation functionality precisely 
enough to demand its development and delivery. To solve this problem the 
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contract was divided into the development and delivery of an operational 
deposit system and an additional study to help defi ne the requirements 
for long-term preservation and permanent access. This research effort was 
implemented as the “Long-Term Preservation Study,” which ran parallel 
to the creation of the deposit system. IBM used the results of the study for 
the design and development of the Digital Information Archiving System 
(DIAS). The results were also published in December 2002 in a series of six 
reports.12 It is interesting to note that in the contract negotiation the KB 
decided to grant IBM the full intellectual property of the archival system. 
The KB hoped that this would be an incentive for IBM to brand, market, 
and update the archival system as an IBM product. 
IBM’s Digital Information Archiving System (DIAS) Even though IBM de-
veloped DIAS in partnership with the KB, it is not a system specifi c to the 
KB nor even to libraries but rather is a solution for digital archiving in gen-
eral.13 DIAS is, as required, based on the Depository System for Electronic 
Publications (DSEP) model as published by NEDLIB, making it the fi rst 
concrete application of the OAIS Reference Model (Werf, 2000). Compli-
ance with the OAIS archival standard (see fi gure 3) recommends inclusion 
of the following functions: 
• Delivery and Capture: services and functions to receive from the pub-
lishers the digital publications and check their quality and to produce 
SIPs (Submission Information Packages) and present them to Ingest
• Ingest: the services and functions to check and accept the SIPs 
• Archival Storage: services and functions for the storage, maintenance, 
and retrieval of AIPs (Archival Information Packages)
• Data Management: services and functions for keeping, maintaining, 
and accessing descriptive information for the archived publications and 
other administrative data
• Administration: services and functions for controlling the daily opera-
tions
• Preservation: services and functions for planning, monitoring, and ex-
ecuting preservation strategies and actions
• Access: services and functions to locate and retrieve the archived infor-
mation and produce the DIPs (Dissemination Information Packages)
• Packaging and Delivery: services and functions for preprocessing the 
information packaged in a DIP and delivering it to the user
• Monitoring and Logging: services and functions for registering of and 
reporting on actions
Further information and explanation of the OAIS model can be found 
in other publications such as Sawyer et al. (2002) and Cornell University 
Library (2003). 
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A simplifi ed model of DIAS14 is shown in fi gure 4. The DIAS Core con-
tains the functions shown in the OAIS model above, except the Delivery 
and Capture and the Packaging and Delivery, which are shown in more 
detail on either side. 
Figure 3. Model of the Open Archival Information System (OAIS)
Figure 4. Model of IBM’s Digital Information Archiving System (DIAS)
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IBM used off-the-shelf components as well as specifi cally developed 
components for constructing DIAS. Off-the-shelf components included 
Content Manager, Tivoli Storage Manager, DB2 database, and Business 
Objects. The Delivery and Capture functions (manual or automated cap-
ture) and Packaging and Delivery function (delivery through the network 
or on a specifi c workstation [such as RefWS]15) were especially created for 
DIAS. The Preservation function is under construction.
Preservation Functionality
The Preservation Subsystem The current version of DIAS already contains 
basic preservation functionality. However, the KB and IBM are developing a 
Preservation Subsystem for DIAS that will support the registering of techni-
cal metadata and will provide other functionality needed for preservation. 
In fi gure 5 the model of DIAS is shown with the planned Preservation 
Subsystem in place. The subsystem consists of three components. In the 
lower right of the subsystem box is the Preservation Manager, a component 
that is used to register the technical metadata. At the top of the subsystem 
is the Permanent Access Toolbox or PATbox, as described earlier. At the 
bottom left is the Preservation Processor, used to execute the preservation 
actions. 
Figure 5. The Preservation Subsystem and DIAS 
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Technical Metadata An important part of the preservation metadata16 
is the metadata for rendering, or in OAIS terminology, “Representation 
Information.” Metadata has to be registered for each archived digital 
publication. The OAIS concept of Representation Information was further 
developed by NEDLIB into a specifi c layered model (Lupovici & Masanès, 
2000). In order to apply the layered model in practice, IBM developed it 
further into the Preservation Layer Model (PLM) (Diessen, 2002), which 
is shown in fi gure 6. 
The PLM represents the template structures used by the Preservation 
Subsystem to register, maintain, and manage the technical metadata. A 
concrete PLM for a specifi c data format is called a “View Path.” For example, 
a View Path for PDF 1.3 data format in practice may contain the following 
elements: reference platform = Intel Pentium, operating system = NT, viewer 
application = Acrobat Reader 3.0. The policy of the KB is to guarantee at least 
two View Paths for every digital publication archived. 
The Preservation Manager The central component of the Long-Term 
Preservation function is the Preservation Manager, which supports the 
managing of the technical metadata. It registers the View Paths for every 
digital publication and monitors their viability. The Preservation Manager 
Figure 6. The Preservation Layer Model
Hardware Platform
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has recently been developed by IBM and has been tested by the KB. It 
will be integrated into the next version of DIAS. (Diessen, Oltmans, & 
Wijngaarden, 2004). The purpose of the Preservation Manager in detail 
is to support registration and management of the metadata for rendering; 
monitor the availability of the technical prerequisites for accessing the 
information; and aid the planning of preservation actions, for example, 
migration or emulation.
The e-Depot: The Operational KB Archive
The e-Depot’s Infrastructure The “e-Depot” is the name of the KB’s infra-
structure and organization for archiving digital publications, including the 
workfl ow and procedures for handling and archiving digital publications. 
The name “e-Depot” also applies to the archiving service offered by the KB 
to producers and users of digital information. The e-Depot’s infrastructure 
consists of DIAS with some smaller supporting systems and of other systems 
offering the usual digital library functions. In fi gure 7 the technical infra-
structure of the e-Depot is schematically presented. 
DIAS is the technical core of the e-Depot, offering dedicated archiving 
functions. In the schema the functions on the left are for receiving and load-
ing the digital publications: EPO is the Electronic Post Offi ce, BER is the 
Basic Error Recovery, and NBN is the National Bibliographic Number gen-
erator for unique identifi ers. The functions on the right are for cata loguing, 
search, retrieval, and delivery: GGC is the national central cataloguing system 
of Pica/OCLC, KB-TITEL is the local overall catalogue database of the KB, 
and IAA is the function for Identifi cation, Authentication, and Authoriza-
tion of end users. 
The e-Depot’s Organization Within the KB three divisions are jointly re-
sponsible for running the service and developing the infrastructure of the 
e-Depot:
1. The Acquisition and Processing Division is in charge of the day-to-day 
operations of obtaining, checking, and loading the publications, includ-
ing their metadata. 
2. The Division for Information and Communication Technology is re-
sponsible for the technical maintenance of the infrastructure of the 
e-Depot. This task includes the maintenance of DIAS and expanding its 
storage capability, guaranteeing backup, and providing media migration. 
This division also manages integration of the deposit system within the 
general digital library infrastructure. 
3. The Research and Development Division performs studies and experi-
ments to further develop the functionality of the e-Depot. These activi-
ties are usually joint projects with the two divisions mentioned above. 
External technology partners are often involved. The Research and 
Development Division also organizes or participates in international 
activities, like development of standards, preservation studies, projects, 
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and conferences. For these activities a dedicated Digital Preservation 
research unit has been created.
The e-Depot is a strategic activity that has a great impact on the KB’s 
policy and organization. To coordinate the activities and policy develop-
ment concerning the e-Depot, the KB has implemented an e-Depot Steer-
ing Board. In addition to the three divisions already mentioned, the User 
Services Division also participates on the board. This division is in charge 
of providing access to the digital publications in accordance with conditions 
specifi ed in the publishers’ archiving agreements. 
The e-Depot as a Trusted Repository The aim of the KB is to develop the 
e-Depot to become a “Trusted Digital Repository” (TDR). The concept 
of the Trusted Digital Repository was introduced in 2002 by the Research 
Libraries Group/Online Computer Library Center (RLG/OCLC) Work-
ing Group on Digital Archive Attributes (Research Libraries Group, 2002). 
Figure 7. Schema of the e-Depot Infrastructure 
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In its report the working group gives the following defi nition: “A trusted 
digital repository is one whose mission is to provide reliable, long-term 
access to managed digital resources to its designated community, now and 
in the future” (Research Libraries Group, 2002, i). 
Other archival concepts relevant to the e-Depot are the OAIS reference 
model and the NEDLIB model for DSEP. Figure 8 depicts the relationship 
of the KB’s e-Depot to the following concepts and models:
• The e-Depot is the operational digital archive of the KB, dedicated to 
long-term archiving and permanent access. “e-Depot” refers to all as-
pects involved in operational digital archiving—policy, infrastructure, 
organization, and services—and encompasses a signifi cant proportion 
of all the other concepts represented here.
• TDR is a concept describing the various requirements an institution 
has to meet in order to be considered a trusted repository that is able 
to archive digital information for the long term. In addition to the 
functions described in the OAIS model, the TDR concept includes func-
tions like administrative responsibility, organizational viability, fi nancial 
sustainability, system security, technical and procedural suitability, and 
procedural accountability (Research Libraries Group, 2002). 
Figure 8. The e-Depot Related to Archiving Concepts and Models
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• OAIS is an International Organization for Standardization (ISO) stand-
ard describing the functional, organizational, and procedural require-
ments for a digital archive (Sawyer et al., 2002). 
• DSEP is the NEDLIB process model that details the functional aspects 
of the OAIS in a deposit system model.
• DLI is not a specifi c concept for archiving. It represents the overall IT 
infrastructure offering the “traditional” digital library functions, like 
cataloguing processes, access to the catalogue, user registration and 
authentication, etc. 
The Success of e-Depot 
In October 2002 DIAS was handed over to the KB. Once DIAS was 
implemented and the workfl ow and procedures for handling the digital 
publications were in place, the loading of digital publications started. The 
DNEP pilot system was closed down at the end of 2004 as all its functions 
had been taken over by the e-Depot. The total budget available for the KB 
to create and obtain an operational deposit system; for professional project 
management support; for all hardware, software, and twelve Tb (terabytes) 
storage and seventeen Tb backup, was 5.5 million Euro. IBM developed 
the system at the KB’s premises, for the costs agreed and according to the 
project planning. 
Conclusion
In the past few years the stakeholders—either producers, brokers, and 
users of digital publications or IT producers and governmental bodies—
became increasingly aware of the problem of preserving digital publica-
tions. More and more stakeholders have started to address this threat to 
the human digital record. Several publishers have developed an archiving 
policy and are acting accordingly. National and international governmental 
bodies are raising awareness of the problem of digital preservation and 
are creating regulations and legislation to support digital archiving. The 
scientifi c research community also has recently noticed the problem of 
digital preservation. The IT sector is increasingly becoming interested in 
studying and tackling the problem of digital preservation, as solving the 
digital preservation issues will have a long-term return on investment.
National libraries such as the KB in the Netherlands were amongst 
the fi rst institutions not only to raise awareness of the problem of digital 
preservation but also to address it in practice. In this process the national 
libraries found the lack of funding the most serious obstacle, which has 
inhibited the progress in digital preservation research and development. 
Funding agencies, both in Europe and in the United States, usually do not 
provide funding for cultural sector venture research projects. They prefer 
to fund “safe” activities, like performing another study or survey or drafting 
another report or research agenda, rather than funding the research and 
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development itself. Nevertheless, national libraries have undeniably taken 
the lead and emerged as key players in the fi eld of digital preservation. The 
International Publishers Association (IPA) and the International Federa-
tion of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) have acknowledged the 
position of the national libraries (Hodge & Frangakis, 2004, pp. 17–18). 
In the past the lack of resources has frustrated the progress of research 
and development of solutions for a problem that will have a great impact 
on both our private lives and our business activities. It is about time that 
the national libraries and the national archives, together with partners in 
technology and publishing, receive substantial support to move the practice 
of digital preservation forward.
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Notes
1. Information about SPARC is available at http://www.arl.org/sparc/; information about 
BioMed Central is available at http://www.biomedcentral.com/.
2. Examples of initiatives in digital archiving are PANDAS (http://www.nla.gov.au/padi/); JSTOR 
(http://www.jstor.org); YEA (http://www.library.yale.edu/~okerson/yea/frontmatter.pdf); 
NEDLIB (http://www.kb.nl/coop/nedlib/); PubMed Central (http://www.pubmedcentral
.nih.gov/); DNEP and e-Depot (http://www.kb.nl/kb/resources/frameset_kenniscentrum
.html); LOCKSS (http://lockss.stanford.edu/); D-Space (http://dspace.org/index.html); 
E-Journal Archiving Program (USA) (http://www.diglib.org/preserve/ejp.htm); DOM 
Programme (British Library) (http://vincent.bl.uk/cgi-bin/htm_hl?DB=website&STEM
MER=en&WORDS=digit+object+manag+&COLOUR=Olive&STYLE=s&URL=http://www
.bl.uk/about/policies/etmeetjul2003.html#muscat_highlighter_fi rst_match); KOPAL (Die 
Deutsche Bibliothek) (http://www.langzeitarchivierung.de/); E-Archive (http://www
.ithaka.org/e-archive/index.htm); and New Zealand (http://www.natlib.govt.nz/bin/
news/pr?item=1085888952).
3. National programs to promote digital archiving include NDIIP, of the United States (http://
www.digitalpreservation.gov/); DPC, of the United Kingdom (http://www.dpconline
.org/graphics/index.html); and NESTOR, of Germany (http://www.langzeitarchivierung
.de/).
4. A number of publishers have published their archiving policies online, including Elsevier 
(http://www.elsevier.com/wps/fi nd/librariansinfo.librarians/libr_policies#sdarchiving); 
Kluwer Academic Publishers (http://www.wkap.nl/prod/a/newsaboutkluwer#190503); 
BioMed Central Journal (http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/libraries/archive); Black-
well Publishing (http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/press/pressitem.asp?ref=83&site=1); 
and Taylor & Francis Group (http://www.taylorandfrancisgroup.com); and Oxford Uni-
versity Press (http://www.oup.co.uk/).
5. For information about the Trivulzio manuscript, see http://www.kb.nl/webexpo/trivulzio-
en.html. 
6. The UVC can be downloaded via Alphaworks at http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/uvc. 
7. The PATCH Consortium is comprised of Koninklijke Bibliotheek (The Netherlands), 
consortium leader; British Library (United Kingdom); UK National Archives (United 
Kingdom); Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (France); Bibliothèque National de France 
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(France); University of Leeds (United Kingdom); Digital Preservation Coalition (United 
Kingdom); IBM-Nederland (The Netherlands); Die Deutsche Bibliothek (Germany); 
University of Bath, UKOLN (United Kingdom); Bibliotheek Technische Universiteit 
Delft (The Netherlands); Nationaal Archief (The Netherlands); Det Kongelige Bibliotek 
(Denmark); Statsbibliotheket (Denmark); Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden); Schweizerische 
Landesbibliothek (Switzerland); and Statens Arkiver (Denmark).
8. See the important work of the project PRONOM on File Format Registry at http://www
.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM/default.htm.
9. See http://www.digicult.info/pages/drr_themes.php. 
10. Information about DARE can be found at http://www.darenet.nl/en/.
11. Information about NEDLIB can be found at http://www.kb.nl/coop/nedlib/.
12. See http://www.kb.nl/hrd/dd/dd_onderzoek/dnep_ltp_study-en.html for more informa-
tion.
13. The national library of Germany, Die Deutsche Bibliothek, is actually implementing DIAS 
for their digital archive; see http://www-306.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/CS/
MCAG-65VEUX?OpenDocument&Site=default.
14. See http://www-5.ibm.com/nl/dias/ for more information about DIAS.
15. The Reference Workstation (RefWS) or Reference Platform is a standard computer system 
confi guration designated by the deposit library for installing and running electronic pub-
lications. The RefWS is suited for most publications appearing on the consumer market 
during a given period of time (Werf, 2000, p. 26). The KB considers the use of RefWS a 
temporary solution for guaranteeing access to archived CD-ROM publications.
16. For a comprehensive framework for Preservation Metadata (or PREMIS), see http://www
.oclc.org/research/projects/pmwg/.
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What Should We Preserve? The Question for 
Heritage Libraries in a Digital World
Margaret E. Phillips
Abstract
A primary role of national libraries is to document the published 
output of their respective countries. Traditionally, this has meant 
collecting, describing, and preserving for future generations at 
least one copy of every item published in print, including books, 
serials, newspapers, maps, music, posters, and pamphlets. In the 
last decade, online publishing has had a revolutionary impact on 
the creation, publication (dissemination), and use of information. 
This has presented libraries, particularly national (deposit) libraries 
and other cultural collecting institutions, with the daunting task of 
collecting, storing, describing, managing, and preserving the vast 
quantities of information that are being produced online.
A key question to be asked when embarking on this task is, “What 
should be collected and preserved?” National libraries have responded 
to this question in different ways. Some, including the National Library 
of Australia, have taken a selective approach, while others have engaged 
in whole domain harvesting, or a “comprehensive” approach. This article 
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each of these approaches and 
looks in some detail at the selective approach as exemplifi ed by PANDORA, 
Australia’s Web Archive. 
Introduction
A primary role of national libraries and other deposit libraries is to 
document the published output of their jurisdictions. Traditionally this 
meant collecting, describing, preserving, and providing access to library 
materials for current and future generations. Library materials have included 
printed books, serials, newspapers, maps, posters, music, and pamphlets. 
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Subsequently the defi nition of “library materials” was extended to include 
information stored on other physical carriers such as microfi lm, fi lm of 
various types, audio cassette tapes, video tapes, computer disks, CD-ROMS, 
and DVDs. These have all presented challenges to libraries because of the 
need for special equipment to display items in these formats, obsolescence 
of this equipment and/or the formats themselves, and the need to preserve 
the information contained on sometimes fragile storage media. 
With the development of the World Wide Web in 1993, which opened 
up online publishing as an easily available, ubiquitous, and relatively 
inexpensive means of creating and distributing information, national and 
other deposit libraries accepted that, once again, they must expand their 
roles to encompass this new form of publishing and all that its collection, 
description, storage, management, preservation, and provision of access 
entailed. There are additional challenges to face over and above those 
inherent in the formats that they already collected. The volume of online 
publishing is huge. Almost anyone can set themselves up as a publisher, 
meaning that issues of quality and authority of information need to be 
addressed, as well as a wide range of competence (or otherwise) in using 
publishing software and compliance in applying standards. In addition, 
many of these items are complex Web objects—for instance, Web sites that 
contain a number of different fi le formats—and this makes strategies for 
preservation particularly diffi cult to formulate and undertake.
What Should Be Collected and Preserved?
While national and other deposit libraries have largely accepted 
responsibility for collecting and preserving online publications, at least in 
principle, those that have embarked on the task have responded to it in 
different ways. They have assessed the task before them in relation to the 
resources available and have made different decisions about what “fi nding 
the balance” is in their particular situation.
Some have argued that, because national and other deposit libraries 
are typically comprehensive in collecting the published output of their 
jurisdiction, this same approach should prevail with online publishing. As far 
as humanly possible, all online publishing must be collected and preserved. 
Others have argued that, because online publishing is a completely different 
paradigm from print and other physical format publishing and a different 
order of magnitude, then a different, selective, approach is necessary and 
acceptable, and perhaps even desirable. This has led to two broad national 
approaches to collecting and preserving online publications—the whole 
domain or comprehensive approach, and the selective approach.
In the mid- to late 1990s a small number of national libraries began 
archiving programs and exploring different approaches to archiving national 
documentary heritage online. It is interesting to note that, within fi ve or six 
years of embarking on a chosen course, most of those libraries seemed to 
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be at a crossroads with regard to planning their future directions for digital 
archiving (Gatenby, 2002). Whether they were engaged in whole domain 
(comprehensive) harvesting or selective archiving, each was recognizing the 
limitations of their chosen approach. There are a number of approaches 
that national libraries are currently employing to build archives of their 
countries’ publications, which are discussed below.
Selective Archiving of Static Web Resources
The National Libraries of Denmark and Canada have been the principal 
exponents of this approach. Resources that are like print publications and 
that do not change or contain interactive or dynamic elements are archived 
on a selective basis, with library staff making the selection decisions.
Selective Archiving of Static and Dynamic Web Resources
Australia is the only known country with an established program for 
archiving dynamic as well as static publications and Web sites on a selective 
basis, once again with a high degree of intellectual input from library 
staff.
Whole Domain Harvesting
Libraries attempt to harvest automatically the entire Web domain of 
their respective countries using harvesting robots and a minimum of human 
intervention for identifying resources. This involves harvesting not only all 
the resources in the specifi c country domain but also identifying those of 
country origin or subject matter in .com and other generic domains. The 
National Libraries of Sweden, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and more recently 
Austria have been pursuing this approach. The Internet Archive, a public, 
nonprofi t organization in the United States, attempts to archive the whole 
Web every two months.
Combination of the Selective and Whole Domain Approaches
The Bibliothèque nationale de France is involved in a research project 
to program a robot to archive both automatically and selectively those 
resources likely to be of research value. Researchers there have asked the 
question, “Is it possible to defi ne relevant and automatically computed 
parameters to focus a robot on only that part of the Web we want to archive?” 
(Masanès, 2002). 
Thematic Approach
The Library of Congress undertakes some selective archiving and, in 
conjunction with partners, including the Internet Archive, also builds 
thematic collections that are the result of harvesting as much as possible 
on a given subject, such as the 2002 election and the events of September 
11, 2001 (Kresh et al., 2004). Supplementing its online deposit collection, 
in 2001 and 2002 the Royal Library of Denmark worked with the State 
and University Library, Aarhus, and the Centre for Internet Research 
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at the University of Aarhus to test the viability of the thematic approach 
(event-based archiving) through the Netarchive.dk project (Royal Library, 
Denmark, 2003). The Royal Library and the State and University Library 
together have gone on to incorporate event-based archiving into a three-
pronged approach to Web archiving, including automatic snapshot 
harvesting and selective harvesting (Royal Library, Denmark, 2004).
Archiving Based on Collaborative Agreements with Selected Commercial Publishers
The National Library of the Netherlands has taken a different approach 
altogether, responding to a particular situation where 30 percent of all 
scientifi c publications in the world occur in that country. It has focused 
on commercial publications and, in association with IBM, has developed 
technical infrastructure and organizational relationships with a small 
number of commercial publishers, including Elsevier Science and Kluwer 
Academic, to archive, preserve, and provide limited access to the whole 
digital output of the publishers concerned (National Library of the 
Netherlands, 2004). It takes in large volumes of online publications from 
a small number of publishers. Collaborative agreements with publishers also 
work well under the selective model, and the National Library of Australia 
and the Commonwealth Scientifi c and Industrial Research Organisation 
(CSIRO) have recently reached an agreement whereby the library will 
archive all of CSIRO’s online commercial publications.
The Selective Approach to Archiving
Advantages
A selective approach to archiving enables libraries to achieve six 
important objectives:
• Each item in the archive is quality assessed and functional to the fullest 
extent permitted by current technical capabilities.
• A gathering schedule can be individually tailored for each selected 
title, taking into account its publication schedule or the frequency with 
which the Web site changes, thus enabling the content gathered to be 
as complete as possible.
• Each item in the archive can be fully catalogued and therefore can 
become part of the national bibliography.
• Each item in the archive can be made accessible via the Web to readers 
immediately because permission to do so can be negotiated with 
publishers.
• The “significant properties” of individual resources and classes of 
resources within the archive can be analyzed and determined. (These 
are the attributes that convey the full meaning and intellectual content 
of an item and enable it to be experienced as the creator intended.) 
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This enhances our knowledge of preservation requirements and enables 
risk assessments and preservation strategies to be put in place.
• Sites that are inaccessible to harvesting robots can be identifi ed and 
archived using other methods, by arrangement with the publisher.
Disadvantages 
In selecting titles for the archive, libraries are making subjective 
judgements about the value of resources and what researchers of the 
future are likely to fi nd useful. Librarians have always made these collection 
development decisions. However, the print environment has been a more 
established, structured, stable, and predictable environment in which to 
make such decisions.
Dissemination of information online is still in its infancy, and the way 
that researchers will want to access, use, and apply the potential of the Web 
is also still under development. Though we believe that we are selecting titles 
based on sound professional experience and judgement, do we really know 
what will be important for future researchers? Selection is largely based 
on a traditional understanding of the concept of “publication.” Perhaps in 
the future this will not be as relevant, or, perhaps more likely, something 
in addition to this traditional approach will also be required.
The extent of a selective archive is very limited in comparison with the 
large volume of material in a country’s domain. While it is valid to argue 
that a lot of this material is of no future research value, it is also certain 
that resources that do have research value are being missed. The selective 
approach is very labor-intensive, and the unit cost per item is therefore 
high. The amount of material that can be archived at any one time is 
heavily dependent on and proportional to the number of staff that can 
be allocated to the activity. In a time of contracting funding for staff, the 
amount of archiving that can be carried out also contracts, unless increased 
sophistication of the technical infrastructure supporting the archive can be 
brought to bear to counteract it. The selective approach takes a resource 
out of context and often does not include other resources to which it is 
linked. Contextual meaning is therefore lost, and this will be more critical 
for some resources and research requirements than others. The value of 
“sampling” is as yet unproven. Will this approach satisfy the majority of 
research needs for these kinds of resources in the future? 
Whole Domain Harvesting
Advantages
In theory, the obvious advantage of the whole domain harvesting 
approach is that the whole domain is captured automatically at periodic 
intervals with minimal human intervention and therefore comparatively 
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low staff cost per item gathered. The whole domain is available to future 
researchers, and resources can be seen in their broader context, with links 
to other documents retained.
Disadvantages
In practice this ideal is a long way from being the reality. Because whole 
domain harvests are demanding in relation to computer time and storage 
space, they are usually run at intervals of at least a couple of months. Any 
publications that come into being and disappear in the interim are missed. 
Any changes to existing sites that are made and overwritten in that period 
will also be missed.
Because of the huge volume of publications involved, quality control 
checks cannot be made on more than a very small sample of titles. 
The experience of the National Library of Australia would suggest that 
approximately 40 percent of harvested titles could be incomplete or 
defective in some way. Nationally signifi cant material is likely to be missing, 
and the archive administration will not be aware of it. It is possible that, 
in time, improved intelligence of harvesting software and reliable quality-
checking software may increase the accuracy of automatic archiving and 
therefore ameliorate this disadvantage.
While staff costs per item are low in comparison to the selective approach, 
the whole domain approach is expensive in terms of costs to download and 
store data. With the current level of system reliability, there can also be the 
need for a staff member to monitor the harvesting process twenty-four hours 
a day, seven days a week, and to intervene when problems arise. 
Commercial sites that employ passwords or other inhibitors (a part of 
the Web referred to as the “Deep Web” to access) will not be accessible to 
a harvesting robot and therefore will not be gathered. Some of the most 
important digital heritage is found on commercial sites. 
Whole domain archives still have major drawbacks from the point of view 
of resource discovery and access, although it is likely that these problems will 
be resolved in time through improved methods of gathering and organizing 
descriptive metadata. The Nordic Web Archive has done groundbreaking 
work in the area of indexing and free-text searching across the contents 
of diverse archives (Nordic Web Archive, 2002). For copyright reasons, 
access to whole domain archives is usually strictly limited, and at best the 
contents may be available within the library building. The Swedish National 
Library has made a major gain in the area of access through ministerial 
support and a government decree that authorizes the library not only to 
collect Swedish Web sites but to allow public access to them on library 
premises (National Library of Sweden, 2002). Appropriate legal deposit 
legislation enacted by national governments could ease this limitation of the 
whole domain approach by permitting unfettered access to freely available, 
noncommercial publications and Web sites archived by national libraries.
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The only example of a whole domain archive that is readily available for 
evaluation is the Internet Archive, which attempts to capture the whole Web 
every two months. Valuable though this resource is, having commenced its 
work in 1996 and now having amassed a considerable volume of historical 
data, it does have limitations of concern to agencies looking for completeness 
and version control of documentary heritage.
Hybrid Approaches
All of the approaches discussed so far have disadvantages—the selective 
approach misses material that may be of future value, the whole domain 
model is not as comprehensive as its name would suggest, and collaborative 
agreements with publishers to date exclude the majority of publishers and 
a lot of freely available resources. A multipronged approach that combines 
a periodic snapshot of a country’s domain, supplemented by selective 
archiving of nationally signifi cant, authoritative publications of long-term 
research value and provision for deposit of publications by agreement 
with specifi c publishers, would be ideal. As already described, the Royal 
Library of Denmark and the State and University Library, Aarhus, have 
recently embarked on a hybrid approach (Royal Library, Denmark, 2004). 
Funding is an issue, however, with each approach having its own technical 
infrastructure and staff support costs. Most libraries are struggling to 
support just one approach.
PANDORA, Australia’s Web Archive
This section examines in more detail a particular approach to selective 
archiving as implemented at the National Library of Australia through 
PANDORA, Australia’s Web Archive (National Library of Australia, 2004). 
In late 1995 the National Library of Australia accepted that it needed to 
collect and preserve online publications. It recognized that there was 
information about Australia and by Australians appearing on the Internet 
that was not available in any other format. It was the content, rather than the 
format, that was the determining factor for collection. Under the National 
Library Act of 1960, the National Library has a mandate to collect, preserve, 
and provide access to a collection of documentary resources that supports 
in-depth research on all matters relating to Australia, its history, its culture, 
and its peoples. These resources come on a wide variety of media, including 
whalebone, stone, gum leaf, and glass, as well as the more usual media 
of paper, fi lm, and disk. The Internet is just another medium, after all, 
and while it undoubtedly poses unique challenges, there was no reason to 
exclude it on this basis.
The National Library realized from the very beginning that, in order 
to develop an archive of suffi cient breadth and depth, collaborative effort 
among collecting institutions with similar objectives would be essential. It 
developed policies, procedures, a template for selection guidelines, and 
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technical infrastructure to support a collaborative Web archiving program 
and invited the state libraries and other collecting agencies to join it. The 
fi rst partner, the State Library of Victoria, joined in 1998, and by 2004 there 
were ten partners in all, including fi ve state libraries and the Northern 
Territory Library and Information Service. These partners are all deposit 
libraries, like the National Library, and have similar responsibilities in 
collecting and preserving the published outputs of their jurisdictions. 
Three other partners—ScreenSound Australia (The National Screen and 
Sound Archive), the Australian War Memorial, and the Australian Institute 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies—bring important subject 
expertise, which enriches and deepens the scope of the archive. Each of 
the partners develops its own selection guidelines, which are published on 
the PANDORA Web site,1 and thus takes responsibility for a stated portion 
of the national published output online.
The original impetus for this work came from the collection development 
area of the National Library and from librarians with all the traditional 
library skills. These origins for the Web archiving program have strongly 
infl uenced the approach taken—one that can be seen as largely an extension 
of traditional library practices with emphasis on balanced and rounded 
collection development, quality and authority of resources collected, and 
description of resources according to full MARC records and inclusion in 
the national bibliography. All of these collection-building activities relating 
to PANDORA are now carried out by the Digital Archiving Branch in the 
Collections Management Division.
The Library’s Information Technology Division has provided strong 
support from the beginning and has developed and maintained the 
technical infrastructure, including the PANDORA Digital Archiving 
System (PANDAS), Web-based software that supports the collaborative Web 
archiving program. The Preservation Services Branch was also involved 
in defi ning policies and procedures from the beginning, and it takes 
responsibility for ensuring that the library can provide long-term access 
to the contents of the archive as the hardware and software on which it is 
dependent for display changes over time.
The selective approach to Web archiving enabled the staff of the 
National Library of Australia to start in a small way and to learn how to 
manage this completely new task as we went along. It enabled us to make a 
start in a practical way, without being overwhelmed by the enormity of the 
task. It also enabled us to tailor the activity to the staff resources available 
and to do something rather than nothing. Since the library and its partners 
have at no stage received additional funding for this costly activity, it has 
been important to focus our activity and to collect and preserve those 
publications and Web sites considered most likely to be of long-term value 
to researchers. Sometimes “fi nding the balance” comes down to something 
as practical as this.
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The fi rst task, when we started this work in 1996, was to decide what 
we would collect, and this resulted in the publication of our fi rst selection 
guidelines. As we implemented these guidelines and learned more about 
what was in the Australian domain, and as the Australian domain grew 
and developed, the selection guidelines were modifi ed to accommodate 
new categories or to clarify our approach to them. We have always applied 
them very fl exibly, being more inclined to include, rather than exclude, 
an item that was borderline.
The essentials of the selection guidelines, then and now, are the 
following:
• To be selected for national preservation, a signifi cant proportion of 
a work should be about Australia;2 be on a subject of social, political, 
cultural, religious, scientifi c, or economic signifi cance and relevance to 
Australia and be written by an Australian author;3 or be written by an 
Australian author of recognized authority and constitute a contribution 
to international knowledge.
• It may be located on either an Australian or an overseas server. Australian 
authorship or editorship alone is insuffi cient grounds for selection and 
archiving. In the case of online publications, content is the pre-eminent 
factor determining selection.
• When a title is available both in print and online, the print version 
only will be collected. The online version will be collected only if it has 
signifi cant additional information or value. This is a policy that the 
library adopts only out of necessity. Especially in relation to government 
publications, the library would like to be able to collect both the print 
and online versions because of the access advantages. However, the staff 
resources needed to collect both versions are not available.
• Highest priority is given to authoritative publications with long-term 
research value, and these are selected and archived as comprehensively 
as possible. In addition, the library seeks to include in the PANDORA 
Archive examples of the different types of online publications on a wide 
range of subjects to document Australian society as it is represented on 
the Internet.
• The library does not attempt to collect all versions/editions of all 
changing sites but sets a manageable gathering schedule for each title 
based on its content, publication pattern, long-term research value, and 
the stability of the site. 
• Links to external resources from a selected publication are not archived.
• Content is the pre-eminent criterion for selecting online publications 
and Web sites. Static publications, dynamic Web sites, and databases 
will all be selected for archiving if the content is within scope of the 
guidelines. In practice, technical limitations at a given point in time may 
inhibit our ability to actually archive a publication or Web site. However, 
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we do our best to solve the problems presented by a publication or 
class of publications. For instance, our desire to archive Deep Web 
sites, including databases, has led us to embark on a research project 
in conjunction with the International Internet Preservation Consortium 
(IIPC) to fi nd or create tools and methods for collecting and preserving 
information presented in these dynamic formats.
In 2003, after seven years of selecting and archiving online publications 
and Web sites, the library conducted a major review of its selection 
guidelines to ascertain whether they remained relevant and fl exible enough 
to encompass new categories of Web resources that had appeared in the 
intervening period. This review also considered whether the selective 
approach to archiving was still the most valid approach for the library. 
It concluded that, under ideal circumstances of adequate funding, the 
library would like to undertake periodic Australian Web domain harvests 
to supplement the selective archive. However, this is currently beyond 
the means of the library. Living within our means, the advantages of the 
selective approach still outweighed the disadvantages, and it remained the 
most viable for this library for the time being.
In embarking on this review of the selection guidelines, it was anticipated 
that new categories of online publications would be identifi ed for collecting 
and that recommendations would be made to expand the scope of the 
selection guidelines. The review did, in fact, highlight that there were types 
of resources that were not being collected, which would likely have long-
term research value. It also identifi ed signifi cant gaps in our collecting of 
some categories already included in the selection guidelines.
When the library commenced Web archiving in 1996, the volume of 
online publishing was much lower than it is today. For instance, there was 
relatively little Commonwealth government publishing in online formats 
only before 2000. Since then the volume of material has mushroomed, 
but the resources available to deal with it have not. The volume of online 
publications that meets the selection guidelines is much greater than the 
staff available for the activity can manage.
Facing the reality that the library was unable to archive everything 
that it would like to, some hard decisions had to be made. The review 
recommended that, rather than expanding the selection guidelines, it 
should prioritize its collecting of online publications currently within scope 
to focus on six categories. The choice was between collecting a broader 
range of publications superfi cially or focusing the collection activity and 
archiving defi ned areas in some depth.
The six categories to receive priority are as follows:
• Commonwealth and Australian Capital Territory (ACT) government 
publications (the state library partners take responsibility for state gov-
ernment publications)
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• Publications of tertiary education institutions
• Conference proceedings
• E-journals
• Items referred by indexing and abstracting agencies (which are 
frequently from the fi rst four categories but also include items with 
print versions)
• Sites in nominated subject areas (specified in an appendix to the 
selection guidelines) on a rolling three-year basis, and sites documenting 
key issues of current social or political interest, such as election sites, 
the Sydney 2000 Olympics, the Canberra bushfi res, etc.
Even these six categories cannot be archived comprehensively. For 
instance, conference proceedings are further limited:
• Only sites that contain the full text of a substantial number of papers 
presented at a conference will be archived. Powerpoint presentations 
alone do not contain suffi cient information to warrant archiving.
• Priority will be given to conferences held by Commonwealth and 
ACT government bodies, professional associations and institutes, and 
academic disciplines.
• The proceedings of international conferences that are affi liated with 
an Australian body and that are held in Australia may be selected for 
archiving. The relevance of the content to Australia will be a factor in 
infl uencing selection.
• Preference will be given to major conferences over small seminars such 
as those held by a university department.
Categories that had not been collected prior to 2003 and that would 
continue to be excluded were
• datasets
• online daily newspapers
• news sites
• discussion lists, chat rooms, bulletin boards, and news groups
• web cams
• blogs (except those that support the tertiary institutions publications 
category)
• portals
• games.
Except for portals and games, which were excluded for good reasons, 
the remainder was excluded reluctantly. There is much content in these 
other categories of research value, and they were excluded at this stage 
largely because of resource constraints.
In some ways this outcome for the review was disappointing. It was 
apparent that radical innovation would be required to empower the library 
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and its partners to collect online publications at an adequate level. The 
National Library was already planning ways to increase dramatically its 
intake of online publications, especially government publications.
Government publications are a very important category for collecting, 
both for the National Library and its state library partners. Having collected 
Commonwealth government publications comprehensively in print, the 
National Library now found itself in a position where it could collect only 
a small fraction of government online publications, an increasing number 
of which are available in no other format. Even had the staff available for 
Web archiving done nothing else but archive government publications, they 
would still only manage to archive a fraction of the available publications. 
The state library partners were under similar stress.
At the beginning of 2003 the National Library launched the 
Commonwealth Government Metadata Pilot Project (later renamed the 
Australian Government Metadata Project). The aim of this project was to 
(1) increase signifi cantly the coverage of government publications in the 
National Bibliographic Database (NBD), which is made available through 
the Kinetica4 service; and (2) batch load this metadata into the PANDORA 
Digital Archiving System to trigger automatic harvesting and archiving of 
these publications. 
The fi rst part of the strategy for doing this was to work initially with 
seven government agencies of different sizes to identify work fl ows for 
creating metadata for government publications and contributing it to the 
NBD. As a result, a small number of models for contributing metadata to 
the NBD would be formulated, which other agencies could then use. Some 
metadata is now being routinely added to the NBD as a result. Another 
seven agencies joined the project in 2004. The second part of the strategy is 
to enhance the PANDORA Digital Archiving System to enable it to receive 
batch-loaded metadata and to harvest and archive publications with as 
little human intervention as possible. This enhancement is underway. This 
development will mean that, for government publications, the national 
library will relinquish control over the selection of titles for inclusion in 
the PANDORA Archive. The government agencies will defi ne what is to be 
collected by including descriptions for it in their metadata sets, which are 
made available to the NBD.
Moving Forward
Thus far this article has looked at the approaches being taken by national 
libraries to collecting their online documentary heritage and has examined in 
detail a particular implementation of the selective approach, the PANDORA 
Archive. It is possible that in the future we will look back on this early 
period of Web archiving and see it as the exploratory phase, when national 
libraries individually sought their own solutions. Only a handful took up the 
challenge in the mid- to late 1990s, the early days of the World Wide Web. 
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Those national libraries that were active in the fi eld have developed a lot 
of knowledge, expertise, systems, and software to manage the activity. Most 
of this knowledge and these systems have been developed in isolation, with 
sharing of information taking place at conferences and workshops, through 
visits of staff from one organization to another, and through publication in 
professional journals and on organizational Web sites.
As mentioned earlier in this article, around 2002 those libraries with well-
established Web archiving programs were beginning to question whether 
their chosen models were meeting all their needs. The formation of the 
IIPC in 2003 was an indication that libraries had realized the limitations 
of working on their own and the value of collaboration and shared effort 
and infrastructure.
The foundation members of the IIPC are the Bibliothèque nationale 
de France (coordinator); the National Library of Italy; the Royal Library, 
Denmark; Helsinki University Library, the National Library of Finland; 
the Internet Archive; the Royal Library, National Library of Sweden; 
National and University Library of Iceland; Library and Archives Canada; 
the National Library of Norway; the National Library of Australia; the 
British Library; and the Library of Congress. “The mission of the IIPC 
is to acquire, preserve and make accessible knowledge and information 
from the Internet for future generations everywhere, promoting global 
exchange and international relations” (International Internet Preservation 
Consortium, 2004a). Its goals are as follows:
• “To enable the collection of a rich body of Internet content from around 
the world to be preserved in a way that it can be archived, secured and 
accessed over time. 
• To foster the development and use of common tools, techniques and 
standards that enable the creation of international archives. 
• To encourage and support national libraries everywhere to address 
Internet archiving and preservation” (International Internet Preservation 
Consortium, 2004b).
The IIPC is achieving its goals through members’ active participation 
in six working groups. Through these working groups the IIPC plans to 
create a shared technical basis for Web archiving activities; to develop 
procedures and tools for providing immediate and long-term access to 
Internet material; to devise means for evaluating coverage and performance 
of Web archiving programs; and to identify strategies and produce tools 
for archiving content that is inaccessible to crawlers.  
The question “What should we preserve?” is directly addressed by one 
of these working groups, the Researchers Requirements Working Group. 
It recognizes that, because of the huge volume of material on the Internet, 
it is inevitable that not everything can be collected. This means that the 
decisions that we make about what to collect now will have an enduring 
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impact on what is available to researchers of the future. This working group, 
which consists not only of members but also of invited researchers in the 
area of Internet studies, is aiming to defi ne a common vision of what needs 
to be collected (International Internet Preservation Consortium, 2004c).
The methods, procedures, and tools developed by the IIPC will be 
available to all members, as well as to other national libraries with Web 
archiving programs. It is to be hoped that this shared infrastructure will 
enable national libraries to expand signifi cantly what they can collect and 
preserve. In a few years time our national Web archives may be very different 
from what they are today.
Conclusion
The question “What should we preserve?” has been addressed in different 
ways by national libraries with responsibility for collecting and preserving 
online publications and Web sites. At this stage, whether the whole domain 
or selective approach has been adopted, or collaborative arrangements 
have been entered into, or hybrid approaches put in place, it is likely that 
all would in part answer this question with “More than we are currently 
able to do.” In this fi rst decade of the Web, programs by national libraries 
to archive Web resources have necessarily been experimental, and what 
we have collected for long-term preservation has often been determined 
as much by our limited (though developing) technical capability as by our 
judgment of what is likely to have research value in the future. We know, 
for instance, that there is a huge volume of valuable information in the 
Deep Web that has been beyond our reach. 
However, it has been important to do what we could with what we have 
available. In doing so we have learned a lot, are still learning fast, and are 
developing increasingly sophisticated methods and tools for dealing with 
different collection scenarios and with different types of publishing formats. 
The formation of the IIPC and the collaboration and shared effort that that 
stands for will be a springboard into collecting and preserving the second 
decade of the Web. During that period our national archives will become 
very different beasts. 
Notes
1. The selection guidelines of all partners are available at http://pandora.nla.gov.au/selec-
tionguidelinesallpartners.html.
2. This is defi ned as “dealing with Australians, with Australia, or with a State, Territory or 
any other subdivision of Australia” (National Library of Australia, 2003). 
3. An Australian author is one who was born and has resided in Australia; who has continued 
to be recognized as Australian although residence in Australia has not been continuous, 
or who, although not born in Australia, has been identifi ed through work and residence 
in Australia as an Australian.
4. Information about Kinetica is available at http://www.nla.gov.au/kinetica/.
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Web Archiving Methods and Approaches: 
A Comparative Study
Julien Masanès
Abstract
The Web is a virtually infi nite information space, and archiving its en-
tirety, all its aspects, is a utopia. The volume of information presents a 
challenge, but it is neither the only nor the most limiting factor given 
the continuous drop in storage device costs. Signifi cant challenges 
lie in the management and technical issues of the location and col-
lection of Web sites. As a consequence of this, archiving the Web is 
a task that no single institution can carry out alone. This article will 
present various approaches undertaken today by different institutions; 
it will discuss their focuses, strengths, and limits, as well as a model for 
appraisal and identifying potential complementary aspects amongst 
them. A comparison for discovery accuracy is presented between the 
snapshot approach done by the Internet Archive (IA) and the event-
based collection done by the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BNF) 
in 2002 for the presidential and parliamentary elections. The balanced 
conclusion of this comparison allows for identifi cation of future direc-
tion for improvement of the former approach. 
A Virtually Infi nite Information Space
Assessing the size of the Web is a diffi cult task, and many attempts to 
provide a reliable estimate of it have been made so far with limited success. 
We will not review these attempts here but instead outline major changes 
the Web has introduced and discuss their impact for Web archiving.
Authorship Revolution
The Blog phenomenon is the most recent illustration of this revolution: 
the fi rst Web browser designed and coded by Tim Berners Lee included 
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an authoring tool, which he considered to be an essential piece of the new 
system (Gillies & Caillau, 2000; Berners-Lee & Fischetti, 2000). Despite the 
subsequent omission of authoring tools from Web browsers, the Web has 
continued to offer an open publishing platform with global accessibility 
and continuous updating capacity. 
This has dramatically changed the setting for publication, allowing al-
most anyone to bypass the traditional publishing actors and reach direct 
access to a potentially unlimited audience. The eventual impact of this 
change remains to be seen, but several consequences for archiving are 
already tangible. 
The fi rst important change is the end of an object’s stability, with obvi-
ous impacts for archiving—an activity that in essence consists of capturing 
the state of an object at a point in time. The Web offers the ability to up-
date content at any moment without notifi cation (if additional notifi cation 
mechanisms like Really Simple Syndication [RSS] protocol feeds are not 
in place), which poses a great challenge for archivists. Revisiting pages 
consumes resources, even if heuristics can be found to alleviate this process 
(Clausen, 2004). Choice of an appropriate frequency for capture can be 
problematic because, to be effi cient, it should be done at the page level 
in most cases. It is indeed equivalent to assessing the probability of losing 
some intermediary updates between two captures.
Content Shaping
In addition to the change in the publication process, an important shift 
has occurred in the nature of documents themselves. The proliferation 
of citations that the hypertext environment allows induces a tremendous 
tendency toward dispersal of content, which archivists have to take into 
account in their approach. Web documents at the page level (but also 
the site level) hardly ever make sense alone. They are mingled in a larger 
document network that forms what Nelson named a “docuverse” (Nelson, 
1992). From this perspective, archiving means extracting slices of the Web 
that constitute a whole metadocument (Landow, 1997); that is, spatially 
sampling the Web and making decisions each time regarding the exact pe-
rimeter of what to include, being aware that with time noninclusion means 
loss. For example, does archiving a site mean leaving out any document 
linked outside of its domain? If not, to what depth should external links 
be followed? There is no general answer to these questions, only specifi c 
ones based on the ultimate goal driving the archiving.
Choices also have to be made concerning what characteristics or func-
tionalities are to be preserved. When a site is not primarily a collection of 
static pages, an archivist may focus on the interaction of functionalities (not 
only for navigation) and more generally the experience the site provides1 
in the archival context. 
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Convergence
It is worth noting that the Web is not only a platform absorbing previous-
ly existing Internet applications (mail, FTP, news) as well as non- Internet-
based applications (database, document repository, and various information 
systems), but it also tends to be an entry point for almost everything today. 
This is a clear consequence of the design adopted for Uniform Resource 
Identifi ers (URI), which Tim Berners-Lee insists is the most important 
standard of the Web (Berners-Lee & Fischetti, 2000). The prefi x, the use 
of the Domain Name Server (DNS) system for host naming, and the fl ex-
ibility offered for Webmasters regarding the right part of the URI, together 
make URI a powerful unifying standard. But for archivists this means almost 
everything can end up in their nets. If they want to focus on published ma-
terial in the traditional sense of the word, they might want to fi lter online 
forums, for instance, or avoid diving into huge databases. Clues can be 
used for limiting the archiving, using, for instance, URI pattern detection 
(this has long been the case with search engines avoiding any dynamically 
generated content based on URI-embedded queries). This can extend to 
fi ltering content on the fl y or during post-processing.
Technique
Even when the target is clearly identifi ed and delimited, content ac-
quisition can be an issue. Automatic tools for content gathering such as 
crawlers (also called spiders)2 allow massive content acquisition at relatively 
low cost. With standard desktop computers and a Digital Subscriber Line 
(DSL) connection, it is possible today to retrieve millions of documents 
per week, even per day. Crawlers are also powerful and systematic tools 
for exploring the Web and discovering new sites through links even when 
starting from a very small set of seed sites.
There are severe crawler limitations, however, when it comes to fi nding 
a path to certain types of documents. First, access to sites or parts of sites 
can be restricted (with password or Internet Protocol [IP] authentication). 
In this case, getting authorization is needed. Second, the coding technique 
used to implement links can be hard to interpret for crawlers. This can be 
the case when scripts use contextual elements or when the code is opaque 
(executable, server-side code, etc.). Crawlers are getting better at link ex-
traction3 but still face some limits. Finally, a nontrivial interaction from the 
user can be required (that is, more than a click). This is usually the case 
when entering a query is required to access some portion of content.4
Content acquisition in this situation entails a case-by-case assessment, 
and adapted actions must be taken. This can be limited to entering new 
parameters for the crawler or downloading directly page by page some 
part of the site. In many cases still, nothing can be done remotely, and get-
ting the content through the hypertext transfer protocol (http) interface 
is not possible. In these cases, pursuing direct contact with the producer 
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is unavoidable, which is extremely time consuming compared to direct 
online capture. 
To summarize this quick overview of the situation,5 we observe that the 
extraordinary extension of opportunity the Web offers for producers re-
sults in a corresponding increase in diffi culty for archivists. Therefore, one 
should not be surprised to see that a variety of complementary approaches 
to Web archiving have been followed so far. The rest of this article proposes 
a comparative model of these approaches.
A Comparative Model
Approaches to Web archiving can be compared along several axes. Their 
scope, method, and level of quality can be different. Relative importance 
of manual and case-by-case handling compared to automatic and bulk 
processing of Web sites must also be considered. 
Scope
Web archiving today is either site-, topic-, or domain-centric. Site-centric 
archiving is mostly done by corporate bodies, institutions, or even individu-
als for limited archiving purposes. We do not appraise this type of capture 
in this model as it does not entail collection building.
Topic Web archiving is becoming more and more popular, often driven 
by direct research needs. While working on a specifi c fi eld and its refl ection 
on the Web, many scholars have confronted the ephemeral nature of Web 
publication, where the lifespan of Web sites is inappropriate for scientifi c 
verifi cation (falsifi cation requires access to the same data) as well as for 
long-lasting referral. This is the reason why several projects, often hosted 
in university libraries, have been undertaken to preserve primary material 
for research, such as the Digital Archive for Chinese Studies (DACHS) at 
Heidelberg University in Germany or Archipol for analysis of Dutch politi-
cal sites at Groningen University in the Netherlands. These projects share 
not only a topic orientation but also the use of a network of informants 
(Lecher, 2004); that is, researchers who provide accurate and updated 
feeds for the archive. 
Other topic-centric projects have been carried out in libraries by actively 
seeking and archiving electoral Web sites, such as the Minerva project from 
the Library of Congress (Schneider, Foot, Kimpton, & Jones, 2003) or the 
French elections web archive fulfi lled by the Bibliothèque nationale de 
France (BNF), which is discussed below. Compared to the previous topic-
centric approach, discovery of sites does not come naturally as a by-product 
of research activity and needs to be undertaken as a separate activity.
Alternatively, domain-centric Web archiving is not driven by content 
but by content location. “Domain” is used here in the network sense of the 
word or, by extension, in the national sense of the term. Projects imple-
menting this approach focus on a generic domain like .gov (Cruse , Eck-
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man, & Kunze, 2003; Carlin 2004) or .edu (Lyle, 2004). It can also extend 
to a national domain, like Kulturarw started in 1997 by the Swedish Royal 
Library (Mannerheim, Arvidson, & Persson, 2000), which covers the .se 
domain and also Swedish pages linked from it and located in generic do-
mains such as .com. 
Methods
Projects can also noticeably differ with respect to the methodological 
approach they take for discovery, acquisition, and description of content. 
Automation of these tasks enables a tremendous lowering of the cost per 
site archived. Ideally, a single operator running a crawl can “discover” and 
download millions of sites through link detection and following. If we dare 
to assume that full-text indexing provides a powerful fi nding aid compa-
rable if not superior to cataloguing, then we must conclude here again 
that automation lowers costs dramatically, as it can easily be applied on a 
large scale. 
Unfortunately, automation reaches some limits, and manual handling 
must be done in certain cases. Discovery, for instance, can be done manu-
ally or automatically. When done manually, it can be a specifi c activity or 
a by-product of other activities, as we saw with DACHS and Archipol. This 
type of approach is usually taken for topic-centric archiving. Although topic 
crawling has proven effi ciency for the discovery of topic-related sites or 
pages (Bergmark, 2002; Bergmark, Lagoze, & Sbityakov, 2002), automatic 
tools can certainly not yet compare with a network of experts providing 
direct linking to the best material they are aware of.
However, a lack of “expertise” is not the only disadvantage crawlers 
have. Also to be considered is the delay needed to fi nd new sites. The use 
of linking to discover new sites can be a long process in a global crawl. 
When a crawler comes to an ephemeral site, such as a site related to an 
event, for instance, the delay could be too long to locate and archive the 
related material.
This difference in effi ciency between manual and automated discovery 
is, to our knowledge, undocumented in the literature. Later in this article 
we present elements for a comparison between sites discovered by Alexa’s 
crawler and accessible today in the Internet Archive (IA) and sites related 
to the French elections of 2002 located by a team of reference librarians 
and archived at BNF. 
Quality
The quality of a Web archive can be defi ned by (a) the completeness 
of material (linked fi les) archived within a designated perimeter and (b) 
being able to render the original form of the site, particularly regarding 
navigation and interaction with the user. Graphically, completeness can be 
measured horizontally by the number of relevant entry points found within 
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the designated perimeter and vertically by the number of relevant linked 
nodes found from this entry point. Usually, entry points are site home pages, 
and links can direct the user either to a new entry point (another site) or 
to elements of the same site. This is the case for site-oriented archiving. 
In some cases, however, verticality is limited to inline documents (images 
associated with a page for instance), and the collection is just organized 
horizontally, ignoring the site level. This is the case, for instance, for pure 
topic crawling where nodes are not included based on their belonging to 
the site but only on their relevance to the topic.
Ideally, any archive should be complete vertically as well as horizontally. 
But, as we have seen, Web archiving is often a matter of choices, as perfect and 
complete archiving is unreachable. Archiving is called “extensive” when hori-
zontal completeness is preferred to vertical completeness (see fi gure 1). This 
is the case, for instance, for the IA and its collection, which is donated by Alexa 
(as Burner [1997] explains, Alexa’s crawler uses a breadth-fi rst approach and 
adapts depth of crawl for a site according to traffi c measured for this site). 
Figure 1. Extensive Archiving (Shaded Area). Some Pages Are Missed (a3, c6) as 
Well as the  “Hidden” Part of Sites
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Conversely, archiving is called “intensive” when vertical completeness 
is preferred to horizontal completeness (see fi gure 2). This is the case, for 
instance, when a site-fi rst priority is used for crawlers (Masanès, 2004) or 
when a manual verifi cation with supplementary archiving is made where 
needed. Intensive archiving is even more demanding for hidden Web sites 
(also called “Deep Web sites”) where access to the full content is not pos-
sible with crawlers (see some experiment in this area in Masanès 2002a, 
2005a). 
It should be noted that there are ways of escaping from a purely binary 
choice (intensive vs. extensive). For instance, crawler accuracy has been 
measured to appraise the best balance between depth of crawls and cover-
age. Baeza-Yates and Castillo (2004) have recently shown that crawling fi ve 
levels deep is enough to reach 90 percent of the useful content in a Web 
site. This kind of estimate provides a larger range of choices. It has also 
been argued by Masanès (2002b) that a temporal combination of policy 
Figure 2. Intensive Archiving (Shaded Area). Aims to Collect Fewer Sites But Col-
lects Deeper Content, Including Potentially “Hidden” Web
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(extensive twice a year and focused intensive in between) can provide bet-
ter overall results even when done entirely automatically.
Different Approaches to Web Archiving
From the previous section, we can draw a comparison between various 
documented Web archiving projects.6 It should be clearly stated that the 
aim of this comparison is not to judge them but to provide a better under-
standing of the diversity in methodological approaches to Web archiving 
as well as potential complementary aspects between them.
Cost/Quality Comparison
The fi rst comparison presents the economic positioning of these ap-
proaches through a traditional cost/quality comparison. Figure 3 shows 
Figure 3. A Cost/Quality Comparison of Web Archiving Approaches
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several clusters with examples of projects for each. Crawling-based projects 
(for discovery) are represented by a server pictogram, and manual-based 
approaches are represented by a small portrait within a label. On the x-axis 
projects increase by quality, and on the y-axis projects increase by cost.
Cluster 1 is characterized by a very low cost per site archived but quite 
low quality. Cluster 1 includes a large domain-centric snapshot like Kultur-
arw3 from the Swedish National Library and the even larger IA snapshots. 
Processing is entirely automated and very little if any quality verifi cation 
is done except crawl monitoring. On the other hand, they provide very 
wide coverage of their designated domain. Cluster 2 groups combined ap-
proaches also applied at the domain level. They aim to take advantage of 
crawling with complementary acquisition of content. For example, BNF’s 
approach includes “hidden” Web site deposit. While this improves the com-
pleteness and hence the quality of the archive, it also signifi cantly increases 
costs. Cluster 3 includes topic crawling-oriented projects, which combine 
quite low cost with reasonable quality as they often adopt a purely horizontal 
perspective. Cluster 4 assembles topic-centric projects done manually but 
based on informant networks that allow them to be less expensive than 
other manually handled projects. This is the case for Archipol as well as for 
DACHS. However, as they are undertaken in smaller and less specialized 
structures, we can make the hypothesis that they provide a lesser degree of 
verifi cation and overall quality, but this remains to be demonstrated. Finally, 
Cluster 5 groups domain- or topic-centric projects undertaken by libraries 
without informant networks but with dedicated staff that provide a manual 
verifi cation of archived sites. This implies a higher cost per site than other 
approaches while providing a better overall quality of site archived. In the 
diagram all these projects fi t along a diagonal and, of course, the direction 
for improvement is clearly toward the upper-right-hand corner.
Collection-Oriented Comparison
The second comparison we propose (see fi gure 4) is based on collection 
orientation. The x-axis depicts the orientation of the collection regarding 
preferred completeness as defi ned earlier.
On the left side of the graph, archiving is made in extension (hori-
zontal completeness preferred) and on the right in intension (vertical 
completeness preferred). The y-axis shows the orientation of the collection 
with regard to its target (domain or topic). Upper clusters (1, 2, and 3) 
represent the domain-centric approaches taken by national libraries. They 
also include a domain-centric crawl of the .gov sites done by the National 
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) in the United States before 
the new presidential electoral mandate (Carlin, 2004). Topic-centric clusters 
(4, 5, and 6) are on the bottom of the fi gure.
Extensive projects are located on the left side of the fi gure, intensive 
ones on the right. It is apparent that the intensive approach goes with a 
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manual discovery of URI seeds. Starting from a limited set of entry points, 
these projects tend to focus on depth. Most of them, however, do not touch 
the Deep Web where manual intervention cannot be replaced by any other 
means while, for discovery, manual selection is increasingly challenged by 
automated tools. Could budgetary allowances for manual discovery be bet-
ter employed for breaking the Deep Web limit? Experience in this domain 
lacks a clear response.
In the following sections we present some results that show where man-
ual selection can add value in the context of topic archiving by comparing 
manual selection and the snapshot method for event-related collections. 
As mentioned above, it is expected that domain snapshots will provide an 
insuffi cient coverage of very ephemeral sites; for example, those that ap-
pear in relation to an event. This is the case for many political campaign 
Web sites, whose lifespans may only be a few months or weeks. If this proves 
Figure 4. Collection Orientation of Web Archiving Approaches
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to be the case, manual and active discovery of sites would be justifi ed to 
build event-related collections even to complement a domain snapshot as 
undertaken by national libraries.
The following section presents results to assess precisely the added value 
of manual discovery for event-based collections. We compared the collec-
tion of the IA as provided by Alexa and the collection the BNF built in 2002 
for the presidential and parliamentary elections. The method of building 
the two collections was very different. The Internet Archive collection is 
built from two-month snapshots done by Alexa for the entire Web.7 The 
total size of these snapshots ranges up to tens of terabytes each. 
BNF’s collections were selected manually and information was stored 
in a database comprising the Web sites’ URIs, their archiving frequency, 
and several other fi elds aimed mostly at organizing the work at the BNF 
(like candidate, party, location, and type of site). The acquisition of sites 
was done using a simple tool based on HTTrack.8
Obviously this method will not scale up for a large domain archive 
(Phillips, 2003), but it was initially used by BNF because we were not able 
to do large-scale domain crawling at the time. It was also expected that a 
large national domain crawl would not effi ciently capture the sites at stake 
within the available time scale. This latter assumption was correct as the 
following results show.
Methodology
BNF’s team selected 696 entry points for the presidential elections and 
1,002 for the parliamentary elections. This does not include entry points that 
were selected for both elections (including permanent party Web sites, for 
instance, considered to be not event-related in this context). Table 1 shows 
the distribution of entry points between sites and parts of sites (sections).
A script9 was used to test the match between these entry points and the 
IA’s Wayback Machine collections for three different periods: 2001, 2003, 
and three months of 2002 (March to May 2002 for the presidential elections, 
May to July for the parliamentary elections). This allows us to determine 
(a) if the entry point already existed in 2001, which can be deduced from 
its presence in IA for this year; (b) if IA had at least one version of the entry 
point for a time near the elections; and (c) if its URI disappeared or was 
found later (in 2003) by Alexa’s crawler.
It should be noted that this protocol only gives us an indication of the 
relative accuracy of the two methods (manual discovery and domain snap-
shot) given that we only tested the IA collection for the presence of at least 
one version of the entry point for the entire period of the elections (and 
generally, when there was one, it was usually the only one). For many of 
the sites, however, the BNF made several copies (up to weekly) during the 
three months of the campaign. We have not compared the vertical com-
pleteness of the two methods. Neither do we compare how the Websphere 
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of these sites was archived,10 given that the BNF made no attempt to follow 
links horizontally and therefore only achieved accidental coverage of the 
Websphere of these sites.
Results
The following items were calculated:
• Number of entry points (EP) present in IA’s collection for 2001, 2002 
(campaign), and 2003; this gives an indication of the coverage achieved 
by the crawler compared to what had been manually selected
• Number of EP discovered in 2002 by the crawler (not present in 2001 
and present in 2002 during the campaign) 
• Ratio of EP discovered in 2002 compared to nonexisting EP in 2001; this 
gives a good indication of the capacity of the crawler to timely discover 
items; that is, when they appear during the campaign
• EP lost in 2002 (present in 2001 and not in 2002 during the campaign); 
this gives an indication of the crawling process’ irregularity and erratic 
behavior 
• Balance between discovered and lost EP (relative to the nonexisting 
or to be discovered EP in 2001); this global accuracy measurement is 
the fi nal outcome of this comparison: it takes into account the ability 
of the crawling process to discover EP in a timely manner, balanced by 
the measured irregularity it has shown in this context
Figure 5 shows IA’s coverage for EP of the presidential election. The 
results clearly indicate a good coverage for EP at the site level (in column 
1 of 3). This coverage shows a linear improvement from 2001 to 2003 and 
reaches two-thirds during the campaign.
The situation at the section level (column 2 of 3) is more erratic. Cov-
erage is worse than it is at the site level (15.4 vs. 50; 4.3 vs. 67; and 51.9 vs. 
83) but its evolution is even more noticeable: the coverage falls by more 
than three times between 2001 and 2002. This means that, even if 79 EP 
were present in IA out of 514 in 2001, this number falls to 22 in 2002. As 14 
were discovered in the same time, this means that 71 were lost from 2001 
to 2002. This is not due to a weakness in discovery (even if it is very weak 
in this case) as we do not observe such an evolution at the site level. We 
must conclude that this is related to the vertical completeness of the crawl, 
which seems to vary a lot from one snapshot to another.
Table 1. Distribution of Entry Points between Sites and Parts of Sites or Sections
  Parts of Sites or Single  Total Entry
 Sites Documents (Sections) Points
Presidential Elections Only 182 514 696
Parliamentary Elections Only 604 398 1002
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These observations are confi rmed by the related entry points for the 
parliamentary elections, which show the same pattern of evolution at the 
site and section level, although the results are better at the section level in 
this case (see fi gure 6). This coverage is considered satisfactory at the site 
level. For the presidential elections, where only sixteen candidates were 
competing, sites selected were mostly secondary sites (analysis, comments, 
humoristic, critics, etc.). For the parliamentary elections, however, where 
thousands of candidates were competing, we had to focus our selection on 
candidate Web sites. In both cases, at the site level more than two-thirds 
coverage is achieved, which is quite acceptable.
However, when it comes to more precise selection (sections of sites or 
even single documents) the results are in favor of manual selection. There is 
no reason to believe that discovery of the root level of these EP is more dif-
fi cult, so we also measure the vertical completeness of Alexa’s crawl, which 
seems to have been limited and taken longer to achieve (51.9 percent for 
the presidential elections and 52 percent for the parliamentary elections 
for coverage achieved in 2003 only).
For measuring the crawler’s ability (when used for a domain crawl) to 
discover EP in a particular period, we have excluded from our set EP that 
already existed in IA in 2001 and measured the proportion of the remain-
ing ones that were discovered during the campaign (2002). The resulting 
“discovery accuracy” is shown in fi gure 7.
Figure 5. IA’s Coverage compared to BNF’s selection for the 2002 French Presi-
dential Election
.
.
.
.
.
.
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We see that discovery accuracy is consistent for both elections despite 
the difference in composition of each set mentioned above (one comprises 
many secondary sites, the other mostly candidate sites). It also shows a clear 
distinction between the site level (approaching two-thirds) and the section 
level, which is much lower. This is consistent with the results for overall cov-
erage discussed above. This enhances the relatively good result obtained at 
the site level by showing that the discovery of unknown sites is done within 
the three months of the campaign in almost two-thirds of the cases. At the 
section level, however, the results drop dramatically to less than one-fi fth.
However, these results do not accurately refl ect the comparison of the 
crawler to manual selection because they do not take into account the 
loss of EP between 2001 and 2002. To balance this we have calculated the 
global accuracy (the discovery of EP minus the loss of EP divided by the 
number of EP to be discovered in 2001). Figure 8 shows that these results 
are signifi cantly less favorable for the crawler.
The results at the site level drop noticeably (61.5 to 34.1 and 64.8 to 
43.6), which is due to a high level of loss, even at the site level, between 2001 
and 2002. This is even more obvious at the section level, where the fi nal 
balance between discovery and loss is negative for both elections (–13.1 
percent and –10.4 percent). This result highlights the already mentioned 
Figure 6. IA’s Coverage Compared to BNF’s Selection for the 2002 French Parlia-
mentary Election
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irregularity of crawlers during large-scale snapshots. We do not know if 
Alexa uses an extensive list of EP already crawled to start a new crawl and, 
even if these results tend to indicate that this is not the case, it could also 
be a consequence of lack of time to revisit already crawled sites. However, 
this introduces a serious restriction in the positive results we found for 
pure discovery. If crawlers tend to fi nd new EP successfully, they also show 
a strong irregularity that can result in loss of EP. 
Conclusion
We have seen that the challenges associated with Web archiving require 
consideration and appraisal of a variety of approaches that can comple-
ment each other and allow better global effi ciency for preservation of Web 
content. This implies defi nition of key parameters for an archiving policy 
(such as prefered completeness, overall quality, cost per site, orientation). 
It also suggests how to measure discovery, acquisition, verifi cation, and 
preservation of content with relative accuracy. We present initial results for 
the former and show that, during a snapshot crawl, ephemeral sites tend 
to be discovered with relative accuracy as long as the temporal window is 
suffi cently large (three months in this case).
Figure 7. Discovery Accuracy: A Measurement of the Crawler’s Capability for Timely 
Discovery of Sites and Sections of Sites
.
.
.
.
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But these results have to be balanced by the fact that crawlers tend to 
present strong irregularity in their horizontal coverage. This includes loss 
of EP when they start from a “fresh” list of seed URIs, which is often the case 
in the search engine world for sake of adaptation to current Web topology. 
It can be argued, however, that Web archiving crawlers could be used in a 
more conservative manner, ensuring the continuity of coverage as a priority. 
The second balance to take into account is the lack of depth that large-scale 
snapshots tend to present. This is particularly noticeable when it comes to 
selection of sections of sites related to an event. This demonstrated a distinct 
weakness of the crawlers coverage compared to manual selection.
Finally, we should emphasize that event-related Web sites present a higher 
frequency of change (this is the case also for news-related Web sites) and 
therefore need to be archived more often. Manual selection often includes 
estimation of an appropriate archiving frequency, which is then implemented 
by crawlers. Such comparisons should be updated over time as crawler func-
tionality and use scenarios evolve. We hope this work will contribute to laying 
the ground for Web archiving appraisal and adaptation in the future.
Figure 8. Global Accuracy of Crawler for Sites/Sections of Sites Discovery
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Notes
1. For a general presentation of the different angles the Web can be considered from, see 
Burnett & Marshall (2003). For the Internet considered as an object of study from a 
noncontent perspective, see Hine (2000). For the Internet considered from the archival 
perspective, see Christensen-Dalsgaard (2001).
2. For a recent overview of crawling technology, see Pant, Srinivasan, & Menczer (2003). See 
also Chakrabarti (2002).
3. See, for instance, Heritrix, the International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) 
offi cial crawler developed jointly by Internet Archive and the several Nordic national 
Libraries (Mohr, Kimpton, Stack, & Ranitovic, 2004). 
4. See the IIPC (netpreserve.org) surveys on this issue (Boyko 2004). See also Marill, Boyko, 
& Ashenfelder (2004).
5. For a more detailed presentation on this see Masanès (2005b). 
6. The following projects will be used as illustration. Several others not mentionned here 
are documented (see, for instance, the International Web Archiving Workshop series 
http://iwaw.net). 
Archipol (http://www.archipol.nl/) by the Dutch Documentatiecentrum Nederlandse 
Politieke Partijen (DNPP) (see Voerman, Keyzer, Hollander, & Druiven, 2002)
Bibliothèque nationale de France has adopted a combined approach including archiving 
of Deep Web sites (see Masanès, 2002a, 2002b; and Abiteboul, Cobena, Masanès, & 
Sedrati, 2002; see also the Danish combined approach as explained by Christensen-
Dalsgaard, 2004).
DACHS (see Lecher, 2004; Gross, 2003)
Internet Archive (http://www.archive.org) (see Kahle, 1997; Burner, 1997)
Kulturarw3 (http://www.kb.se/kw3/ENG/Default.htm) by the National Library of Sweden 
(see Mannerheim et al., 2000; Arvidson, 2002)
Minerva (http://www.loc.gov/minerva/) by the Library of Congress (see Arms, Adkins, 
Ammen, & Hayes, 2001; Schneider, Foot, Kimpton, & Jones, 2003)
NARA, governmental agencies Web site archiving, 2004–2005 (see Carlin, 2004)
PANDORA (http://pandora.nla.gov.au) by the National Library of Australia (see Phillips, 
2003; Koerbin, 2004) 
Topic Crawling (see Bergmark, 2002) 
 7. For an appraisal of national biases of IA’s collection and a discussion of their origin, see 
Thelwall & Vaughan (2004).
 8. See http://www.httrack.com/ for more information.
 9. Thanks to Younès Hafri from BNF for handling this.
 10. See Foot and Schneider (2002) for a defi nition of the concept of Websphere and its ap-
plication for election Web sites in the U.S. campaign. 
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Preservation Metadata: National Library of 
New Zealand Experience
Steve Knight
Abstract
Development of approaches to preservation metadata has been an 
integral component of international efforts in the fi eld of digital 
preservation. The focus of the community engaged in this work is 
currently shifting, and there is, as yet, no formal agreement around a 
conceptual framework and identifi cation of required data elements. 
At the same time attention is now turning to the more complex 
task of building sustainable technical, infrastructure, and policy 
frameworks that will enable organizations to implement preserva-
tion metadata strategies practically at a local level.
The National Library of New Zealand, Te Puna Ma¯tauranga o Aotearoa, 
has been actively engaged in work on preservation metadata. This has in-
volved development of a preservation metadata schema, a more granular 
implementation-ready data model/XML schema, a software application for 
programmatically extracting preservation metadata, and fi nally a repository 
for storing the gathered preservation metadata. This article contextualizes 
the National Library of New Zealand experience by discussing the purpose 
of preservation metadata and the ways that organizations may use this type 
of information in the future to support their long-term goal of preserving 
digital assets in perpetuity.
Introduction
It is not entirely clear where the phrase “preservation metadata” was 
coined. In their seminal 1996 report, Donald Waters and John Garrett noted 
that “metadata, which refers to information about information, is sometimes 
used as a generic term for systems of reference” and that “the preference for 
the term metadata . . . appears to fl ow from the felt need to emphasize the 
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special referential features needed in the digital environment and to distin-
guish those special features from those of more traditional systems of citation, 
description and classifi cation” (Garrett & Waters, 1996, p. 47). A year later, 
in 1997, Lorcan Dempsey and Rachel Heery described a situation 
where a digital representation of the fi le exists, physical characteristics 
of the representation (fi le size, format, information documenting the 
capture process, etc.) will reside in the header of the digital representa-
tion fi le, or if it is maintained separately, in a separate metadata format 
and syntax (e.g. a digital representation of a letter written by Mark 
Twain; with separate physical characteristics and capture information 
on each page-image). (Dempsey & Heery, 1997, p. 30)
Also in 1997, Michael Day posed the question whether “as the archives 
community are seriously considering using metadata to ensure the integrity 
and longevity of records, it might be useful to investigate whether a similar 
approach would be useful for digital preservation in a library context—and 
in particular for networked documents” (Day, 1997). In 1998 the same 
author, under the auspices of the CEDARS project (Curl Exemplars in 
Digital Archives), began to answer that question by producing “a review of 
metadata formats and initiatives in the specifi c area of digital preservation,” 
in which he notes “a growing awareness that metadata has an important role 
in digital resource management, including preservation” (Day, 1998). So 
within two years the notion of preservation metadata went from obscurity 
to center stage in the digital preservation work plan, where it has remained 
for the last six years or so. 
This article describes the work undertaken by the National Library of 
New Zealand Te Puna Ma¯tauranga o Aotearoa (the Library) in this context 
of international developments in the preservation metadata arena. In ad-
dition, it both answers some questions regarding our ability to deal with an 
“uncontrollable and unmanageable fl ood” (University of Heidelberg, 2005) 
of digital materials through a series of pragmatic, staged steps (Thomp-
son & Searle, 2003) and asks some questions about the development of an 
international approach regarding preservation metadata and why it has 
taken so long to arrive at a consensus. 
Organizational Context
In 2003 the Library’s governing legislation was revised with the passing 
of the National Library of New Zealand (Te Puna Ma¯tauranga o Aotearoa) 
Act 2003 (New Zealand Government, 2003). The act defi nes the purpose 
of the Library as “to enrich the cultural and economic life of New Zealand 
and its interchanges with other nations by . . . collecting, preserving, and 
protecting documents, particularly those relating to New Zealand, and 
making them accessible for all the people of New Zealand, in a manner 
consistent with their status as documentary heritage and taonga.”1
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The act also, for the fi rst time, provides the Library with the mandate 
to engage fully with digital material, both online and offl ine, and to ensure 
that we accord digital material the same degree of responsibility and care 
we show our nondigital collections. Part 4 Section 29(1) defi nes an elec-
tronic document as “a public document in which information is stored or 
displayed by means of an electronic recording device, computer or other 
electronic medium, and includes an Internet document,” which is further 
defi ned as “a public document that is published on the Internet, whether 
or not there is any restriction on access to the document; and includes the 
whole or part of a website” (New Zealand Government, 2003, p. 14). A 
public document is also defi ned elsewhere within the act.
It is within this context that the Library is undertaking a program of 
linked initiatives to ensure the incorporation of digital material into the 
Library’s core business processes with a view to the long-term accessibility 
of those resources. The goal of the program is to develop holistic, end-to-
end processes for the handling of digital material. The program includes 
the following activities:
• Developing and implementing business process work fl ows for incorpo-
rating digital objects into the Library’s business processes; for example, 
selection, acquisition, care and handling, and transformation of digital 
originals
• Developing infrastructure for digital materials; for example storage, 
authentication, and access
• Researching and implementing “components” of the digital archive; 
for example, preservation metadata (schema, data model, extraction, 
storage) and persistent identifi ers
• Implementing Web archiving for the capture and preservation of New 
Zealand-based and related Web sites
• Implementing a portal service for provision of access to all the Library’s 
applications
The progress of the Library to date has thrown up a number of major 
areas of need that will require continued attention if the Library is to suc-
cessfully confront the challenge of digital preservation. These include
• Recognition that while information in all formats is still increasing, more 
and more is being produced digitally and the gap between digital and 
print production is constantly increasing
• Engagement with the wider information community will become increas-
ingly important as it is unlikely that any one organization is going to 
be able to do it all
• The need for allocation/reallocation of resources to digital preservation 
and developing the appropriate skill base
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• Ensuring that we have the necessary technology infrastructure, includ-
ing redundancy
• Development of appropriate strategies, policies, processes, and proce-
dures
• Ensuring that our selection, acquisition, and description processes are 
in sync with the requirements of digital preservation
Preservation Metadata
The Library’s work on metadata began in 2000 and was based on the 
taxonomy described in Anne Kenney and Oya Reiger’s Moving Theory into 
Practice: Digital Imaging for Libraries and Archives (2000): resource discovery, 
structural, rights management and access control, technical and administra-
tive. Initial work concentrated on metadata for resource discovery (National 
Library of New Zealand, 2000) and described the core descriptive metadata 
standards to be used by the Library for resource discovery across all media 
and for all the Library’s collections.
Schema
The Library released the fi rst version of a logical model for preserva-
tion metadata online in November 2002 (National Library of New Zealand, 
2002), with a revised version incorporating learning since the original ver-
sion being made available in June 2003 (National Library of New Zealand, 
2003c). As is usual in these types of endeavors, the Library’s efforts built 
on progress already made by earlier initiatives—for example, the work 
undertaken by the National Library of Australia (1999), the CEDARS pro-
gram (Cedars Project, 2002), Online Computer Library Center/Research 
Libraries Group (OCLC/RLG) activities (OCLC, 2003a), and the shared 
language provided by the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) Refer-
ence Model (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, 2002)—but 
with a view to practical implementation. We have attempted to minimize the 
degree of overlap with other metadata and focused on that metadata neces-
sary for preservation, including the notion that the preservation metadata 
record itself is an integral part of the preservation process. The Library’s 
schema is not regarded as fi xed. It is our current iteration of a minimum 
set of metadata for digital preservation, and it is expected that it will change 
over time as the requirements for preservation metadata become clearer. 
Data Model
The Library then developed a data model to inform the implementa-
tion of the schema (National Library of New Zealand, 2003b) along with 
an XML schema version of the data model (National Library of New Zea-
land, 2003a). The data model extends the schema into an implementable 
framework increasing the granularity of the schema.
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Repository
A repository for preservation metadata is currently being developed. It 
is expected that it will integrate with our existing metadata systems, creating 
a comprehensive metadata framework for resource discovery, preservation, 
rights, etc. 
Extract Script
In parallel with the work on the schema and the data model, the Library 
has developed a tool to automatically extract metadata from the headers of 
a range of fi le types. Automation is essential to the success of any preserva-
tion metadata strategy given the number of fi le types we have to grapple 
with and the complexity of the associated metadata. 
The script produces an initial XML output of everything available in 
the header of the fi le. An XSL style sheet transformation is then applied to 
produce an output of that metadata identifi ed as important to preservation. 
This is then uploaded to the metadata repository. The script has a fl exible 
modular architecture to allow the addition of adapters for new fi le types 
and for the fi ne-tuning of the XML output as required. The extract tool 
will be discussed in more depth below.
Organizational Concerns
While it may be reasonably clear what the organizational impact of 
digital preservation might be, there are still signifi cant concerns as to how 
a sustainable outcome will be achieved in this arena. For the Library this 
includes the following:
• The low-level awareness of the need for digital preservation within the 
community of “memory institutions” and more widely
• The lack of metrics regarding the scope of the challenge
• The lack of skill sets for implementing digital preservation; for example, the 
multiplicity of software involved and digital conservation/archaeology
• The lack of agreed international approaches to digital preservation
• The lack of practical models to match the high-level conceptual work 
already undertaken internationally
• The lack of cooperation/collaboration among the wider range of agents 
potentially able to assist in developing digital preservation solutions; for 
example, the computing industry
Appropriate mitigation strategies for these concerns and for promoting 
the need for and importance of digital preservation would usefully include 
the following:
• Promotion of a more coordinated international approach to the develop-
ment of solutions to challenges relating to digital preservation such as pres-
ervation metadata, persistent identifi ers, and implementation models
knight/preservation metadata
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• Programs to raise the awareness of the need for digital preservation 
within the community of “memory institutions” and more widely
• Studies designed to provide accurate metrics on the scope of digital mate-
rial needing preservation, including extrapolations for sizing purposes
Standards
The lack of international consensus on preservation metadata is a key 
inhibitor to full implementation of a preservation metadata strategy at the 
Library. This lack of consensus refl ects to some degree a catch-22 implicit 
in the notion of preservation metadata. There is no way to test the effec-
tiveness and effi ciency of the metadata approach to digital preservation 
without suffering some catastrophic loss of digital objects against which to 
test the metadata approach. 
There is a signifi cant degree of faith involved in the development and 
implementation of a preservation metadata program (which might also 
explain, at least partially, why it is that the library community has been at the 
forefront of developments in preservation metadata—metadata is a natural 
and integral component of our normal business practice). In making any 
decision on whether to implement a preservation metadata process, orga-
nizations must bear in mind the potential costs of data recovery. The risks 
and associated costs of data loss are as yet unknown. In a recent publication 
on preservation metadata, Wendy Duff from the University of Toronto states 
that “reliable authentic digital objects will not be preserved across time 
without adequate preservation metadata” (2004, p. 27). Yet, what is there 
in our experience of the digital environment that makes this so?
Why do we not just wait for a technological response to rescue us from 
our quandary? For the National Library of New Zealand this is not satisfac-
tory. We have a legislative mandate and a professional duty to begin col-
lecting, preserving, and making accessible digital materials now and into 
the future. Our legacy to the future is minimal loss of our digital heritage. 
To that end the cost of preservation metadata today can be considered 
negligible compared with cost associated with a catastrophic loss of digital 
material in the future that might have been mitigated had preservation 
metadata been available. 
We also need to remember that preservation metadata has other uses 
within our organizations in terms of
• collection management: how many Word 2, Word 6, TIFF objects, etc. 
are there in our archive?
• management information: metrics for sizing, costing, etc.
• helping drive preservation decisions by knowing what is there (for example, 
technical input decisions for preservation activities such as migration or for 
making output or responsibility decisions based on curatorial expertise).
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Digital preservation is an immature fi eld, and there is no silver bullet.
Even if preservation metadata is purely insurance or risk mitigation, this is 
suffi cient justifi cation for the present. 
Standards compliance is a key operational principle for the National 
Library of New Zealand, and it is imperative that the Library does not go 
down a cul-de-sac in pursuing solutions to digital preservation issues. In this 
regard, while the Library has in place what it considers the main building 
blocks for preservation metadata (that is, schema, data model, tools, and 
repository) the work of the OCLC/RLG PREMIS project will be crucial to 
the ongoing implementation of a preservation metadata program (OCLC, 
2003b). 
The lack of an agreed standard is important as it makes it diffi cult 
for any organization to commit the resources required to move from the 
conceptual development to a practical implementation. What will happen 
should a common approach or standard not be able to be agreed upon 
by the preservation community? How are we to accommodate the specter 
of multiple preservation metadata standards/specifi cations/implementa-
tions? What would be the interoperability issues that would arise from 
such a situation? On the other hand, it may be that the fi rst successful, 
cost-effective implementation of preservation metadata will become the 
de facto standard.
Implementing Preservation Metadata Processes
As standards evolve and agreement is reached regarding the schema 
elements and their implementation through specifi cations of a data model 
and repository architecture, and tools for capturing the agreed metadata 
become available, questions arise regarding the mechanics of implementing 
preservation metadata processes. There is genuine uncertainty as to when 
preservation metadata is to be captured. Should it be captured as part of 
an agreement with the publishing/creation community, at acquisition, or 
at ingest into the archive? When does preservation metadata get updated 
and by whom during the life cycle of the object within the archive? What 
is needed now is a real, fully functional system in place in order to evalu-
ate cost, sustainability, funding, staffi ng, etc., and thus determine both the 
impact and the long-term viability of preservation metadata as a component 
in the digital preservation space.
The Role of Automation
The question of funding preservation metadata is not yet resolved at the 
Library. However, as noted above there is a very real tension between the 
need for this new type of metadata (and structural and rights metadata) and 
the ability of the traditional cataloguing function to deliver these services 
from within their normal staffi ng establishments—thus, the necessary ac-
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cent on whether preservation metadata gathering can be automated and 
to what extent. Effectively, the more digital preservation activities can be 
undertaken by means of automation, the more achievable our objectives 
will become.
The Library’s work on preservation metadata has always been predicated 
on two simple questions: Is what is being proposed absolutely essential or 
core “preservation” metadata? Is what is being proposed achievable pro-
grammatically? The fi rst of these ensures that the focus is on preservation 
metadata and does not include metadata that is either unnecessary or more 
properly situated elsewhere; for example, descriptive metadata or rights 
metadata. It is important in the preservation context to be clear and that 
we are collecting what we need not what we want. The second question 
explicitly recognizes the need to incorporate automated routines as fully 
as possible into digital preservation solutions.
Figure 1 shows the proportion of the Library’s data model that we 
expect to be captured automatically with the extract tool (the elements 
marked with an X ). The elements marked with a Y we hope to be able 
to extract programmatically or at the least be able to feed into the tool as 
parameters. It is clear from this that a signifi cant amount of the required 
metadata should be obtainable programmatically.
Preservation Metadata Extract Tool
As noted above, the Library has developed a tool for automatic extrac-
tion of metadata from fi les. It consists of a base generic extract process with 
“adapters” for extracting metadata from specifi c fi le types. To date, fi fteen 
adapters have been written—for Microsoft Word 2 and Word 6, TIFF, WAV, 
JPEG (including the EXIF data), BMP, HTML, Open Offi ce, Excel, Power-
Point, Microsoft Works, Word Perfect, PDF, GIF, and MPEG.
The tool works as follows (see fi gure 2):
1. User selects fi les and invokes the extract tool.
2. The tool automatically selects the appropriate adapter to use for any 
given fi le type.
3. The tool outputs a native XML format containing all the information 
it was able to fi nd in the fi le headers.
4. An XSL style sheet is run over the native format fi le to create an XML 
fi le generated on the basis of an XML DTD schema version of the 
Library’s data model. That output is the fi nal preservation metadata as 
it is understood to date.
5. If there is no adapter for a fi le, a default set of metadata is generated 
based on the fi le attributes recorded from Entity 3.1 to 3.11 of the 
Library’s data model. This ensures that, if an unknown fi le type is 
encountered, a minimum set of metadata can be extracted.
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More adapters are planned. The tool has been developed with suffi -
cient fl exibility that functionality around the application can be developed 
separately from the adapters and more adapters can be plugged into the 
application. The tool is also customizable for other institutional purposes; 
for example, the XML output of the application can become the input 
for another application or be written directly to a repository. The extract 
process itself is very fast as the fi les themselves are not opened, only the 
header is read. From a preservation perspective this allows for the metadata 
extraction process to be done in a secure, read-only environment. This begs 
the question “If the information is already in the header, why don’t we just 
leave it there and get it later if/when we need it?” Our response, as in the 
argument for preservation metadata above, is that we are in this business 
for the long term and that we need to be very conservative with regards to 
the potential for a catastrophic occurrence where the objects and/or their 
internal data may not be available.
The next step for the extract tool is to make it available to the wider 
preservation community with a view to it becoming one component of a 
suite of tools supporting organizational preservation metadata strategies. 
One good example of how this may work is the development of JHOVE 
(JSTORE/Harvard Object Validation Environment), a collaborative ven-
ture between JSTORE and the Harvard University Library. JHOVE “pro-
vides functions to perform format-specifi c identifi cation, validation, and 
characterization of digital objects” (JHOVE, 2005). Potential use cases for 
JHOVE include 
• Identifi cation: I have an object; what format is it?
• Validation: I have an object that purports to be of format F; is it? I have an 
object of format F; does it meet profi le P of F? I have an object of format 
F and external metadata about F in schema S; are they consistent?
• Characterization: I have an object of format F; what are its salient prop-
erties (given in schema S)?
It is clear that answering these questions is a natural precursor to mak-
ing the decision to extract data from any given fi le and to using that data 
as authenticated preservation metadata. It would seem a logical next step 
to establish an environment to facilitate further development of tools such 
as JHOVE and the Library’s preservation metadata extract tool.
Preservation Metadata Next Steps
Key steps to further progress on preservation metadata include the 
following:
• How to formulate a “standard” international element set that organiza-
tions can pick up fully or partially to suit their own requirements while 
still staying within an agreed framework
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• Further development of an implementable data model turning the logi-
cal schema into something application-ready
• Further refi nement of tools for the automatic extraction of metadata 
(for example, from fi le headers) to minimize handcrafting
• Further development of the XML schema version of the data model
• Research on the relationship between preservation metadata and METS 
implementations of structural metadata (in particular the use of File 
Groups and Digital Provenance)
• Conversations with the vendor community regarding support for pres-
ervation metadata and perhaps other aspects of digital preservation
The Wider Context of Digital Preservation
It is important to remember when looking at preservation metadata that 
this is only one component of our digital preservation activities and the 
drive to accommodate digital materials within our organizations. Figure 3 
shows the place of digital preservation in the wider context of how digital 
materials are incorporated into our business as usual processes.
The Library is adopting a holistic approach to the long-term manage-
ment of its digital assets, and it could easily be argued that, without successful 
resolution of all these activities, we will be unable to say with certainty that 
we are providing an environment conducive to digital preservation. Other 
areas of consideration for digital preservation include the following:
• Business process workfl ows; for example, selection, acquisition, and 
handling of digital objects
• Infrastructure for digital material; for example, storage, access, fi le 
naming (important where multiple objects have the same name, such 
as “Annual Report 2003”), role defi nitions (how do we know when a 
digital object is a preservation master, dissemination copy, preview copy, 
thumbnail, etc.), data authentication, the notion of a trusted repository 
(licensed/registered, not self-assigned), scalability, and sustainability 
(the potential to leverage a national infrastructure)
• Associated digital library activities; for example, metadata (resource 
discovery, structural) and persistent identifi ers
• Web archiving for the capture and preservation of New Zealand Web 
sites
• Researching the potential of migration and emulation (especially for 
complex objects)
• Generic interface—one of the key elements in delivering digital mate-
rial is to make its discovery layer seamless with our usual bibliographic 
searching tools 
• Rights—online delivery does not abrogate us of our obligations to respect 
the rights of the owners of that material; for example, copyright, and 
moral rights; the impact is at both a business and a technology level 
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Figure 4 is a slightly more complex version of fi gure 3 and shows more 
clearly the continuum of activities—from selection and acquisition through 
preservation and on to end user access—that need to be undertaken in order 
to incorporate digital materials into our processes as business as usual.
Organizational Impact
Digital preservation, in all its aspects, is going to require some form of 
organizational transformation, and it is likely that 
in addition to redefi ning responsibilities of organisations, it may be 
necessary to redefi ne roles within organisations to ensure long-term 
access to digital information. For example, responsibility for maintain-
ing long-term access to digital records may be shared between business 
managers, records management and information technology person-
nel, and individual creators. (National Library of Australia, n.d.)
While it still remains unclear how this will manifest itself within the Library, 
it is clear that a mix of curatorial and technical responsibilities are already 
evolving around the management of digital preservation. Complicating this 
scenario, however, is the morphing of a number of our traditional disciplines. 
For example, most of our organizations have a cataloguing or arrangement 
and description component, but now we are having to capture and/or create 
preservation metadata, structural metadata, rights metadata, etc. It is clear that 
we will not be given the equivalent numbers of staff for these activities and that 
automation must be the answer for these new types of description. But how 
will this impact our traditional lines of responsibility within the Library, and 
where will the skilled staff to undertake these tasks come from? 
Peter Graham and Paul Conway probably described it best when they 
noted that “nothing makes clearer that a library is an organization, rather 
than a building or a collection, than the requirement for institutional com-
mitment if electronic information is to have more than a fl eeting existence” 
(Graham, 1995) and that “the real challenge is creating appropriate organiza-
tional contexts for action” (Conway, 1996).
Implications for the Library include the following:
• How do we make resource allocation decisions to digital preservation 
when other aspects of our response to the digital world—digitization, 
national site licensing, etc.—are competing for the same funds in an 
often static funding environment?
• What are the legal implications of the various strategies for digital pres-
ervation, almost all of which require copying of some form or other?
• Where do we fi nd the staff needed to implement digital preservation 
strategies?
• With technological change proceeding as fast as it is, who is able to train 
people with the appropriate skills and ensure that those skills remain 
current?
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There are also wider issues, including those discussed below.
National Capability
There is an increasing acceptance that digital preservation may not 
be the province of a single organization. However, there are probably few 
organizations, even internationally, who have the mandate, let alone the 
technical, staffi ng, and fi nancial resources, to develop a sustainable “trusted 
digital repository.” How might distributed responsibility for digital preserva-
tion work in a small nation of only four million people such as New Zealand? 
Is it even viable? If not, what are the statutory, social, and professional 
implications of a single, centralized approach to digital preservation?
Cost
It is diffi cult to say with any certainty what the costs of digital preservation are 
going to be. A recent report from the National Library of Australia notes that 
a surprising observation . . . was that with one or two exceptions, na-
tional libraries have done very little long-term corporate planning for 
their new roles in the digital age. Most recognise that they have inad-
equate technical infrastructure in place to support their digital collec-
tions but are unsure what to do about this. There was little evidence of 
attempting to integrate new activities and roles into strategic planning 
or mainstream operations, and there is no understanding of the costs 
entailed in digital archiving. (Gatenby, 2002)
Similarly, a recent review of the National Library of New Zealand’s 
digital archiving activities found that 
despite numerous attempts to quantify the costs of building digital 
libraries the costs of selection, acquisition, ingest, and cataloguing of 
digital content remain a matter of guesswork. Where organisations have 
attempted to produce detailed costings they have done so mainly at the 
macro level and against an array of assumptions and guesses that can 
not easily be verifi ed or replicated. (Ross, 2004, p. 43)
Redundancy
The objects we collect will increasingly be created on computers, col-
lected from computers, stored in computers, preserved in computers, and 
made accessible from computers. As a consequence of this, the need for 
redundancy will increase. The review of the Library’s digital archiving ac-
tivities quoted above also noted that 
as the digital holdings of the Library continue to expand and begin in 
their number and extent to refl ect the prevalence of digital documents 
in society, their loss would have an increasingly catastrophic impact 
on the Library’s core activities as well as on the record of the cultural 
and scientifi c heritage of New Zealand and the South Pacifi c . . . The 
Library should ensure that there is a level of distributed redundancy 
in its systems to ensure that the loss of one location would not put its 
entire digital library at risk. (Ross, 2004, pp. 27–29)
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A Brief Note on Trusted Digital Repositories
Possibly the greatest challenge facing us in relation to digital preserva-
tion is the notion of a “trusted digital repository” as articulated recently 
by RLG and OCLC. (Research Libraries Group, 2002). Garrett and Waters 
recognized in 1996 that 
for assuring the longevity of information, perhaps the most important 
role in the operation of a digital archive is managing the identity, 
integrity and quality of the archives itself as a trusted source of the 
cultural record. Users of archived information in electronic form and 
of archival services relating to that information need to have assurance 
that a digital archives is what it says that it is and that the information 
stored there is safe for the long term (Garrett & Waters, 1996, p. 23).
Implicit here is the notion of provenance (the relationship between 
records and the organizations or individuals that created, accumulated, 
and/or maintained and used them in the conduct of personal or corporate 
activity). Whenever digital preservation is discussed, issues of migration, 
encapsulation, emulation, etc. arise. What must be kept explicit in these 
discussions is the notion of the look and feel of the object, the intellectual 
content of the object, the need to minimize change to the object, and the 
need to fully document any change that has to be made to a digital object 
in order for it to be passed into the archive in a state ready for preservation. 
This includes every process undertaken against the Preservation Master (in 
the Library’s model) along with information on who undertook the process, 
why, under who’s authority, what the process was, how it was effected, any 
changes that were made to the object as a result of the process, etc. This 
record is in line with the notion that one aspect of provenance is the his-
tory of custody of the described materials since their creation, including 
any changes successive custodians made to them.
While the current work of the Library may enable it to resolve issues 
relating to the integration of digital resources into its normal business 
practices, it is clear that this does not automatically ensure that the Library 
fulfi lls the requirements of a trusted digital repository. Nor does it mean 
that the Library will not have to develop relationships with other organiza-
tions that might wish to achieve trusted repository status in a country with 
a small population base and few agencies of appropriate size, funding, and 
willingness to take on the role.
While trust is already a feature of the Library in its capacity as a national 
library, it is not a given that that trust will automatically be bestowed upon it 
in the digital arena. The Library’s work with digital material needs to lever-
age off its status of trust in the analogue context, but it must now develop 
a reputation for trustworthiness over time in these new activities through 
transparency of process, accountability, and reliability.
This is not only about the Library either. In New Zealand we have the 
opportunity to develop a national program (incorporating archives, muse-
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ums, galleries, libraries, etc.) that hopefully will fi t into a global structure of 
trusted digital repositories. However, this will require a level of cooperation 
and collaboration beyond anything we have attempted to date. It may also 
require individual disciplines to look at and transcend community-specifi c 
paradigms that have developed over time but that may not be appropriate 
in the digital context.
Conclusion
In 1996 Garrett and Waters rightly stated that 
the problem of preserving digital information for the future is not only, 
or even primarily, a problem of fi ne tuning a narrow set of technical 
variables. It is not a clearly defi ned problem . . . rather, it is a grander 
problem of organizing ourselves over time and as a society to maneuver 
effectively in a digital landscape. It is a problem of building . . . the 
various systematic supports . . . that will enable us to tame anxieties 
and move our cultural records naturally and confi dently into the future 
(Garrett & Waters, 1996, p. 7).
This article places the National Library of New Zealand’s work on pres-
ervation metadata in the context of the Library’s overall response to the 
management of digital material and in the wider evolving context of the 
notion of trusted repositories. I noted above the catch-22 inherent in the 
preservation metadata approach to digital preservation. However, we need 
to move forward now on what we believe to be the correct path at this mo-
ment. We must demonstrate that the cost of incorporating preservation 
metadata into our preservation program today will be minimal compared 
with the future cost of not doing so. For the National Library of New Zea-
land it has been particularly gratifying to be able to show that implement-
ing an end-to-end process for preservation metadata (schema, data model, 
gathering/extraction, and storage) is viable and that a signifi cant amount 
of the required metadata can be gathered programmatically. 
I noted earlier that digital preservation is a new business need of great 
complexity. With digital material requiring new methods of storage, man-
agement, and presentation, the work described in this article has begun 
the process of effecting the changes required in our organization to ensure 
the preservation of our fragile, ephemeral digital material.
The challenge for the Library now is to move from a period of high 
conceptualizing to implementing that ideal state where the nation’s digital 
cultural heritage is preserved in perpetuity (New Zealand Government, 
2003, p. 8), a challenge that we are looking forward to with genuine excite-
ment. It is a great time to be a librarian.
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Practical Preservation: The PREMIS Experience
Priscilla Caplan and Rebecca Guenther
Abstract
In 2003 the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) and Research 
Libraries Group (RLG) established an international working group 
to develop a common, implementable core set of metadata ele-
ments for digital preservation. Most published specifi cations for 
preservation-related metadata are either implementation specifi c or 
broadly theoretical. PREMIS (Preservation Metadata: Implementa-
tion Strategies) was charged to defi ne a set of semantic units that 
are implementation independent, practically oriented, and likely 
to be needed by most preservation repositories. The semantic units 
will be represented in a data dictionary and in a METS-compatible 
XML schema. In the course of this work, the group also developed 
a glossary of terms and concepts, a data model, and a typology of 
relationships. Existing preservation repositories were surveyed about 
their architectural models and metadata practices, and some at-
tempt was made to identify best practices. This article outlines the 
history and methods of the PREMIS Working Group and describes 
its deliverables. It explains major assumptions and decisions made 
by the group and examines some of the more diffi cult issues en-
countered.
Introduction
In 2003 the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) and Research 
Libraries Group (RLG) established an international working group to de-
velop a common, implementable core set of metadata elements for digital 
preservation. Most published specifi cations for preservation-related meta-
data are either implementation specifi c or broadly theoretical. PREMIS 
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(Preservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies) was charged to defi ne 
a set of metadata elements that are implementation independent, practi-
cally oriented, applicable to all types of materials, and likely to be needed 
by most preservation repositories. In addition, it aimed at establishing best 
practices for the implementation of preservation metadata.
The stated PREMIS objectives were to
• defi ne an implementable set of “core” preservation metadata elements, 
with broad applicability within the digital preservation community; 
• draft a data dictionary to support the core preservation metadata ele-
ment set; 
• examine and evaluate alternative strategies for the encoding, storage, 
and management of preservation metadata within a digital preservation 
system, as well as for the exchange of preservation metadata among 
systems; 
• conduct pilot programs for testing the group’s recommendations and 
best practices in a variety of systems settings; 
• explore opportunities for the cooperative creation and sharing of pres-
ervation metadata.
It was intended that PREMIS would build on the earlier work of an-
other initiative sponsored by OCLC and RLG, the Preservation Metadata 
Framework Working Group (OCLC, 2003). That group was convened in 
2001–2002 to develop a framework outlining the types of information 
that should be associated with an archived digital object. Their report, A 
Metadata Framework to Support the Preservation of Digital Objects (OCLC/RLG, 
2002), expanded the conceptual structure for the Open Archival Informa-
tion System (OAIS) information model (Consultative Committee, 2002) 
and mapped preservation metadata elements to that conceptual structure. 
Although the framework proposed a list of metadata elements, it did not 
contain suffi cient detail for an implementer to actually use the metadata 
in a preservation system without considerable further specifi cations. The 
PREMIS working group was established to take the previous group’s work a 
step further: to develop a data dictionary of core metadata elements to be 
applied to archived objects, give guidance on the implementation of that 
metadata element set in preservation systems, and suggest best practice for 
populating those elements. 
OCLC and RLG established the working group in 2003, chaired by 
Priscilla Caplan of the Florida Center for Library Automation and Rebecca 
Guenther of the Library of Congress. Because the charge was practical 
rather than theoretical, members were sought from institutions known to 
be running or developing preservation repository systems within the cul-
tural heritage or information industry sectors. Conveners paid particular 
attention to diversity of stakeholders. The group consists of representatives 
from academic and national libraries, museums, and archives; governments; 
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and commercial enterprises in six different countries. In addition, PREMIS 
includes an international advisory committee of experts periodically called 
upon to review progress and provide feedback.
In order to accomplish as much of the charge as possible in a reason-
able timeframe, PREMIS divided into two subgroups with different deliver-
ables and strategies. The Core Elements Subgroup took responsibility for 
drafting the “core” preservation metadata elements and supporting data 
dictionary. The Implementation Strategies Subgroup was responsible for 
examining alternative strategies for the encoding, storage, and manage-
ment of preservation metadata within digital preservation systems and for 
developing pilot programs to test the group’s recommendations in a variety 
of system settings.
The work of both subgroups was conducted almost entirely by weekly 
conference calls, which was a challenge given that the group members 
were from time zones ranging from the western United States to eastern 
Australia. Fortunately, only one person had to get up in the middle of 
the night to attend! However, the sheer frequency of calls and the ambi-
tious agenda created a sense of camaraderie among participants. Members 
quickly learned each others’ voices and mastered use of a wiki (a Web site 
that allows any user to add and edit content) set up for their use by the 
University of Chicago. The Core Elements Subgroup also held two face-to-
face meetings to expedite their work. The two meetings, one in San Diego 
in January 2004 and the other in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in August 
2004, were highly productive and contributed to the sense of community 
among members.
One of the group’s practices has been well received and might well 
be found useful by other initiatives. Every month a summary of each 
subgroup’s activities is posted on the offi cial Web site at http://www.oclc
.org/research/projects/pmwg/. For example, the Core Elements update 
for September 2004 reads:
The group spent time discussing the differences between fi les and 
bitstreams and how the semantic units applied to them. It was pro-
posed that there was a need for a new level called “fi lestreams.” This 
also related to previous discussions about embedded fi les. The group 
continued its discussion of environment elements and whether this 
information is dependent on fi le format information. It continued to 
defi ne what information is needed about the environment in order 
to render objects for the long term. Two new participants joined the 
group, one from DSpace and another from the Walt Disney Company. 
A workplan was developed to fi nish the data dictionary by December 
in anticipation of a fi nal PREMIS report by the end of 2004.
Because of these updates, anyone interested in the PREMIS activity 
could follow the group’s progress, see what issues were under discussion, 
and simply be assured the work group was working.
caplan & guenther/practical preservation
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Implementation Strategies
The Implementation Strategies Subgroup was charged with examina-
tion and evaluation of alternative strategies for the encoding, storage, and 
management of preservation metadata within a digital preservation system. 
To fi nd out how preservation repositories were actually implementing pres-
ervation metadata, the subgroup decided to survey repositories that were 
in operation or under development. Although their work was focused on 
metadata, the subgroup felt that the survey provided an opportunity to 
explore the state of the art in digital preservation generally, and questions 
were drafted to elicit information about policies, governance and fund-
ing, system architecture, and preservation strategies as well as metadata 
practices. 
In November 2003 copies were sent by email to approximately seventy 
organizations thought to be active in or interested in digital preservation. 
The survey was also made available on the PREMIS Web site and announced 
on various discussion lists. By the end of March 2004, forty-eight survey 
responses were received from institutions developing or planning to de-
velop a digital preservation repository. Sixteen of these respondents were 
contacted for more in-depth telephone interviews.
Although several institutions known to be developing digital preserva-
tion repository systems did not respond, the replies received appear to be 
reasonably representative of the state of the art in the winter of 2003–2004. 
Responses came from 13 countries and included 28 libraries, 7 archives, and 
14 other types of organizations. Among the respondents were 10 national 
libraries and 6 national archives, showing heavy involvement in digital pres-
ervation at the national level, particularly in Europe and Canada.
Key fi ndings are summarized in the report Implementing Preservation 
Repositories for Digital Materials: Current Practices and Emerging Trends in the Cul-
tural Heritage Community (OCLC/RLG PREMIS Working Group, 2004), so 
they will not be repeated here. However, a few points are worth noting. 
First, there is very little experience with digital preservation. Twenty-
two respondents claimed to have a preservation repository in some stage 
of production (as opposed to planning, development, or alpha/beta test-
ing). However, only half of these appeared to have implemented an active 
preservation strategy such as normalization, format migration, migration 
on demand, or emulation. This list included four national libraries/na-
tional archives and six institutions categorized as “other.” None was an 
academic library.
This fi nding must color all other results, including those pertaining to 
metadata. Whatever practices were reported on the survey, apart from these 
eleven institutions the results refl ect repositories not yet in production or 
not yet implementing active preservation strategies. We do not have enough 
experience to determine whether the metadata these systems record or 
plan to record is adequate for the purpose. 
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Second, those engaged in digital preservation still lack a common vocabu-
lary and, to a large extent, a common conceptual framework. Although most 
respondents claimed to have been informed by the OAIS reference model 
and to be at least partly compliant with it, there was substantial difference 
of opinion as to the meaning of OAIS compliance. Although OAIS has been 
praised for providing a standard vocabulary for basic repository concepts, it 
is clear that most of these terms have not been widely adopted in the com-
munity, at least not in informal communications such as survey responses.
In relation to metadata, most respondents were recording several dif-
ferent types of metadata, and more than half were recording metadata 
in all of these categories: rights, provenance, technical, administrative, 
descriptive, and structural. Repositories appear to draw metadata elements 
from various schemes to suit their purposes. The Metadata Encoding and 
Transmission Standard (METS) (Library of Congress, 2005), NISO Z39.87 
(Technical Metadata for Digital Still Images) (National Information Stan-
dards Organization and AIIM International, 2002), and the OCLC Digital 
Archive metadata set (OCLC, 2002) were the only named schemes used 
by more than 20 percent of respondents. Overall, thirty-three different 
metadata element sets or rule sets were mentioned by at least one reposi-
tory. In general, the survey shows a picture of a community trying to take 
advantage of prior work but not at the point of developing or settling on 
dominant standards.
Core Elements
Methodology
The Core Elements Subgroup began its work by attempting to defi ne 
the word “core” for the purpose of developing a metadata element list and 
data dictionary. After much discussion the group settled on a practical 
defi nition of core: those elements that a working archive is likely to need to 
know in order to support the functions of ensuring viability, renderability, 
understandability, authenticity, and identity in a preservation context. Ini-
tially the group felt that all core elements should be considered mandatory 
by defi nition, but some fl exibility crept in with the acknowledgement that 
some elements are more core than others, and even necessary information 
cannot always be provided.
The Core Elements Subgroup then started analyzing the recommen-
dations of the earlier Preservation Metadata Framework Working Group 
related to Preservation Description Information. This included “digital 
provenance,” or the documentation of events associated with the digital 
objects. Those members of the subgroup from institutions actively run-
ning or developing preservation repositories mapped the elements from 
the framework to what was used in their own systems. It became clear that 
the elements detailed in the previous work (which themselves had been 
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mapped to the OAIS information model) did not always correspond to 
elements implemented in practice and did not give adequate guidance 
on how to use them. However, the exercise was useful in providing a com-
mon denominator for diverse implementations; the group discussed each 
element in conference calls to see where there was commonality in usage. 
Elements that emerged as being widely used across implementations were 
considered the beginning of a core element list.
The group made the decision that the data dictionary it was developing 
would be wholly implementation independent. That is, the core elements 
would defi ne information that a repository needed to know, regardless of 
how, or even whether, it was stored. For instance, for a given identifi er to be 
usable, it is necessary to know the identifi er scheme and the namespace in 
which it is unique. If a particular repository uses only one type of identifi er 
scheme, say one that is internally defi ned and assigned, the scheme can be 
assumed, and the repository would have no need to record it at all. The 
repository would, however, need to know this information and be able to 
supply it when exchanging metadata with other repositories. Because of the 
emphasis on the need to know rather than the need to record or represent 
in any particular way, the group preferred to use the term “semantic unit” 
(meaning an atom of meaning) rather than “metadata element.” The data 
dictionary therefore names and describes semantic units. 
After drafting a preliminary data dictionary for digital provenance in-
formation, the group began to consider technical metadata, or detailed 
information about the physical characteristics of digital objects. The group 
realized that it did not have either the time or the expertise to tackle format-
specifi c technical metadata for various types of digital fi les. By scoping 
the work to include only that metadata applicable to all (or at least most) 
digital formats, the group was able to limit the work to a reasonable set of 
semantic units and leave further development to format experts. The group 
compiled a list of potential semantic units based on specifi cations for the 
proposed Global Digital Format Registry (GDFR, n.d.) supplemented by 
data elements used in the repository systems of members’ institutions. Each 
element on the list was then discussed at some length, and those found to 
be both useful and broadly applicable were added to the data dictionary.
Data Model
One of the hardest issues to tackle was the development of an accept-
able abstract data model. A valid criticism of the earlier framework was 
that the document recommended metadata elements pertaining to many 
different types of things while giving no guidance as to what type of thing 
they applied to. For example, “Resource Description” included the subele-
ment “Existing metadata,” an example of which was “a MARC bibliographic 
record.” Bibliographic records usually describe intellectual entities, such 
as books, sound recordings, and Web sites. Another element, “File de-
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scription” (defi ned as “technical specifi cations of the fi le(s) comprising a 
Content Data Object”), would appear to apply to individual digital fi les. A 
third element, “Size of object,” might be taken to apply to the total size of 
a complex object (for example, a book made up of many page images) or 
to a single stored fi le. The lack of specifi cs as to what level of granularity of 
an object the elements applied to made the document diffi cult to actually 
use in metadata implementations.
The data model was intended to accomplish three purposes. First, it 
would force PREMIS members to be rigorous in their thinking in the de-
velopment of the data dictionary. Second, it provided a structure for ar-
ranging entries in the data dictionary. Third, it would help implementers 
of the data dictionary understand how to apply semantic units. The data 
model was not, however, meant to imply any particular implementation of 
the semantic units in the data dictionary. 
In the PREMIS data model there are fi ve types of entities: intellectual 
entities, objects, agents, rights, and events. Although it is possible these 
defi nitions will change before the fi nal report, these entities are currently 
defi ned as follows:
• An event is an action that involves at least one object, agent, and/or 
rights entity.
• An agent is an actor associated with preservation events in the life of an 
object. 
• A right is an assertion of one or more rights or permissions pertaining 
to an object.
• An intellectual entity is a coherent set of content that is reasonably described 
as a unit, for example, a particular book, map, photograph, or database. 
• An object is one or more sequences of bits stored in the preservation 
repository.
There are four subtypes of the object entity: fi le, fi lestream, bitstream, 
and representation. The most diffi cult part of the development of the data 
model has been to appropriately identify, name, and defi ne these subtypes. 
Defi nitions in this article are slightly less elaborate than those in the actual 
data model, but they communicate the concepts effectively. 
Of the fi ve entity types, fi le is perhaps the most intuitive, as our defi ni-
tion resembles that of common usage: a named ordered sequence of zero 
or more bytes known to an operating system and accessible by applications. 
Every fi le has a fi le format, defi ned as a specifi c pre-established structure 
of a computer fi le that specifi es how data is organized. A fi le may contain 
zero or more bitstreams and zero or more fi lestreams. 
A “bitstream” is defi ned as data within a fi le that cannot be transformed 
into a stand-alone fi le without the addition of fi le structure (headers, etc.) 
and/or reformatting in order to comply with some particular fi le format. A 
“fi lestream” is a contiguous set of bits within a fi le that can be transformed 
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into a stand-alone fi le conforming to some fi le format without adding 
information or reformatting the bitstream. An example of a bitstream is 
an image embedded within a PDF; an example of a fi lestream is a TIFF 
image within a TAR fi le.
A “representation” is the set of fi les needed to provide a complete and 
reasonable rendition of an intellectual entity. It can be thought of as the 
digital embodiment of an intellectual entity. Preservation repositories never 
store intellectual entities, but they may store representation objects.
As an example, the fi nal PREMIS report is an intellectual entity. There 
will probably be PDF and HTML versions posted on the Web; many readers 
will download their own copies, but all copies will have the same authors, 
title, and content. If the report were archived in a preservation repository, 
at least one representation would be stored. This might, for example, be 
a single, specifi c PDF fi le. The PDF fi le will doubtless contain embedded 
graphics for tables and charts, which would be bitstreams. If the HTML 
version were archived, the representation might consist of three or four 
fi les—the HTML fi le and several GIF images. Perhaps the repository will 
want to bundle these fi les together for storage by creating a TAR fi le. That 
TAR fi le would then have within it three or four fi lestreams, which could 
be extracted into fi les at some later time.
These distinctions are important because different semantic units of 
metadata apply at different levels. The intellectual entity may have an ISBN 
or technical report number, but the representation does not. The represen-
tation may have an identifi er known to the preservation repository, but the 
intellectual entity does not. The fi le will have a fi le name and fi le format, 
the fi lestream will have a fi le format but no fi le name, and the bitstream 
will have no fi le name or fi le format, although it may have other format 
characteristics such as color space.
The PREMIS data dictionary attempts to defi ne core semantic units 
pertaining to all subtypes of objects and events. Intellectual entities and 
agents are not addressed in any detail because they have been the focus of 
other metadata schemes and they do not present unique requirements in 
the digital preservation context beyond the minimum needed to establish 
relationships between these and other types of entities. At the time of this 
writing, the group was still exploring the extent to which rights and/or 
permissions should be described. 
Relationships are the other important part of the data model. Entities 
can be related to entities of different types (for example, objects can be 
related to agents) and to entities of the same type (for example, objects 
can be related to other objects). Just as there may be core semantic units 
generally necessary in the majority of preservation repository applications, 
there are core relationships that most preservation repositories will need 
to record.
The relationships between objects, agents, and events constitute digital 
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provenance. As Clifford Lynch wrote in “Authenticity and Integrity in the 
Digital Environment”: 
Provenance, broadly speaking, is documentation about the origin, 
characteristics, and history of an object; its chain of custody; and its 
relationship to other objects. The fi nal point is particularly important. 
There are two ways to think about a digital object that is created by 
changing the format of an older object . . . We might think about a 
single object the provenance of which includes a particular transforma-
tion, or we might think about multiple objects that are related through 
provenance documentation. Thus, provenance is not simply metadata 
about an object—it can also be metadata that describe the relationships 
between objects (2000). 
Objects and Events
Most of the semantic units in the data dictionary pertain to objects and 
events. Semantic units related to the object entity describe characteristics 
relevant to preservation management. It is assumed that data content ob-
jects are held in the preservation repository and that associated metadata 
may be held in the repository, in external systems, or in both. Data dic-
tionary entries for objects indicate the level at which the semantic unit is 
applicable: representation, fi le, and/or bitstream. Filestream is considered 
equivalent to fi le for the purposes of applicability.
Semantic units associated with object entities include identifi ers, loca-
tion information, and technical characteristics. In anticipation of the devel-
opment of format registries such as the proposed GDFR, the data dictionary 
also contains semantics for referencing format registry entries. Similarly, 
it provides for basic software and hardware environment information and 
anticipates adding references to future environment registries.
Figures 1 and 2 provide examples of entries in the data dictionary. 
Figure 1 shows the defi nition of a “container” unit (fi xity), which has no 
data itself but serves to group together three related semantic components 
(messageDigestAlgorithm, messageDigest, and messageDigestOriginator). 
Figure 2 shows the defi nition of one of these semantic components, mes-
sageDigestAlgorithm. 
Events are actions that involve one or more objects and may be related 
to one or more agents. The PREMIS report states that whether or not a 
preservation repository records an event depends upon the importance 
of the event in the context of that repository. It recommends using the 
semantic units related to the Events entity when recording actions that 
modify objects. Other actions, such as the copying of an object for backup 
purposes, may be recorded in system logs or an audit trail but not neces-
sarily as an event. 
Most of the documentation about the digital provenance of objects is 
given in relation to events. Semantic units include event identifi er, event 
type (for example, compression, migration, validation, etc.), event out-
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Semantic unit fi xity
Semantic components messageDigestAlgorithm, messageDigest, 
messageDigestOriginator
Defi nition Information used to verify whether an object has been 
altered in an undocumented or unauthorized way.
Data constraint Container
Object category Representation File Bitstream
Applicability Not applicable 
(see usage note)
Applicable Applicable (see 
usage note)
Repeatability Repeatable Repeatable
Obligation Optional Optional
Creation/ 
Maintenance notes
Automatically calculated and recorded by 
repository.
Usage notes To perform a fi xity check, a message digest calculated at 
some earlier time is compared with a message digest calcu-
lated at a later time. If the digests are the same, the object 
was not altered in the interim. Recommended practice is 
to use two or more message digests calculated by different 
algorithms.
The act of performing a fi xity check and the date it occurred 
would be recorded as an Event. The result of the check would 
be recorded as the eventOutcome. Therefore, only the mes-
sageDigestAlgorithm and messageDigest need to be recorded 
as objectCharacteristics for future comparison.
Representation level: It could be argued that if a represen-
tation consists of a single fi le, or if all the fi les comprised 
by a representation are combined (e.g., zipped) into a 
single fi le, then a fi xity check could be performed on the 
representation. However, in both cases the fi xity check is 
actually being performed on a fi le, which in this case hap-
pens to be coincidental with a representation.
Bitstream level: Message digests can be computed for 
bitstreams although they are not as common as with fi les. 
For example, the JPX format, which is a JPEG2000 format, 
supports the inclusion of MD5 or SHA-1 message digests in 
internal metadata that was calculated on any range of bytes 
of the fi le.
See “Fixity, integrity, authenticity,” page 4-5.
Figure 1. Data Dictionary Entry for Fixity
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Figure 2. Data Dictionary Entry for messageDigestAlgorithm
come, and event date/time. When properties of an object are the result of 
an event, this is considered event-related information, but in practice this 
may be recorded with the object or with the event. An example of a data 
dictionary entry for a semantic unit related to the Event entity is given in 
fi gure 3.
PREMIS Report and Further Work
The fi nal PREMIS report will go into greater detail about the fi ndings 
of the working group and will present a completed data dictionary with 
examples. In addition, it will include a glossary, a description of the data 
model, discussions of some of the more diffi cult or controversial semantic 
units, and other related information. As of this writing, the working group 
was still conducting work by conference calls and the data dictionary was 
not yet completed. The target date for completion is December 2004.1 
Semantic unit messageDigestAlgorithm
Semantic components None
Defi nition The specifi c algorithm used to construct the message 
digest for the digital object.
Data constraint Value should be taken from a controlled vocabulary.
Object category Representation File Bitstream
Applicability Not applicable Applicable Applicable
Examples MD5
Adler-32
HAVAL
SHA-1
SHA-256
SHA-384
SHA-512
TIGER
WHIRLPOOL
Repeatability Not repeatable Not repeatable
Obligation Mandatory Mandatory
Figure 3. Data Dictionary Entry for eventType
Semantic unit eventType
Semantic 
components
None
Defi nition A categorization of the nature of the event.
Rationale Categorizing events will aid the preservation repository in 
machine processing of event information, particularly in 
reporting.
Data constraint Value should be taken from a controlled vocabulary.
Examples E77 [a code used within a repository for a particular event 
type] 
Ingest
Repeatability Not repeatable
Obligation Mandatory
Usage notes Each repository should defi ne its own controlled vocabulary of eventType 
values. A suggested starter list for consideration (see also the Glossary for 
more detailed defi nitions):
capture = the process whereby a repository actively obtains an object
compression = the process of coding data to save storage space or 
transmission time
deaccession = the process of removing an object from the inventory of a 
repository
decompression = the process of reversing the effects of compression
decryption = the process of converting encrypted data to plaintext
deletion = the process of removing an object from repository storage
digital signature validation = the process of determining that a decrypted 
digital signature matches an expected value
dissemination = the process of retrieving an object from repository storage 
and making it available to users
fi xity check = the process of verifying that an object has not been changed in 
a given period
ingestion = the process of adding objects to a preservation repository
message digest calculation = the process by which a message digest (“hash”) 
is created
migration = a transformation of an object creating a version in a more 
contemporary format
normalization = a transformation of an object creating a version more 
conducive to preservation
replication = the process of creating a copy of an object that is, bit-wise, 
identical to the original
validation = the process of comparing an object with a standard and noting 
compliance or exceptions
virus check = the process of scanning a fi le for malicious programs
The level of specifi city in recording the type of event (e.g., whether the 
eventType indicates a transformation, a migration or a particular method of 
migration) is implementation specifi c and will depend upon how reporting 
and processing is done. Recommended practice is to record detailed 
information about the event itself in eventDetail rather than using a very 
granular value for eventType.
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Although the data dictionary is intended to be implementation neu-
tral, for information to be exchanged between repositories there must be 
some standard representation. The implementation survey showed wide 
use of METS among implementers. The METS initiative intends to draft 
PREMIS-based XML schemas suitable for use as extension schemas for the 
digital provenance metadata section (digiprovMD) and technical metadata 
section (techMD) of a METS document. The digiprovMD will be based 
on the events section of the data dictionary. The new techMD section will 
complement the other format-specifi c technical metadata sections and will 
include general technical metadata that applies regardless of fi le format. 
It will be necessary to reconcile existing format-specifi c extension schema 
with this new general one, since some data elements that apply regardless 
of fi le format will already be included in defi ned-format specifi c techni-
cal metadata extension schema (for example, MIX, the XML binding of 
the NISO/AIIM standard Z39.87, Technical Metadata for Digital Still Im-
ages) (National Information Standards Organization & AIIM International, 
2002).
Opportunities for developing testbeds for implementing PREMIS-
compliant metadata are currently under discussion, as are trials of the 
exchange of preservation metadata among repositories. It is unlikely that 
these will actually be implemented before the group is formally disbanded, 
so other mechanisms for continuing this work are being considered. Mecha-
nisms for supporting the adoption of PREMIS metadata, gathering feedback 
and evidence of practice, and maintaining the data dictionary over time 
will also be necessary. The PREMIS Web site should be consulted for the 
status of these and other related activities.
Note
1. Since this article was written, the PREMIS working group released Data Dictionary for Preser-
vation Metadata: Final Report of the PREMIS Working Group in May 2005. It is available from 
the PREMIS Web site at http://www.oclc.org/research/projects/pmwg/. The Web site for 
PREMIS maintenance activity is http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/.
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Establishing a Global Digital Format Registry
Stephen L. Abrams
Abstract
Detailed knowledge of the internal properties of digital representa-
tion formats is necessary to interpret properly the full information 
content of otherwise opaque digital objects. These properties form 
an important component of the representation information needed 
by repository workfl ows regardless of local preservation strategy and 
infrastructure decisions. The Digital Library Federation (DLF) has 
sponsored preliminary investigations toward establishing a Global 
Digital Format Registry (GDFR) that will function as a sustainable 
utility for maintaining the bindings between public identifi ers for 
digital formats and the signifi cant syntactic and semantic properties of 
those formats. A sustainable GDFR should prove to be of great utility 
to archives, libraries, digital repositories, and other organizations and 
individuals interested in the long-term viability of digital assets.
Digital Formats
It has become commonplace for digital objects to be acceptable and 
valued assets under the collection development policies of many libraries, 
archives, museums, and other scientifi c and cultural heritage repositories 
with long-term preservation mandates. In general, a digital object can be 
considered as the encapsulation in digital form of some piece of abstract 
intellectual content. More specifi cally, a digital object is the aggregation of 
one or more formatted content streams representing the primary content 
of the object as well as associated descriptive, administrative, technical, 
and structural metadata. Without a thorough understanding of the format 
of those content streams, the ability to recover the original intellectual 
content from which those streams were derived is severely compromised, 
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if not made impossible. Furthermore, common agreement on the syntax 
and semantics associated with an object’s formatted content streams is 
necessary for the effective interchange of that object, whether between in-
stitutions implementing different technological infrastructures or between 
the various processing steps applied to the object as it passes through its 
intra-institutional life cycle. In essence, a format is the property associated 
with a content stream that provides the typing information necessary for 
its proper interpretation.
More formally, a format is a reversible, byte-serialized encoding of an 
abstract information model, which is itself a formal expression of exchange-
able knowledge (International Organization for Standardization, 2003). A 
format defi nes the syntactic and semantic rules for the mapping from an 
information model to a byte stream and the inverse mapping from that byte 
stream back to the original information model. Historically, discussions of 
formats have been couched in terms of “fi le formats.” However, as there are 
many contexts, such as the network transport of formatted content streams 
or consideration of content streams at a level of granularity fi ner than that 
of an entire fi le, where specifi c reference to “fi le” is inappropriate, the more 
general term “digital formats” will be used in this article.
Figure 1. Repository Workfl ow Format Dependencies
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Format Dependencies in Repository Operation
Digital repository operations can be distinguished into two broad cate-
gories: (1) those that are performed independent of the internal properties 
of its digital objects; and (2) those that are performed dependent upon the 
internal characteristics of the objects or, in other words, their format. With 
regard to the latter category, format dependencies exist in many, if not most, 
phases of repository operation. Figure 1 presents an idealized repository 
workfl ow based on the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) reference 
model (International Organization for Standardization, 2003). Although 
originally developed by the space science community, the OAIS model 
defi nes a general approach that is broadly applicable to repositories operat-
ing in nonscientifi c domains. It has been widely adopted as the conceptual 
framework for repository architecture and operation and has become part 
of the lingua franca within the digital preservation community.
Ingest Dependencies
In OAIS terms, digital objects are delivered to an archive or repository 
in the form of a Submission Information Package (SIP), a conceptual data 
structure that encapsulates both primary content and representation infor-
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mation about that content. Representation information is information that 
is necessary to map object content into more meaningful constructs relative 
to some designated community—in other words, metadata (Holdsworth & 
Sergeant, 2000). The specifi c format of an object content stream within a 
SIP is an important technical component of SIP metadata.
The OAIS Ingest function is responsible for Quality Assurance (QA) vali-
dation of SIP content. Some repositories may operate under local policies 
or statutory regimes that mandate an obligation to accept all SIPs regardless 
of validation status, while others may implement more stringent policies 
that reject SIPs that are not well formed or well characterized. Regardless, 
it is a reasonable repository best practice to validate incoming SIP content 
streams relative to the stated or inferred formats of those streams. Even 
for repositories that do not use validation status as an acceptance criterion, 
that status is nevertheless an important preservation metadata property 
that characterizes the state of a digital object at the point of ingest. Valida-
tion is performed with respect to the specifi c syntactic and semantic rules 
established by the format to which a content stream purportedly conforms. 
The Ingest function is the most effective point at which to detect and 
remediate errors occurring in archival materials (National Archives and 
Records Administration et al., 1999). Once digital objects are accepted 
into a repository, where they may not be accessed for signifi cant periods 
of time, effective channels of communication with the original creators to 
ascertain their authorial intent with respect to those objects may become 
diffi cult, if not impossible.
The Ingest function is also responsible for disaggregating a SIP, passing 
the descriptive metadata to the archive Data Management function, and 
transforming the SIP into an Archival Information Package (AIP) encap-
sulating primary content and administrative and technical metadata. It is 
not necessary for object content streams within an AIP to have the same 
formats as the corresponding content streams in the SIP. In the interest of 
data homogeneity and its concomitant impact on operational effi ciencies, 
many repositories may choose to defi ne a restricted set of canonical AIP 
formats to which SIP content streams are transformed during the SIP-to-AIP 
conversion process. Quality assurance checks must be applied subsequent 
to all content stream transformations in order to ensure that none of the 
signifi cant properties of the original content have been lost (Hedstrom & 
Lee, 2002). In addition to knowing the context in which the content will 
be accessed, the selection of appropriate tools for both the transformation 
and QA steps requires knowledge of the source and target formats.
Discovery and Delivery Dependencies
Object discovery and delivery are handled by the OAIS Access function. 
Object content and associated metadata are delivered in the form of a Dis-
semination Information Package (DIP), which is created from an AIP. As 
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in the Ingest SIP-to-AIP conversion, there is no requirement for content 
stream format to remain constant during the AIP-to-DIP conversion. Many 
repositories may choose to provide external access to archived content in 
a wider range of formats than are used internally to store that content. As 
with all format transformations, the selection of appropriate tools requires 
knowledge of the source and target formats.
Migration Dependencies
Additional format dependencies are introduced to repository operation 
by the choice of specifi c preservation strategies. A migration strategy entails 
the periodic transformation of object content streams from formats that 
are in danger of becoming obsolete to other formats with a longer period 
of viability (Wheatley, 2001). (See fi gure 2(a). The notation CF refers to a 
content stream of format F; D0 represents a delivery service for CF extant 
at time t0 that executes in the context of a contemporaneous computing 
platform P0. Similarly, CG is a content stream of format G delivered by D1 
at time t1 in the context of platform P1, and so on.) As with the SIP-to-AIP 
and AIP-to-DIP transformations, a preservation migration requires an un-
derstanding of the source and target formats as well as appropriate tools 
that can perform the mapping. Since any transformation introduces the 
potential for irretrievable information loss, such tools and processes must 
be carefully selected and confi gured to mitigate against any possible loss.
Note that a required transformation path may be indirect. Based upon 
the specifi c formats supported as inputs and outputs of available tools, a 
migration from format F to H may involve multiple intermediate steps. (See 
fi gure 3. The notation Tn represents the process or service implementing 
transformation step n.) In such cases, potential processing paths must be 
evaluated carefully, as even seemingly insignifi cant data loss can multiply 
rapidly. 
Emulation Dependencies
Whereas a migration-based preservation strategy manipulates a content 
stream as necessary to allow it to interoperate with a current delivery sys-
tem, an emulation-based approach maintains the data integrity, or fi xity, 
of the content stream as originally deposited. Emulation then requires a 
delivery system that both supports the original format and executes in the 
context of the computing platform current at the time of access (Digital 
Preservation Testbed, 2003). This system is provided either by implement-
ing a new system that mimics the behavior of the original delivery system 
or by developing an interface layer that sits between a copy of the original 
delivery system and the current computing platform. (See fi gures 2(b) and 
(c). The notation D1 represents a delivery service created to mimic the 
behavior of D0 but execute in the context of platform P1. E1 represents the 
emulation interface between the delivery system D0 extant at time t0 and the 
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computing platform P1 extant at time t1. This interface layer provides the 
appearance of the context of P0 to D0.) Implementation of a new delivery 
system requires knowledge of the content stream format; implementation 
of an emulation interface requires knowledge of the delivery system that 
supports that format.
Universal Virtual Computer Dependencies
The Universal Virtual Computer (UVC) approach is a variant of emula-
tion (Lorie, 2002). Under this approach a delivery system for a given format 
that executes in the context of a UVC is implemented once. The UVC is a 
software construct rather than a physical processor. Like traditional emu-
Figure 2. Preservation Strategies
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lation, the UVC itself requires an emulation interface to the underlying 
computing platform at the time of content stream access. Unlike traditional 
emulation, however, the emulation interface does not have to be concerned 
with the specifi c requirements and behaviors of the delivery system but 
rather only with the general capabilities of the UVC. [See fi gure 2(d). The 
notation E0 represents the UVC interface to the underlying computing plat-
form P0 extant at time t0, E1 is the interface to P1 at time t1, and so forth.] 
However, the implementation of the format-specifi c delivery system does 
require knowledge of the internal syntax and semantics of that format.
Format Registries
The collection of comprehensive and authoritative representation in-
formation for digital formats requires extensive and specialized knowledge. 
While most digital repositories will need the same types of information, it is 
unlikely that they will all have the technical resources available to acquire 
that information locally. The existence of a public registry responsible for 
the centrally organized maintenance and distribution of format-specifi c 
representation information provides an effective mechanism to share scarce 
technical expertise within the wider digital preservation community.
A format registry is a repository for format representation informa-
tion or, in other words, descriptive, administrative, and technical meta-
data about digital formats, including the defi nition of the syntactic and 
semantic characteristics of the registered formats. This metadata defi nes 
the signifi cant properties of digital formats with regard to the long-term 
preservation of digital objects. A format registry should provide suffi cient 
information to respond to the following use cases common to digital pres-
ervation repositories:
• Identifi cation: “I have a content stream; what format is it?”
• Validation: “I have a content stream that purports to be of format F; is it?”
• Characterization: “I have a formatted content stream of format F; what 
are its signifi cant properties?”
• Processing: “I have a formatted content stream; how can I transform 
(or edit, sample, compress, de-skew, render, etc.) it?”
• Risk assessment: “I have a formatted content stream; is it at risk of ob-
solescence?”
Descriptions of many digital formats are currently available, at varying 
degrees of detail and accuracy, through a variety of channels including Web 
Figure 3. Multistep Migration
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sites, informal reference books, and formal specifi cation documents. Many 
of these sources, however, are of a transitory nature. For example, the Eu-
ropean Commission’s Information Society Technologies (IST) Programme 
funded the Diffuse project, which operated a high-quality Web site provid-
ing extensive information on digital formats and pointers to specifi cation 
documents (Diffuse Project, 2003). Unfortunately, project funding ended 
in 2003 and the Web site is no longer available at its previous address. (A 
snapshot of the Web site can be retrieved from the Internet Archive’s Way-
Back Machine.) Long-term digital preservation requires that authoritative 
information concerning digital formats be available indefi nitely.
Perhaps the most well-known example of a format registry is the Internet 
Assigned Names Authority (IANA) MIME type registry (Freed, Klensin, & 
Postel, 1996). However, MIME registrations are maintained and provided 
as text documents intended for human consumption, precluding the ef-
fective use of automated interactions between the registry and repositories. 
Furthermore, the MIME registry does not prescribe any specifi c set of for-
mat attributes that must be disclosed, and under some circumstances no 
technical disclosure of any kind is required. MIME types are also defi ned at 
a fairly coarse granularity that makes no provision for families of related for-
mats existing under a common rubric. For example, TIFF/IT (ISO 12639, 
used for pre-press data exchange), TIFF/EP (ISO 12234-2, output by many 
digital cameras), and GeoTIFF (used for geo-referenced images) are all 
variants of the Tagged Image File Format but may require very different 
preservation processing workfl ows. Yet all three are identifi ed by the same 
MIME type, “image/tiff.” These conditions render the MIME registry an 
insuffi cient resource by itself for digital preservation activities.
A more recent example of a format registry that resolves many of the 
problems raised by the IANA MIME registry is the UK National Archive’s 
PRONOM system (National Archives of England, Wales, and the United 
Kingdom, 2005). In its current version, PRONOM stores detailed techni-
cal information about various software applications that can be retrieved 
on the basis of application name, vendor, and supported format. A num-
ber of enhancements are planned for PRONOM, including a substantial 
increase in the amount of information stored about formats themselves, 
automatic generation of migration paths, and a technology watch service 
that monitors product support life cycles. Within PRONOM variant for-
mats are identifi able by version and specifi c profi le. Given the nature of 
the National Archive’s mandate, continued support for PRONOM can be 
assumed with high confi dence.
It appears likely that many similar format registries may be developed 
or at least deployed at institutions around the world. This could result in an 
undesirable fragmentation of important format representation information 
that would unnecessarily complicate the process of discovery of relevant 
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data. To mitigate against this situation, some form of centralized coordina-
tion is needed. This coordinating role is a major component of ongoing 
work toward establishing a Global Digital Format Registry (GDFR).
Global Digital Format Registry
In recognition of the importance of a format registry as a resource 
for digital preservation, the Digital Library Federation (DLF) organized a 
pair of invitational workshops in 2002 to investigate the issues surrounding 
the development and deployment of a GDFR. The participants in these 
workshops included representatives from major national, research, and 
academic libraries and archives; standards organizations; and other in-
stitutions involved in digital preservation activities (see table 1). Harvard 
University is now seeking funding from the Library of Congress under its 
National Digital Information Infrastructure Preservation Policy (NDIIPP) 
(Library of Congress, 2002) initiative for a multiyear, two-track project to 
continue the DLF-sponsored work. The parallel tracks will focus on techni-
cal and governance/business model issues respectively. The project makes 
explicit provision for continued international outreach and consultation in 
order to reach the widest possible consensus on the GDFR from interested 
stakeholders in the digital library, archive, and preservation communities. 
Project deliverables include well-documented data and services models, a 
complete specifi cation for the inter-nodal communication protocol, and a 
reference implementation of a GDFR cache. The project plan also envisions 
a signifi cant period of production operation during which the network 
protocol will be exercised and integration of the GDFR with repository 
work fl ows will be tested.
Table 1. Participants in the DLF-Sponsored GDFR Workshops
Bibliothèque nationale de France
California Digital Library
Digital Library Federation (DLF)
Harvard University
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), UK
JSTOR
Library of Congress
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
National Archives (formerly Public Records Offi ce), UK
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), U.S.
National Archives of Canada
New York University
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), U.S.
Online Computer Library Center (OCLC)
Research Libraries Group (RLG) 
Stanford University
University of Pennsylvania
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Initially, the GDFR was conceived of as a single centralized repository 
of format representation information. However, in view of recent devel-
opments such as PRONOM and forthcoming work in the area of format 
registries by the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) funded Digital 
Curation Centre (DCC) in the UK, it has become clear the some form of 
distributed network of cooperating registries is necessary. This architec-
ture also provides the potential benefi t of data redundancy, an important 
provision with regard to the preservation of the information collected in 
the various registries.
The scope of the GDFR is to “maintain persistent, unambiguous bind-
ings between identifi ers for digital formats and representation for those 
formats” (Abrams & Seaman, 2003). In other words, so long as a digital 
object content stream is correctly typed with a format known to the GDFR, 
the specifi c syntactic and semantic rules governing that format will be 
retrievable. As mentioned previously, the GDFR is conceived of as a distrib-
uted network of cooperating nodes or caches. Thus, the main work of the 
GDFR project is to defi ne an abstract data model for format representation 
information that is used as the basis for communication between network 
nodes via the GDFR inter-nodal protocol. The specifi c implementation 
details of any particular node in this network are left undefi ned by the 
GDFR. Compliance with GDFR standards occurs at the level of the network 
protocol (see fi gure 4).
Figure 4. GDFR Distributed Architecture
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Data Model
Development of the GDFR data model has been informed by earlier 
projects investigating issues regarding format-related preservation meta-
data. The OAIS reference model defi nes the concept of representation 
information containing structural, syntactic, and semantic levels. The On-
line Computer Library Center/Research Libraries Group (OCLC/RLG) 
white paper on preservation metadata (2002) suggests specifi c informa-
tion elements necessary to interpret digital objects drawn from a review of 
preservation projects undertaken by CEDARS (CURL Exemplars in Digi-
tal Archives), NEDLIB (Networked European Deposit Library), National 
Library of Australia (NLA), OCLC, and RLG. The UK JISC File Format 
Representation project investigated many of the issues concerning the 
collection and maintenance of format representation information (JISC, 
2002). Suggestions for administrative properties useful in any registry are 
provided by the ISO/IEC 11179 standard (International Organization for 
Standardization, 2004) and the OASIS/ebXML information model (OASIS, 
2003).
A number of other projects have concentrated on capturing various 
technical characteristics of formatted instance objects rather than those 
of the formats themselves. Regardless, the information modeling of these 
projects may still suggest useful data elements relevant to the GDFR proj-
ect. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National 
Software Reference Library (NSRL) Reference Data Set (RDS) provides 
fi le-level profi ling of the distribution packages for popular commercial 
and noncommercial software, including vendor and product information 
(National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2002). Media feature tags 
can be used to defi ne format-specifi c characteristics of content streams for 
client/server content negotiation (Holtman, Mutz, & Hardie, 1999). The 
Bitstream Syntax Description Language (BSDL), an XML-based schema 
under development as part of the MPEG-21 content adaptation mechanism, 
defi nes a formal syntax that may be useful for capturing the underlying 
grammar of a format (Amielh & Devillers, 2002).
The provisional data model for the GDFR includes elements for the ad-
ministrative properties of the registry itself as well as the various properties 
of the individual registered formats, which fall into four main categories:
1. General descriptive properties, including canonical and alias identifi ers 
for formats
2. Characterization properties, detailing the syntactic and semantic prop-
erties for formats
3. Processing properties, describing systems and services for which regis-
tered formats are inputs or outputs
4. Administrative properties, capturing important events in a registration’s 
provenance
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Table 2 lists some of the high-level format properties included in the 
current provisional data model.
A format can have multiple identifi ers, which may be based on en-
tirely separate naming schemes; however, one must be unique within the 
GDFR and declared as the canonical identifi er for the format. A format 
may have one or more authors, each of which can be either a personal or 
corporate agent. Format owners and maintenance agencies are agents as-
sociated with specifi c, though possibly unbounded, time spans. All formats 
in the registry are given an ontological classifi cation. The two top-level 
ontological categories are Content Stream, for formats that can be con-
sidered usefully as content streams independent of the physical medium 
underlying their manifestations, and Physical Media, for content streams 
manifest in tangible form on some physical memory structure (see tables 
3 and 4). The Content Stream category subdivides on the basis of gross 
media type—Logical, Numeric, Text, Image, Audio, and Application (that 
is, arbitrary binary data)—while Physical Media subdivides on the basis of 
storage technology—Magnetic, Optical, and Paper. The defi nition of the 
more granular levels of the ontology remains an ongoing process.
Arbitrary typed relationships can be established between formats in 
the registry, including previous and subsequent version, dependency (for 
example, a spreadsheet macro format might have an operational depen-
dency on the worksheet format), and subtyping with inheritance and a 
strict requirement of functional substitutability of the subtype for its parent 
(Liskov & Wing, 1994). Substitutability requires that a subtype be usable 
without loss of functionality in any context in which its parent type can be 
used. (For example, a PDF/X fi le can be used in any context that a generic 
PDF can be used but not vice versa. In other words, all PDF/X objects are 
PDF objects, but not all PDF objects are PDF/X objects; thus, PDF/X is a 
Table 2. GDFR High-Level Properties
Property Name Type Description
Identifi er URI Primary, or canonical identifi er
Alias URI Variant identifi er
Author Agent Author
Owner Authority Owner
Maintenance Authority Maintenance agency
Classifi cation Class Ontological classifi cation
Relationship Relation Arbitrary typed relationship
Specifi cation Document Specifi cation document
Disclosure Enumeration Level of disclosure
Signature Signature Internal or external signature
System Product Tool, system, or service
Status Enumeration Format status
Provenance Event Registration provenance event
Review Enumeration Level of technical review
Note UTF-8 Informative note
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Table 3. Sample Content Stream Classifi cation
Content Stream [byte-serialized encoding of abstract information model]
    Logical
        - XDR Boolean (RFC 1832)
    Numeric [data representing mathematical cardinality or ordinality]
        Scalar
            Integer
              - XDR integer (RFC 1832)
                Unsigned integer
                    - XDR unsigned (RFC 1832)
            Real
                Floating point
                    - IEEE 754
    Text [directly interpretable character data]
        - EBCDIC
        - ISO/IEC 646 (ASCII)
        - ISO/IEC 8859-1 (Latin 1)
        - Mac OS Roman
        - UTF-8
        - Windows code page 1252
        Structured text [text with structural constraints]
            - CSV
            - Tab delimited
            Mark-up language [text with semantic tagging]
                - HTML
                - LaTeX
                - RTF
                - SGML
    Image
        Still
            Font [character glyph data]
                Outline
                    - Adobe Type 1
                    - OpenType
                    - TrueType
            Graphic
                Vector
                    2D
                        - SVG
                    3D
                        - VRML
                Raster
                    - GIF
                    - ISO/IEC 10918 (JPEG)
                    - JFIF
                    - TIFF
            Page description
                - PDF
                - PostScript
                - QuarkXpress
        Motion
            - AVI
            - MPEG
            - QuickTime
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subtype of PDF.) The specifi cation information for a subtype needs only 
to document the deviation of the subtype from its parent. Relationships 
can be established to formats in external registries, enabling a distributed 
architecture where a root registry node or cache could maintain formats of 
broad global applicability, while more obscure formats or local format pro-
fi les can be stored in local institutional, regional, or consortial registries.
Multiple specifi cation documents can be associated with a format. These 
are qualifi ed by author, title, publisher, date, public or standard identifi er 
(for example, DOI, ISBN, RFC, URI), canonicity (for example, authoritative 
vs. informative), and accessibility. It is the intent of the GDFR to include 
actionable links to external documents, as well as maintain soft and hard 
copies of the documents within the registry itself. Various levels of access 
will be provided to these materials according to deposit-time agreements 
with the copyright holders, ranging from public access to document escrow. 
All restricted access regimes will be tied to specifi c trigger events (for ex-
ample, moving wall, corporate dissolution) that will make the specifi cation 
information publicly available when appropriate.
The level of disclosure indicates the degree to which complete technical 
information about a format’s syntax and semantics are made publicly avail-
able. Signatures are identifying characteristics of a format, either external 
(for example, customary fi le extension, Mac OS data type) or internal (for 
example, magic number). Format-specifi c software products, systems, and 
services are qualifi ed by function and vendor contact information. Status 
indicates whether a format is still supported or has been deprecated or 
withdrawn by its owner. All provenance events, such as initial registration, 
update, and delete, are qualifi ed by timestamp, agent, and an explanatory 
note. All information submitted to the GDFR is subject to technical review 
for accuracy, completeness, and authoritativeness. 
In addition to these properties, the GDFR will investigate the use of for-
Table 4. Sample Physical Media Classifi cation
Physical Media [encoding to physical memory structure]
    Magnetic
        Tape
            Reel
                9 track
                     - ANSI X3.54-1986
               Cartridge
                   3480 class
                        - ANSI X3.180-1990
                    DLT
                        - ISO/IEC 15307
                        - ISO/IEC 16382
    Optical
        Disk
            CD-ROM
                - ISO 9660
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mat assessment characteristics. A starting point for this investigation is work 
being done at the Library of Congress that defi nes assessment categories 
dealing with objective sustainability factors applicable to formats indepen-
dent of content genre and more subjective factors relative to genre-specifi c 
quality and functionality (Arms & Fleischhauer, 2003). The sustainability 
factors fall into six subcategories:
1. Disclosure: the degree to which comprehensive and authoritative tech-
nical specifi cations are publicly available
2. Adoption: the degree to which the format is in common use. Software 
support for a format is evidence of its adoption. Widespread use tends 
to impede the onset of obsolescence
3. Transparency: the degree to which the digital representation is open 
to direct analysis—human readability—with basic tools, such as a non-
format-aware text editor. For example, compression inhibits transparen-
cy; character encodings are more transparent than binary encodings
4. Self-documentation: the degree to which objects encapsulate intellec-
tual, administrative, and technical descriptions of themselves
5. External dependencies: the degree to which formatted objects depend 
upon hardware and/or software for rendering or use. For example, 
highly dynamic or interactive content may rely upon input modalities 
(for example, mouse, trackball, light-pen) assumed today but unavail-
able in the future
6. Technical protection mechanisms: the degree to which a format enforces 
restrictions on use to protect intellectual property rights
These assessment factors are useful for the selection of appropriate 
formats to represent digital content in specifi c contexts.
Service Model
The GDFR defi nes a set of core registry services in two broad catego-
ries: Management Services and Access Services. The Management Services 
include the following:
• Approval: providing an appropriate level of technical review of registra-
tion information
• Maintenance: creation, updating, and deletion of format entries
• Notifi cation: subscription-based notifi cation of signifi cant events regard-
ing specifi c formats
• Introspection: machine-discoverable publication of local registry policies 
and practices
The Access Services include the following:
• Description: query mechanism for specifi c format representation infor-
mation
• Export: bulk export of registry data
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Service gateways will be provided for both human and machine interac-
tion with the registry. Additional administrative services regarding delega-
tion and synchronization between the individual nodes of the distributed 
registry network will be integrated into the GDFR protocol. The fi nal deter-
mination of the inter-nodal synchronization mechanism will be informed 
by relevant work in this area by the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) (Van de 
Sompel & Lagoze, 2002) and LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe) 
projects (Reich & Rosenthal, 2001).
A further set of ancillary services can be envisioned, but for the time 
being their implementation is being left to external value-added service 
providers. These include implementation of, or service brokerage for, 
format-specifi c rendering, transformation, validation, characterization, 
and other relative services. The JSTOR/Harvard JHOVE tool for format-
specifi c object identifi cation, validation, and characterization (Chapman & 
Abrams, 2004) and the National Library of New Zealand (NLNZ) Metadata 
Extraction Tool (Searle & Thompson, 2003) are two well-known examples 
of systems whose implementation and maintenance would be facilitated by 
the existence of the GDFR to provide suffi ciently detailed and authoritative 
format specifi cations.
Governance and Business Model
Two criteria for success of the GDFR project are long-term sustainability 
and trustworthiness. The GDFR governance structure and business model 
must facilitate both of these goals. Without trust in the authoritativeness 
of the representation information contained within it, the registry will 
not be utilized by digital preservationists. Without trust in the handling 
of proprietary representation information, such information will not be 
deposited with the registry, thereby signifi cantly decreasing its potential 
value. Sustainability of the registry is essential to providing appropriate 
support for long-term digital preservation activities. Since today’s opera-
tional repositories are gracefully handling a variety of formatted material, 
it is often diffi cult to imagine how easily that community knowledge of 
contemporary formats can be lost with the passage of time. The GDFR will 
function as the persistent memory of the digital preservation community 
to ensure that the format knowledge often taken for granted today will 
remain accessible to the community in the future.
It remains unclear if the GDFR should operate under the administra-
tive aegis of some existing institution or if an entirely new organization is 
required. Regardless, it is important that the GDFR can be ensured of a 
predictable yearly revenue stream with which to fund its operation. Digital 
preservation requires an aggressively proactive approach with constant mon-
itoring for obsolescence and periodic intervention to ensure the continuing 
viability of the digital assets under its managed care. Even a momentary 
disruption of preservation intervention at the point of major technological 
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change may result in the irretrievable loss of digital content. As with many 
common good services, the major business diffi culty facing the GDFR is to 
provide income today for a benefi t that may not accrue until tomorrow. In 
many ways, the administrative and business issues surrounding the GDFR 
will prove much more diffi cult to solve than the technical issues.
Testbed
The initial GDFR data and service models are being tested in a proof-
of-concept prototype registry known as Fred (Format Registry Demonstra-
tor) under development at the University of Pennsylvania Library. Fred 
(n.d.) is based on the Typed Object Model (TOM) format service broker 
architecture (Ockerbloom, 2004). When completed, this prototype will 
serve as a testbed for refi ning the data and service models and suggesting 
appropriate architectural and implementation decisions for the GDFR 
reference implementation.
Conclusion
The concept of digital format permeates all areas of digital repository 
architecture and operation. Policy and processing decisions regarding 
ingest, storage, access, and preservation are frequently, if not uniformly, 
conditioned on a format-specifi c basis. The proper interpretation of oth-
erwise opaque content streams is dependent upon the internal syntactic 
and semantic details of formats in which digital content is represented. For 
purposes of long-term preservation of digital objects, this knowledge of 
format representation information must be sustainable over archival time 
spans. Additionally, the effective interchange of digital objects between 
repositories and other consuming agents requires mutual agreement on 
format syntax and semantics. This format representation information can 
be best collected, maintained, and disseminated through a distributed 
network of registries interoperating via standard protocols for delegation 
and synchronization.
The Digital Library Federation has sponsored an initial investigation 
into the technical, administrative, and business issues surrounding the es-
tablishment of a Global Digital Format Registry. An ad hoc working group 
with international participation has created provisional data and service 
models that are being implemented in a proof-of-concept system. Funding 
is being sought for a multiyear two-track project that will recommend an 
appropriate governance and business model for an operational registry 
and will implement, deploy, and populate a production-quality prototype 
registry. The development and implementation of the registry will require 
the expertise and consensus of a wider digital repository and preservation 
community. The GDFR project will encourage and welcome participation in 
the project from all appropriate stakeholders, including national, academic, 
and institutional libraries and archives; standards bodies; commercial in-
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terests such as regulated industries with statutory requirements regarding 
long-term record retention, software vendors as both developers and con-
sumers of formatted information, and content providers; as well as others 
with an interest in the archival preservation of digital assets. This project 
will lead to the establishment of a sustainable registry that can function as 
a key component of a future digital preservation infrastructure.
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Prototype Preservation Environments
Reagan W. Moore and Richard Marciano
Abstract
The Persistent Archive Testbed and National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA) research prototype persistent archive are 
examples of preservation environments. Both projects are using 
data grids to implement data management infrastructure that can 
manage technology evolution. Data grids are software systems that 
provide persistent names to digital entities, manage data that are 
distributed across multiple types of storage systems, and provide sup-
port for preservation metadata. A persistent archive federates mul-
tiple data grids to provide the fault tolerance and disaster recovery 
mechanisms essential for long-term preservation. The capabilities 
of the prototype persistent archives will be presented, along with 
examples of how the capabilities are used to support the preserva-
tion of email, Web crawls, offi ce products, image collections, and 
electronic records.
Prototype Preservation Environments
The San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC) collaborates with the 
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) on research on the 
development of a prototype persistent archive. The collaboration exam-
ines how advanced data management systems can be used to support the 
long-term preservation of data. The original goal included an assessment 
of mechanisms for management of technology obsolescence. The ability to 
migrate electronic records to new storage systems was called “infrastructure 
independence.” The preservation system should be extensible and be able 
to use more cost-effective storage technologies as they become available. A 
second goal was the assessment of scalability mechanisms that would enable 
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support for archives holding hundreds of millions of fi les and hundreds 
of terabytes of data. The data management technology that meets these 
goals is called a “data grid.” This article examines how data grids support 
preservation requirements.
Preservation is the process of migrating a digital entity forward in time 
while preserving its authenticity and integrity.1 Authenticity is an assertion 
that a specifi c digital entity can be identifi ed relative to the context in which 
it was created. The context includes provenance information such as the 
creator of the digital entity, procedural information such as the processes 
that were used to create the digital entity, and administrative informa-
tion such as the institution that authorized the digital entity creation. The 
integrity of a digital entity is an assertion that the information content of 
it has not been modifi ed, that the chain of custody can be verifi ed, and 
that transformations on its encoding format were performed by identifi ed 
archival procedures.
A digital entity can be an electronic record, a data fi le created by a 
scientifi c application, a text fi le created by a word processing system, an 
image taken by a remote sensor, or any string of bits that can be named. 
The preservation process requires the extraction of the digital entity from 
the environment in which it was created and the import of it into the 
preservation environment. Once the digital entity is under the control of 
the archivist, then the authenticity and integrity properties can be imple-
mented with assurance that continued access is sustainable. This article 
looks at the challenges that must be overcome when extracting a digital 
entity from its creation environment, the technologies that can be used 
to manage authenticity and integrity, and some examples of preservation 
environments.
Preservation Challenges
The idea that a digital entity can be extracted from its creation envi-
ronment is called infrastructure independence (Moore et al., 2000). A digital 
entity depends upon both software and hardware infrastructure to ensure 
its support and management. Thus, a fi le resides in a fi le system that pro-
vides a storage location, a name for the fi le, management of fi le properties, 
names for the persons who are allowed to manipulate the fi le, and controls 
on the type of permitted operations. The fi le properties typically include 
the size of the fi le, the owner of the fi le, the date the fi le was created, and 
the date the fi le was last modifi ed. The extraction of the digital entity from 
this supporting environment requires the ability to impose
• storage of the digital entity at a location specifi ed by the archivist
• a persistent naming convention for the digital entity that remains invari-
ant as the digital entity is moved between storage systems
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• management of fi le properties that are needed to assert authenticity 
and integrity
• persistent identifi ers for the archivists who are managing the preserva-
tion environment
• persistent management of the access controls for allowed operations.
Infrastructure independence means that no matter where the digital 
entity is stored, the archivist retains the ability to control each of the sup-
port properties, independently of the mechanisms provided by a particular 
choice of storage system. Ideally, an archivist would be able to import a digi-
tal entity into a preservation environment that guarantees that the naming 
conventions will persist through all future choices of technology. One way 
to implement infrastructure independence is to insert a data management 
layer between a digital entity and the underlying storage environment. 
The archivist controls the persistent naming conventions through the data 
management layer. This approach is illustrated in fi gure 1.
In the original creation environment, the application that created the 
digital entity interacted directly with the storage system (shown by the 
dashed arrow). In the preservation environment, the applications that 
are used for display and manipulation now interact with a storage system 
through a data grid, in which the digital entities have been organized as 
a collection (Rajasekar, Marciano, & Moore, 1999). The data collection 
is used to assign metadata attributes to each digital entity to manage the 
authenticity and integrity properties.
The data grid provides its own naming conventions to describe the 
logical storage location, the logical fi le name, the metadata attributes, the 
distinguished names for the archivists, and the control and consistency 
mechanisms. Each logical name space that is managed by the data grid is 
essential for implementing infrastructure independence. The logical name 
spaces can be used to manage digital entities that are distributed across 
multiple storage systems and located at multiple sites around the country. 
The logical name spaces make it possible to use global identifi ers that do 
not change when a digital entity is moved to another storage system. We 
can illustrate this by considering examples of how each logical name space 
would be used by a preservation environment.
Data Grids
The software infrastructure that implements a collection-based data 
management infrastructure for distributed data is called a data grid (Foster 
& Kesselman, 1999). The software infrastructure runs as an application (or 
server) on each computer platform that manages a storage system. The 
data grid servers talk to each other in a federated environment. Messages 
can be sent between servers to move fi les, replicate fi les, and access fi les. 
The digital entity properties managed by the data grid are stored in a data-
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base as metadata attributes. The metadata attributes are updated after each 
data grid operation.
The logical storage system name is used to simplify the management 
of new versions of storage system technology. Assume that the archivist has 
successfully stored the digital entities in a cost effective storage system. At 
some point in the future, a new more cost-effective storage system becomes 
available. For an infrastructure independent system, the archivist would like 
to be able to swap out the old storage system and replace it with the new 
technology. From the point of view of the preservation environment, the 
storage system identity (logical storage system name) should not change, 
even though the physical address of the storage location (network Internet 
Protocol [IP] address) will change. Data grids accomplish this by maintain-
ing a mapping from the logical storage system name to the actual physical 
location (network IP address) of the storage system. The logical storage 
name can represent multiple physical storage locations (that is, correspond 
to a list of network IP addresses). Writing to the logical resource name can 
force the creation of a replica at each physical storage location. Thus, to 
swap out an old storage system, the archivist adds the new storage system 
IP address to the list of storage addresses represented by the logical storage 
system name, replicates each digital entity onto the new storage system, and 
then removes the old storage system. From the point of view of the data 
grid, the storage system is still represented by the same logical resource 
name, even though the physical storage location has changed.
The digital entity replication process requires the use of the other logical 
name spaces listed in fi gure 1. The logical fi le name, similar to the logical 
storage system name, can represent a list of physical names, in this case 
multiple copies or replicas of a fi le. Operations on the logical fi le name, 
then, cause operations on each of the replicas, no matter where they are 
Figure 1. Implementing Infrastructure Independence
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located. The data grid maintains a mapping from the logical fi le name to 
the location of each replica. When the digital entity is replicated, a new 
entry is added to the list of physical copies maintained for each logical fi le 
name.
This scenario is reasonable if the new storage system is managed by the 
same system administrator and the same user names (Unix Identifi ers) are 
available on the new storage system. Now consider a case where the copy is 
made at a remote site that is not using the same Unix Identifi ers. The name 
of the owner of the logical fi le should remain invariant in this process, even 
if the copy is made in a different administration domain at another site. 
Data grids provide a logical name space for users that is common across 
all of the federated storage systems. The logical name space for users is 
managed by the data grid independently of the storage systems. One can 
ask how the data grid is able to write fi les that are to be owned by an archi-
vist who does not have a Unix account on the remote storage system. The 
answer is that the data grid stores all fi les under its own Unix Identifi er, 
which is assigned to the data grid at each site by the system administrator. 
The data grid manages access controls for each fi le, independently of the 
storage systems. When a request is made to manipulate a fi le, the data grid 
authenticates the user, checks the data grid access controls to verify the 
user has permission to do the requested operation, authenticates the data 
grid to the remote storage system under the data grid Unix Identifi er, and 
then performs the desired operation. 
This sequence of operations is possible if the data grid manages the 
logical fi le name space, the logical user name space, and the access controls 
independently of the storage systems. The side benefi ts are many, includ-
ing the following: 
• The physical location of the digital entity can be automatically updated 
after grid operations since all accesses are through the data grid.
• Access controls are automatically preserved when the fi le is moved. The 
data grid manages access controls as constraints between the logical user 
name space and the logical fi le name space. Hence the access controls 
are independent of the actual storage location.
• The administrative burden on implementing the data grid is minimized 
because only a single Unix Identifi er is required at each storage sys-
tem. 
• Authenticity and integrity properties remain associated with the digital 
entity across the data grid operations since they are managed as attri-
butes of the logical name space.
• Integrity properties (such as audit trails) can be automatically updated 
as the fi le is moved because all accesses are done through the data grid 
software. 
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The ability to associate properties with the logical fi le names that are 
managed consistently by the data grid is essential for both authenticity and 
integrity preservation. The authenticity properties are treated as provenance 
metadata that is mapped onto each logical fi le name. They are not modifi ed 
and are automatically associated with each replica of the digital entity. The 
integrity properties are automatically updated whenever the digital entity is 
moved and can be checked on demand. Examples include the following:
• Audit trails: the date and requesting person can be logged for all opera-
tions done on the digital entity; this makes it possible to track the chain 
of custody over time.
• Checksums and digital signatures: each digital entity can be analyzed 
for internal corruption by recreating the checksum and comparing it 
with the checksum metadata value.
• Annotations: archivist comments can be associated with each digital 
entity to track changes in policy.
• Access roles: the privileges that archivists may exercise are encapsulated 
as roles that allow addition of new records, update of metadata, creation 
of annotations, and use of audit trails.
• Versions: material that changes over time can be managed as versions of 
the original digital entity; this is useful for Web sites that hold material 
that has a limited lifetime.
The above examples all rely upon the ability of the data grid to manage 
properties that can be organized as metadata in a database. For infrastruc-
ture independence, the archivist also needs to be able to migrate from old 
database technology to new database technology. This can be accomplished 
if the digital entities that are being preserved are organized as a collection 
that is implemented as a catalog in a database. The data grid manipulates 
the collection and maps from operations on the collection to the operations 
that the database can perform. This is shown in fi gure 2.
Instead of interacting directly with a database, the archivist issues re-
quests to the data grid, which interacts with the database on the behalf of the 
archivist (Rajasekar & Moore, 2001). This makes it possible to implement 
operations on collections such as schema extension, automated SQL gen-
eration, bulk metadata import and export, and management of metadata 
in XML and HTML fi les.
Manipulation of a collection that is housed in a database requires the 
ability to move the collection onto new database technology. The combi-
nation of digital entity and catalog infrastructure independence can be 
thought of as the ability to encapsulate a preservation environment and 
migrate it onto new choices of storage and database technology. The col-
lection is preserved, not just the digital entities that comprise the content 
of the collection.
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Preservation Environment Infrastructure
The infrastructure that is used to implement a preservation environ-
ment manages the migration of digital entities and catalogs onto new tech-
nology. At the point in time when a migration is going to be performed, the 
preservation environment needs to be able to interact with both the old and 
new systems. This is precisely the set of interoperability mechanisms that 
are provided by data grids for dealing with heterogeneous storage systems. 
The sharing of data across spatially distributed heterogeneous storage sys-
tems requires the same type of interoperability mechanisms as needed to 
support migration of collections onto new systems over time.
The data grid infrastructure components are shown in fi gure 3. Five 
levels of software infrastructure are used to simplify the integration of new 
technology. The lowest level consists of the vendor supplied storage systems 
and databases. These systems are typically chosen as the most cost-effective 
storage that meets the preservation integrity requirements for reliability 
and robustness. Different types of storage systems are used to meet each 
of the preservation requirements:
• File systems: used to support interactive access to archived material. 
Commodity-based disk storage systems that are multiple terabytes in 
size currently cost (in 2004) about $650 per terabyte per year (Raja-
sekar et al., 2003). The cost includes capital equipment amortization, 
software and hardware maintenance, and operations labor support. The 
equipment is assumed to have a four-year lifetime, after which it will be 
replaced. Access time to data on fi le systems is measured in tenths of 
a second.
• Tape systems and archival storage systems: used to support minimal 
cost, long-term storage of the digital entities. Current cost estimates for 
tape-based systems that are petabytes in size (thousands of terabytes) 
are about $300 per terabyte per year. The cost includes the amortized 
Figure 2. Collection Management in a Data Grid
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media cost, the capital equipment amortization, software and hardware 
maintenance, and operations labor support. Both the media and equip-
ment are assumed to have a four-year lifetime. Access time to fi les on 
tapes located in tape robots is measured in minutes.
Other types of storage systems include Object Ring Buffers (ORBs), 
which are used to store real-time sensor data; Storage Resource Managers, 
which are used to manage the transaction load on archives and fi le systems; 
Storage Area Networks, which are used to support fi le systems for multiple 
computers; and object relational databases, which store digital entities as 
binary large objects (blobs).
The second level of the data grid infrastructure is the standard storage 
system operations interface and the standard database interface. Data grids 
provide a standard set of operations that can be performed upon digital 
entities in any of the storage systems. The standard operations include 
single fi le manipulation commands such as read and write, as well as bulk 
operations for manipulating a large number of digital entities simultane-
ously. The data grid maps from the standard operations to the operations 
that can be performed on a particular type of storage system. A separate 
storage system driver is written for each type of storage system. The result 
is the ability to apply the standard operations to fi les in archival storage 
systems, fi les in fi le systems (whether Unix or Windows), blobs in databases, 
Figure 3. Data Grid Infrastructure
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objects in ORBs, etc. Preservation environments that are built on top of 
data grid technology have the ability to store the archived material on all 
types of storage systems.
The third level of the data grid architecture manages the consistency 
between the preservation metadata and the archived digital entities. This 
level tracks the location of the digital entities when they are moved, checks 
for completion of commands, manages the authentication and authoriza-
tion of users, and supports the operations required to manage latency. 
Latency is the extra time that it takes to initiate interactions with a database 
or initiate data transport over a wide-area network. When a large number 
of digital entities are going to be manipulated, the total time that it will 
take can be greatly decreased if the latency overhead is incurred once for 
the entire set of digital entities, instead of being incurred for each digi-
tal entity. This can be accomplished through the use of bulk operations. 
Digital entities can be aggregated into a single physical container before 
transport. Metadata can be aggregated into an XML fi le before it is bulk 
loaded into a database. Multiple remote Input/Output (I/O) operations 
can be combined into a single call to a procedure that is executed at the 
remote storage system through a single command request. Data grids pro-
vide the latency management functions that enable data, metadata, and 
I/O command aggregation.
Another challenge that must be handled by a preservation environment 
is a “respect for storage.” Storage systems are designed to handle a certain 
number of fi les, a certain transaction rate, and a certain data transport 
rate. If the preservation environment exceeds these capability limits, the 
performance degrades signifi cantly and the storage system may even fail 
under the load and stop working. Data grids manage the storage system 
fi le name space limitation by aggregating digital entities into a physical 
container before storage. The data grid maintains the starting location 
of the digital entity as a fi le property in the data grid metadata catalog. 
The storage system only sees names for the containers, while the data grid 
maintains properties for each digital entity. An example is the preserva-
tion of material published on a Web site. The typical size of a digital entity 
retrieved from the Web is about 100 kBytes. A typical data grid container 
size is about 300 megabytes. Thus, 3,000 items retrieved from the Web 
are aggregated into a single container before storage. This means a Web 
crawl that retrieves 3 million digital entities is stored as only one thousand 
containers. Most storage systems are able to handle about 20 million fi les 
before their performance degrades.
The fourth level of the data grid architecture is a standard set of op-
erations that can be invoked by an archivist or user of the preservation 
environment. The standard set of operations includes manipulation of 
digital entities, retrieval of digital entities, queries on descriptive metadata, 
manipulation of metadata, retrieval of metadata, etc. The operations are 
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implemented in an Application Protocol Interface (API). The fundamental 
APIs are C library calls for access to the preservation environment from an 
application, shell commands for interactively invoking operations from a 
computer, and a Java class library for accessing the preservation environ-
ment from a Java applet. The function of the data grid can be viewed as the 
mapping of the standard access operations onto the operations supported 
by vendor-supplied storage systems and databases. Note that two levels 
of abstraction are used to accomplish this mapping: (1) access standard 
operation characterization, and (2) storage repository standard operation 
characterization. The data grid maps between two standard sets of opera-
tions. This makes it possible for the data grid consistency management 
(third level of the infrastructure) to be designed independently of the 
choice of access API and storage system.
The fi fth level of the data grid architecture is the set of access mechanisms 
that are preferred by the archivist and user communities. The four sets of APIs 
listed on the right side in the top row (see fi gure 3) of the architecture are 
ported to the data grid through one of the three standard interfaces: C library, 
shell command, or Java. The APIs that can be used include the following:
• DSpace digital library and preservation system developed at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology.2 DSpace provides standard services 
for importing a collection into a digital library. The processing steps 
include creation of preservation metadata, validation of the ingested 
material, and generation of an Archival Information Package (AIP)3 
using the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS)4 to 
encapsulate the authenticity metadata. The AIP integrates the digital 
entity with its authenticity metadata for storage as a single package. 
The DSpace integration with the data grid is done through a Java class 
library.
• Open Archives Initiative–Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH).5 
This provides a standard transport mechanism for uploading metadata 
from the data grid or preservation environment into a central repository. 
The OAI-PMH interface was implemented using shell commands.
• Web browser interface for HTTP access. This provides the ability to 
interact with the preservation environment through a vendor supplied 
Web browser such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mac Safari, Netscape 
Navigator, etc. The Web browser interface was implemented using both 
shell commands and the C library interface.
• Kepler workfl ow processing interface.6 Kepler is a workfl ow system that 
can be used to automate application of standard procedures on a collec-
tion. Kepler is based on the Ptolemy workfl ow environment developed 
at the University of California, Berkeley (Brooks et al., 2004). Kepler 
implements actors that can read and write fi les from the data grid. The 
actors are based on the Java class library.
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• Windows browser. The iNQ windows browser provides a Windows fi le 
system style presentation to the digital entities within the data grid. The 
iNQ browser supports processing of query result sets, as well as reading 
and writing of fi les and drag and drop of fi les from a desktop environ-
ment. The iNQ browser only runs on Windows platforms and is based 
on a C++ object layer on the C library calls.
• Web Services Description Language (WSDL).7 WSDL is used to imple-
ment Web services for interaction with a data grid. The Web services 
are designed to support fi le manipulation, metadata manipulation, fi le 
discovery, and fi le and metadata retrieval. The WSDL interface is based 
on the Java class library.
• Perl/Python/Windows load libraries. These interfaces are used with 
standard scripting languages to read and write fi les located in a data 
grid. The load libraries are based on the Unix shell command interface 
and the C library interface to the data grid.
• GridFTP.8 A standard transport mechanism that is used in grids for mov-
ing fi les is based on the FTP protocol. The GridFTP interface augments 
FTP with support for Grid Security Infrastructure, partial fi le reads and 
writes, and parallel I/O. The interface is based on the C library call 
interface to the data grid.
Thus, the preservation environment has the ability to add new user ac-
cess mechanisms as well as the ability to add new types of storage systems 
and database technology. Data grid infrastructure independence makes 
it possible for a new user access protocol to be used with a legacy storage 
system that was acquired before the new access protocol was available. In 
practice, this is one of the main uses of data grid technology—the applica-
tion of new access methods to old storage technology. Data grids are also 
used to integrate “stove pipe” storage technologies that did not share a 
common access protocol. The data grid technology makes it possible to 
integrate digital entities residing within each “stove pipe” into a common 
data collection without having to modify either of the legacy systems.
Generic Preservation Environments
The technology that is used to provide infrastructure independence 
for preservation environments is equally applicable to other types of data 
management systems. A preservation environment that is based on data 
grid technology incorporates capabilities that are also useful for real-time 
sensor data archiving, collection building environments, data sharing envi-
ronments, digital libraries, and data analysis environments (Moore & Baru, 
2003). The common capabilities include the following:
• Management of distributed data; copies can be made and stored at 
multiple sites on multiple types of storage systems
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• Association of metadata attributes or properties with each digital entity; 
the properties can include authenticity-, integrity-, descriptive-, and 
user-defi ned attributes
• Support for arbitrary types of storage systems
• Support for multiple vendor and nonproprietary databases
• Support for multiple types of access interfaces
• Management of the consistency between the digital entities and the 
digital entity properties
• Management of access latency for databases and wide area networks
The differences between a digital library, a data sharing environment, 
and a preservation environment can be supported through different choic-
es for digital entity properties, for access mechanisms, and for consistency 
controls. An example of the ubiquity of application of data grid technology 
is the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) developed at the SDSC (Baru, Moore, 
Rajasekar, & Wan, 1998). The SRB provides all of the capabilities that have 
been discussed and is used in a production environment to support col-
lections for federal agencies, including research projects for the National 
Science Foundation (NSF), data collections for the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA), data grids for the Department of Energy, 
data grids for the National Institutes of Health (NIH), preservation environ-
ments for the University of California, and preservation environments for 
NARA and the National Historical Publications and Records Commission 
(NHPRC). The total amount of data stored at SDSC for these projects is 
over 330 terabytes and over 50 million fi les. Table 1 lists the amount of data 
and number of persons with access privileges for each collection.
The SRB data grid technology is scalable. The collection sizes range 
from a hundred gigabytes to a hundred terabytes in size. The number of fi les 
in a collection range from a few thousand to over 26 million. The number 
of users for which access privileges are kept range from a few tens to over 
3,000. Each of the collections is distributed across multiple storage systems. 
The NSF National Partnership for Advanced Computational Infrastructure 
collection is housed on over 85 storage systems. The NIH Biomedical In-
formatics Research Network manages data that is distributed across 17 sites 
from the West Coast to the East Coast of the United States.
Preservation Environment Examples
The NARA research prototype permanent archive and the NHPRC Per-
sistent Archive Testbed illustrate two different approaches to the creation of 
a preservation environment. Both projects use the SRB data grid technology 
but provide different management strategies for assuring integrity. Based 
on production storage experiences at the SDSC, all digital data is at risk of 
being lost through the factors listed in table 2.
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Every digital entity relies upon a software and hardware infrastructure 
for its long-term preservation. The infrastructure can be compromised by 
hardware failures such as media corruption for tapes and disk failure for 
fi le systems. The simple way to protect against this is to replicate the digital 
entity onto a physically separate set of media. For commodity-based disk 
systems, SDSC sees a disk failure about every 80 disk-months of use. For 
tape media, SDSC fi nds that the media lifetime exceeds fi ve years but that 
individual fi les on tape may be lost due to tape robot drive malfunction. 
SDSC migrates to new tape media about every three years to minimize the 
total cost of storage, decrease the number of tape cartridges that must be 
managed, and recover fl oor space.
At longer time intervals, on the order of fi ve years, having multiple 
copies is insuffi cient. Infrequent simultaneous failure of the original copy 
and the backup copy can occur. This can be a combination of unexpected 
failures, such as the replication procedure failing because of an operational 
error and the original copy being lost because of media failure. A third 
copy is required on an independent storage system.
The source of integrity risk also depends upon the technology provided 
by the software and hardware vendor. An example is the release of the Pen-
tium processor for commodity use and the discovery after use for a year that 
the processor occasionally generated bad results. To protect against vendor 
manufacturing problems, storage systems from multiple vendors should be 
used. A similar risk arises from operator error, in which operational proce-
Table 2. Types of Risk and Risk Mitigation Mechanisms at the SDSC
Entity at Risk
 Size
 Problem
 Frequency
 Minimum Number of Replicas Needed to Mitigate Risk
File
 ~2 MB
 Corrupted media, disk failure 1 year
 2 copies in single system
Tape
 ~200 GB
 The above plus simultaneous failure of 2 copies 5 years
 3 copies in homogeneous systems
System
 ~10 TB
 The above plus systemic errors in vendor software, or malicious user, or operator  
 error that deletes multiple copies 1–15 years
 3 independent, heterogeneous systems
Archive
 ~1 PB
 The above plus natural disaster, obsolescence of standards 10–100 years
 3 distributed, heterogeneous systems
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dures are applied with unexpected consequences. Unintended overlap of 
operational procedures can lead to interference between storage systems 
that causes data loss. The solution is to have one of the copies under the 
operational management of an independent site.
Every storage center is at risk of data loss from a natural disaster such as 
an earthquake, fl ood, or hurricane. One of the copies needs to be located 
at a geographically remote site. Every storage center is also at risk due 
to acts by malicious users. In this case, a copy needs to be made to a site 
that restricts user access and that requires independent archivist actions 
to manipulate the preservation environment. Such a site is characterized 
as a “deep archive,” in which material is written once, no overwrites are 
possible, user access is limited to archivists, and material is staged through 
a preservation workbench. A deep archive is differentiated from a “dark 
archive” through the ability to federate the deep archive with active archives. 
A deep archive is a component of a larger preservation environment that 
supports active access to electronic records.
The NARA research prototype persistent archive implements a preser-
vation environment that is designed to mitigate against all of these types 
of risk. The system is described in fi gure 4.
The preservation environment is implemented as the federation of 
three independent data grids. Each data grid manages its own preservation 
metadata in a separate metadata catalog. Each data grid manages its own 
set of storage systems. Consistency constraints are implemented between 
the data grids to control which digital entities may be replicated between 
the data grids, how the preservation metadata is synchronized between the 
data grids, how user identifi ers are replicated between the data grids, and 
Figure 4. NARA Prototype Persistent Archive Federation
Replicated copy at 
University of Maryland for 
load balancing and risk 
mitigation
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how resources are shared between the data grids. The consistency controls 
are specifi ed on each of the fi ve name spaces identifi ed in fi gure 1.
The types of integrity risk are now managed by a combination of the 
following replicas:
• Multiple copies are kept at University of Maryland (U Md). U Md uses 
a High Performance Storage System (HPSS) to replicate fi les that are 
provided for public access on a commodity-based disk storage system. 
This mitigates against media loss.
• U Md replicates data onto a commodity disk system at NARA. This 
protects against operational error at U Md and protects against simul-
taneous loss of the two copies at U Md. The U Md and NARA metadata 
catalogs are implemented in different database technologies (Informix 
and Oracle) to protect against systemic vendor product failure.
• A copy is replicated into a deep archive at SDSC. This protects against 
natural disaster (tornados), and also provides a copy that has restricted 
access to protect against malicious users.
The combination of the three sites makes it possible to mitigate against 
the multiple sources of risk. The types of collections that are housed in 
the preservation environment include email collections, Web crawls, im-
age collections, offi ce product collections, Graphical Information System 
(GIS) systems, state department communiqués, binary data, etc. The types 
of preservation metadata that are maintained about each digital entity are 
governed by the NARA Life Cycle Data Requirements Guide. The electronic 
records are organized by collection, record group, record series, fi le unit, 
and fi le entity. The preservation metadata is organized in a preservation 
description catalog and mapped onto the global name space that is pro-
vided for each digital entity by the SRB data grid technology. The single 
largest collection is the Electronic Access Project (EAP) image collection, 
with over 350,000 fi les and over 1 terabyte of data.
The NHPRC Persistent Archive Testbed (PAT)9 links archives across 
multiple state institutions. A single data grid is used to link the sites with 
the metadata catalog maintained at the SDSC. Each site uses a 1–2 terabyte 
commodity disk system to house a local copy of its preservation collection. 
A replica is also kept on tape at SDSC. Each site preserves a different type 
of material and investigates how to automate the archival procedures that 
are used for its collection. The sites and types of collections are
• Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives (Web collection)
• Minnesota Historical Society (spatial data records on land use)
• Ohio Historical Society (email collection)
• Stanford Linear Accelerator Center Archives and History Offi ce (high-
energy physics project)
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• Michigan Department of History, Arts, and Libraries (records stored in 
a records management application).
The focus of the PAT project is on automation of archival processes of 
appraisal, accession, arrangement, description, preservation, and access. 
While all of the collaborating sites are examining how description can 
be automated, each partner has selected a different set of preservation 
processes to automate. The approach followed in the PAT collaboration 
is to fi rst put the material to be archived under archivist control by load-
ing it onto the data grid, then developing processing scripts that allow the 
organization and description to be characterized. Scripts are developed to 
extract the preservation metadata and to organize the digital entities. The 
scripts are then applied to create a new collection within the data grid that 
provides the appropriate structure and metadata. The digital entities are 
then replicated onto a tape archive at SDSC using container technology.
Summary
The development of a preservation environment is strongly driven by 
the desire to support infrastructure independence, the ability to preserve 
digital entities as a collection, and the ability to migrate the collection to 
new choices for storage and database technology. Data grid technology 
provides this capability and has been shown to scale to the size of digital 
holdings that are now being considered for preservation. The NARA re-
search prototype persistent archive and NHPRC Persistent Archive Testbed 
illustrate two different approaches to the implementation of a preservation 
environment. Both models are useful and provide different ways to federate 
independent collections into a sustainable preservation system.
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the fi nal fi ndings of InterPARES, which is still in the testing phase. More 
information about the example permanent archive based on the SDSC 
Storage Resource Broker can be found at http://www.npaci.edu/DICE/
SRB/index.html and http://www.sdsc.edu/NARA/.
Notes
1. Defi nitions are given for authenticity and integrity in the fi nal report from InterPARES 1 
(2002). 
2. For information on DSpace, see http://www.dspace.org/, and the article by MacKenzie 
Smith in this issue of Library Trends.
3. See Reference Model for an OAIS (2002) for information on AIP. 
4. For information on METS, see http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/.
5. For information on OAI-PMH, see http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol
.html.
6. For information on the Kepler Project, a System for Scientifi c Workfl ows, see http://kepler
.ecoinformatics.org/.
7. For more information on WSDL, see http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl.
8. For more information on GridFTP, see http://www.globus.org/datagrid/gridftp.html.
9. For more information on the NHPRC Persistent Archive Testbed, see http://www.sdsc
.edu/PAT/.
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Building Preservation Partnerships: The Library 
of Congress National Digital Information 
Infrastructure and Preservation Program
William LeFurgy
Abstract
Congress authorized the Library of Congress to undertake the Na-
tional Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program 
(NDIIPP) to prevent the loss of our digital heritage. This work, 
as with all digital preservation activities, is challenging because of 
technical issues and also because traditionally there have been few 
effective collaborative mechanisms to leverage resources and ex-
pertise. NDIIPP aims to address both issues while also ensuring the 
preservation of at-risk digital content. Concrete steps have been 
taken recently with the establishment of eight partnership consor-
tia, each of which has committed to working with the other and the 
Library on collaborative digital preservation initiatives. The eight 
consortia represent the formal launch of an NDIIPP national net-
work of preservation partners. Currently, NDIIPP is exploring how 
best to involve states and territories in the network.
The Need for Partnership
While it has been evident for some time that management and preser-
vation of digital information is challenging, until recently there has been 
little in the way of a coordinated approach to meeting the challenge. The 
reasons for this are familiar: tools and best practices for preservation are 
developmental; resources available to address the issue are limited; and digi-
tal content itself continues to evolve. Absent as well has been a mechanism 
that links into a collaborative partnership all the various institutions and 
other entities that manage digital assets. But as more and more signifi cant 
details about our society are recorded in bits, the need for moving beyond 
these limits grows.
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Millennia of dependency on preserving knowledge and cultural expres-
sion are starkly threatened in a digital environment. Analog objects can 
survive with minimal care for centuries, but no electronic format can hope 
to persist more than a short while without careful (and perhaps expensive) 
intervention. There will be no digital equivalent of the Lascaux cave paint-
ings, Mayan stone scripts, Dead Sea scrolls, or other kinds of rediscovered 
ancient knowledge. For that matter, there may not even be the digital 
equivalent of Emily Dickinson’s poetry, which languished for only a few 
years in original form before its posthumous publication. Today’s digital 
record of creativity and knowledge is at risk of wholesale loss tomorrow 
due to obsolete software applications and fi le formats, degraded tape and 
other recording media, and other hazards wrought by rapid information 
technology advances. There will be little opportunity to recover anything 
that is untended. 
Tending to digital information is, however, a complex undertaking. 
Digital objects have come into prominence only within the very recent past, 
and there is little collective experience to draw upon about how best to cre-
ate, manage, and preserve them. There are huge—and growing—quantities 
of content available at any given moment. At the same time, much of this 
content is constantly changing or disappearing in favor of something newer. 
Thorny copyright, privacy, and other rights-related issues loom over all as-
pects of the digital life cycle. And, while entities ranging from universities to 
corporations to government agencies are rapidly accumulating important 
digital content, there is no precedent for these stakeholders working in 
concert to preserve signifi cant digital information. 
In 2000 Congress recognized that the nation needed an exceptional 
effort to prevent the loss of our digital heritage. Legislation enacted the 
National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program 
(NDIIPP) and directed the Library of Congress to determine the shape of 
the effort and set forth a strategy for its implementation. Public Law 106-
554, providing up to $100 million of funding, was authorized to support 
NDIIPP, with $75 million contingent on a dollar for dollar match from 
nonfederal sources. Congress understood that the Library, with a core mis-
sion to make information available and useful and to sustain and preserve 
a universal collection of knowledge and creativity regardless of format for 
current and future generations of Congress and the American people, was 
uniquely qualifi ed for this assignment. 
After spending nearly two years meeting with diverse stakeholder com-
munities across the nation and studying critical aspects of the challenge, the 
Library issued a comprehensive plan for tackling the digital preservation 
problem. The plan, Preserving Our Digital Heritage,1 outlined an approach to 
build a national network of entities committed to digital preservation and 
that are linked through a shared technical framework. This strategy also 
recognized the need for identifying best practices and supporting advanced 
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research into tools, repositories, and overall models for digital preserva-
tion. Underlying this approach was a strong commitment to partnership: 
given the scope and size of the digital preservation challenge, no single 
institution—not even the Library itself—could realistically hope to meet 
the challenge alone. Instead, the most effective way forward lay in harness-
ing the collective interests, talents, and resources of individual institutions. 
Collaboration is key to making partnerships work, and NDIIPP rests on a 
fi rm commitment to sharing information and building on the insights of 
others. The Library’s role is to provide leadership in building the partner-
ship network and also in spurring awareness of preservation issues and 
cooperation with content creators, distributors, stewards, and users.
Launching the First Set of Partnerships
The Library issued a Program Announcement in 2003 for proposals 
to start building the partnership network. Proposals could seek awards of 
between $500,000 and $3 million for up to three years; applicants were also 
required to provide matching resource contributions. The call specifi ed 
that proposals provide for three outcomes:2 
1. Partnership models for allocating collecting roles and responsibilities across col-
laborating institutions. This includes defi ning roles and responsibilities 
among and between the partners and the Library and developing and 
testing cooperative collecting agreements among libraries, archives, and 
other institutions in the public and private sectors. 
2. Collections of at-risk digital content. Proposed digital collections may en-
compass a variety of cultural heritage materials. Among the collections 
of high interest to the Library at this time are those with holdings of 
historical and cultural materials or information from around the globe 
that document key social and political developments necessary to under-
stand contemporary events of high importance to national legislators 
and policy makers. Such subject areas might include American law, 
domestic social policy, foreign affairs, defense and trade, government 
and fi nance, and science and industry. Collections with holdings in 
languages other than English may be included within the scope of the 
project. Formats of interest include textual, numeric, visual, audio, and 
geospatial, among others. Content collected under this program an-
nouncement must be accessible and transferable to the Library upon 
its request. 
3. Strategies and best practices for identifying, capturing, and retaining content. 
These may include but are not limited to the following:
• Defi nition and selection of at-risk content of long-term value—including 
strategies for making these defi nition and selection decisions (for ex-
ample, historical signifi cance; user surveys; interests of scholars, faculty, 
and researchers; relative institutional strengths 
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• Identifi cation, development, and testing curatorial best practices for 
defi ning and selecting complex and dynamic objects, such as Web-based 
objects, broadcast and streaming media, GIS materials, interactive ob-
jects 
• Identifi cation and testing curatorial best practices for selecting non-
English-language materials
• Identifi cation and testing of methods and/or practices for collecting 
digital content (such strategies may include capturing content from the 
Web or other sources or receiving content directly from publishers or 
other creators and providers)
All applications were subjected to a peer-review process administered by 
the National Endowment for the Humanities. Librarian of Congress James 
H. Billington selected the eight winning proposals. 
Each of the eight projects consists of a lead institution and at least one 
additional partner. A senior Library staff member serves as a program 
offi cer and chief liaison for each project. The Library hosted an opening 
kickoff meeting for all the partners in January 2005. Subsequent meetings 
will occur twice a year over the three-year period of performance for the 
initiative. Partners are also invited to participate in four so-called affi nity 
groups, which represent signifi cant topics that cut across all the interests 
of the partners. The affi nity groups focus on intellectual property rights, 
content collection and selection, technical infrastructure, and the econom-
ics of sustaining digital preservation over the long term. Each group will 
identify priorities for action over the near future and will undertake a variety 
of activities, the results of which will be shared among the other partners. 
Library staff are facilitating the work of each group.
The projects represent a diverse cross section of institutions and con-
tent. What unites the projects is a dual effort to identify, get, and sustain 
signifi cant material while also collaborating with the Library and the other 
partners to advance digital preservation methods and best practices. Each 
of the eight projects is outlined below.3 
Lead Institution: California Digital Library at the University of California 
Partners: New York University; University of North Texas, The Libraries; 
and the Texas Center for Digital Knowledge 
Collaborators: San Diego Supercomputer Center; Stanford University 
Computer Science Department and Sun Microsystems, Inc.; New York 
University’s Tamiment Library; Stanford University Library’s Social Sci-
ences Resource Center; Arizona State Library and Archive; and the Uni-
versity of California libraries, including the University of California at Los 
Angeles Online Campaign Literature Archive and University of California 
at Berkeley’s Institute for Government Studies Library and Institute of 
Industrial Relations Library
Subject: The award is for a project to develop Web archiving tools that 
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will be used by libraries to capture, curate, and preserve collections of 
Web-based government and political information. This literature is a criti-
cal element of our nation’s heritage and is increasingly found exclusively 
online, putting it at greater risk of being lost. The collections will focus on 
local political activities and movements, such as the California gubernatorial 
recall election of 2003. The issue of digital preservation has become more 
important in recent years, especially for government information. More 
than 65 percent of all government publications are now posted directly on-
line without a print counterpart. With the half-life of government Web pages 
at four months, much of this information is at risk of being permanently 
lost. The grant will support development of infrastructure and tools that 
libraries and other organizations will need to build collections of selected 
Web-based materials.4
Lead Institution: University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) 
Partner: Stanford University 
Subject: The University Libraries of UCSB and Stanford are leading the 
formation of the National Geospatial Digital Archive (NGDA), a collecting 
network for the archiving of geospatial images and data. Geospatial informa-
tion has played an important role in the history of the United States. From 
the fi rst colonial maps to the satellite imagery of the twenty-fi rst century, 
cartographic information has helped defi ne and frame our view of the 
United States. Project objectives include the following:
• Create a new national federated network committed to archiving geo-
spatial imagery and data 
• Investigate the proper and optimal roles of such a federated archive, 
with consideration of distant (dark) backup and migration, directly 
serving content to users vs. referring requestors back to the originators 
of the data for copies or assistance, active or passive quality/integrity 
monitoring, application of metadata, federated searching, dissemination 
of metadata, etc. 
• Collect and archive major segments of at-risk digital geospatial data and 
images 
• Develop best practices for the presentation of archived digital geospatial 
data
• Develop partner communication mechanisms for the project and then 
ongoing 
• Develop a series of policy agreements governing retention, rights man-
agement, obligations of partners, interoperability of systems, and ex-
change of digital objects5 
Lead Institution: Educational Broadcasting Corporation (Thirteen/WNET New York) 
Partners: WGBH Educational Foundation; Public Broadcasting Service 
(PBS); New York University (NYU) 
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Subject: Partners in this project will collaborate to establish procedures, 
structures, and national standards necessary to preserve public television 
programs produced in digital formats. Thirteen and WGBH are the two 
largest producers of public television content in the United States. Through 
PBS, their productions are made available to audiences from coast to coast. 
Together, these three entities produce and distribute the majority of pub-
lic television in the United States. NYU is home to one of America’s most 
distinguished research libraries, and the university recently established a 
graduate-level program in moving image preservation, which includes the 
exploration of digital technologies. The four partners will focus on such in-
fl uential series as “Nature,” “American Masters,” “NOVA,” and “Frontline,” 
which are increasingly being produced only in digital formats, including 
the new high-defi nition standard (HDTV). Issues associated with the pres-
ervation of important corollary content, such as Web sites that accompany 
broadcasts, will also be examined.6
Lead Institution: Emory University 
Partners: University of Louisville Libraries; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University Libraries; Florida State University Libraries; Auburn University 
Libraries; Georgia Institute of Technology Library and Information Center 
Subject: This project will develop a MetaArchive of Southern Digital Cul-
ture by creating a distributed digital preservation network for critical and 
at-risk content relative to Southern culture and history. The partners will 
select and preserve institutional digital archives and other institutionally 
relevant born-digital materials such as electronic theses and dissertations, 
as well as ephemeral works such as online exhibitions and cultural history 
Web site displays. This body of digital content includes a wide variety of 
subjects complementary to Library of Congress collections such as the Civil 
War, the civil rights movement, slave narratives, Southern music, handi-
crafts, and church history. The partner institutions of this project envision 
a three-year process to develop a cooperative for the preservation of at-risk 
digital content with a particular content focus: the culture and history of 
the American South. The project group members will jointly develop 
• a prioritized conspectus of at-risk digital content in this subject domain 
held at the partner sites
• a body of content from the partner institutions, selected as most criti-
cally in need of preservation, harvested into a “dark archive”
• a cooperative agreement for ongoing collaboration
• a distributed preservation network infrastructure based on the LOCKSS 
software. 
The proposed work plan for this project builds on relationships and 
workfl ows developed during previous projects of the MetaScholar Initiative 
and other collaborating consortia.7
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Lead Institution: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library, Graduate 
School of Library and Information Science 
Partners: Online Computer Library Center (OCLC), Tufts University Per-
seus Project, Michigan State University Library, and an alliance of state library 
agencies from Arizona, Connecticut, Illinois, North Carolina, and Wisconsin 
Subject: This project will develop scalable software tools to facilitate se-
lection and preservation of digital materials. In addition, it will confi gure 
and test digital repository architectures to evaluate functionality with regard 
to content, user and uses, interoperability, implementation of standards, 
and technical requirements. This undertaking will work with sound and 
video recordings, historical aerial photography, Web-based government 
publications from the partner states, and primary and secondary historical 
materials made available by the Perseus Project. The project also provides 
an opportunity for information professionals with traditional library back-
grounds and those with digital library expertise to work together to address 
these challenges. Illinois also will explore ways for libraries and repositories 
to share and preserve digital information existing in a wide variety of for-
mats, including Web-based government publications, historical documents 
and photos, sound and video recordings, Web sites, and other varied digital 
resources that will be of historical interest to future generations.8
Lead Institution: University of Maryland Robert H. Smith School of Business 
Partners: Center for History and New Media at George Mason University; 
Gallivan, Gallivan and O’Melia LLC; Snyder, Miller, Orton Lawyers LLP; 
and the Internet Archive 
Subject: This project will preserve at-risk digital materials from the Ameri-
can business culture during the early years of the commercialization of the 
Internet—the “Birth of the Dot Com Era,” specifi cally 1994–2001. The 
materials, collected through Web portals at www.businessplanarchive.org 
and www.dotcomarchive.org and through direct contact with former partici-
pants in the Dot Com Era, will be of incalculable historical value to Ameri-
cans eager to make sense of this remarkable period of venture creation. 
Content associated with this project includes business plans, marketing 
plans, technical plans, venture presentations, and other business documents 
from more than 2,000 failed and successful Internet start-ups.9 
Lead Institution: University of Michigan Inter-university Consortium for Political 
and Social Research 
Partners: The Roper Center for Public Opinion Research at the Univer-
sity of Connecticut; the Howard W. Odum Institute for Research in Social 
Science at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; the Henry A. Mur-
ray Research Archive and the Harvard-MIT Data Center (both members 
of the Institute for Quantitative Social Science at Harvard University); and 
the Electronic and Special Media Records Service Division of the National 
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Archives and Records Administration 
Subject: These institutions will create a partnership to identify, acquire, 
and preserve data used in the study of social science to ensure that future 
generations of Americans have access to this vital digital material that will 
allow them to understand their nation and its social organization, policies, 
and politics. Surveys have done more than predict the outcomes of elections 
or tell us when presidents gain or lose popularity. They inform us about 
aging, health and health care, race relations, women’s rights, employment, 
and family life—the full story of the social and cultural tapestry that makes 
up our nation. They provide the data necessary for sound, empirically based 
policy making. Yet a huge quantity of this data is missing or at risk. Examples 
of data that will be preserved by this project include opinion polls, voting 
records, large-scale surveys on family growth and income, and focused 
studies on effects of events such as factory closings or the need to care for 
aging parents. Together the partners will build a shared catalog, adopt a 
common standard for describing survey data, and develop strategies for 
ensuring that the data remains available for analysis.10 
Lead Institution: North Carolina State University (NCSU) Libraries 
Partner: North Carolina Center for Geographic Information and Analysis 
Subject: The project will collect and preserve digital geospatial data re-
sources, including digitized maps, from state and local government agencies 
in North Carolina. Geospatial data are created by a wide range of state and 
local agencies for use in applications such as tax assessment, transportation 
planning, hazard analysis, health planning, political redistricting, homeland 
security, and utilities management. The geospatial resources targeted by 
the NCSU Libraries’ project include digitized maps, geographic informa-
tion systems (GIS) data sets, and remote sensing data resources such as 
digital aerial photography. A wide range of state and local agencies create 
these forms of data for use in tax assessment, transportation planning, 
hazard analysis, health planning, political redistricting, homeland security, 
and utilities management. State and local agencies frequently offer more 
detailed and up-to-date geospatial data than federal agencies. However, 
these entities are by defi nition decentralized, and their dissemination practices 
focus almost exclusively on providing access to the most current data available 
rather than any older versions. Although this project will focus solely on North 
Carolina, it is expected to serve as a demonstration project for other states.11 
Seeking to Add States and Territories to the NDIIPP 
Network
The Library is presently seeking to expand the network of preservation 
partners beyond those noted above through an exploratory initiative with 
all U.S. states and territories for preserving signifi cant state and local gov-
ernment information in digital form. State libraries and archives typically 
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have broad responsibility for preserving and providing public access to state 
and local government information of enduring value and are important 
components of a national preservation network.12 
State and local governments are creating vast amounts of information 
solely in digital form, including land data, school records, offi cial publica-
tions, and court records. Much of this material is of permanent legal, legisla-
tive, or cultural value, yet it is at risk because of fragile media, technological 
obsolescence, or other hazards. State libraries, archives, and other state and 
local institutions face complex barriers in developing an effective strategy 
to meet this challenge.
During April and May of 2005 the Library sponsored fact-fi nding work-
shops with states and territories to identify issues, needs, and priorities 
regarding preservation of state government digital information. Each state 
was invited to send three representatives chosen from its library, archives, 
information technology management organization, or other stakeholder 
entities with responsibility for preservation of digital information. All fi fty 
states sent teams, as did several territories. As a result, the workshops pro-
vided an unprecedented opportunity for state librarians, archivists, and 
information technologists to meet and gain a greater understanding of 
each other’s perspectives. While this was an occasion for individuals working 
in different states to convene, there were also several instances where the 
archivist and the librarian from the same state met for the fi rst time. The 
Library will assemble the learning acquired during the workshops into a 
summary report that will be used to guide its strategy with the states. 
A key part of this strategy will be implementation of a recommendation 
from workshop participants to build profi les of the status of digital preserva-
tion activities in each state. The Library will sponsor a systematic survey to 
collect the facts needed for the profi les. In addition, the survey will gather 
information about specifi c kinds of digital information identifi ed as priori-
ties by workshop participants and that also has potential value to Congress 
and to the nation as a whole. The Center for Technology in Government, a 
leading digital government research center at the University at Albany, State 
University of New York, will assist the Library in this work. The Institute of 
Museum and Library Services (IMLS), the primary source of federal sup-
port for the nation’s libraries, will also be a partner. Along with experience 
in supporting collaborative projects to manage, preserve, and provide digital 
access to collections, IMLS has signifi cant expertise administering state-based 
library service programs that encourage planning and evaluation.
As NDIIPP continues to move forward, the Library anticipates continu-
ing to add partners to the national preservation network. Over time, the 
intent is for partners to defi ne and undertake specifi c roles and respon-
sibilities in connection with this participation. The Library will continue 
to play a leadership role in facilitating network activities and in advancing 
digital preservation knowledge and practice. 
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Notes
 1. See http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/index.php?nav=3&subnav=1.
 2. The following information is based on the Program Announcement; see http://www
.digitalpreservation.gov/index.php?nav=4&subnav=3. 
 3. The following information is based on the Library’s press release for the awards; see 
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/about/pr_093004.html. 
 4. See http://www.cdlib.org/programs/award_announcement_fi nal_20040930.doc.
 5. See http://www.ngda.org.
 6. See http://www.nyu.edu/its/pubs/connect/fall04/ackerman_grants.html.
 7. See http://www.metaarchive.org.
 8. See www.uif.uillinois.edu/pages/NewsPage.aspx?an=True&NID=771.
 9. See http://www.rhsmith.umd.edu/news/releases/2004/093004.html.
 10. See http://www.umich.edu/~urecord/0405/Oct04_04/04.shtml.
 11. See http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/news/gis.php?p=329&more=1.
 12. The information below is based on the Library’s announcement for the initiative; see 
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/about/states_announce.html.
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